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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this research was to develop a simplified analyt

lcal procedure for determining the optimal timing for upgrading low

volume roads in developing countries. Most roadway upgradings from 

gravel to surface treated and to asphaltic concrete are carried out when 

total transport cost on a road becomes high as a result of high traffic 

and the consequent rapid deterioration of the roadway. Adequate tim

ing of upgrading strategies ensures effective use of resources and 

lower total transport cost. 

This study examined eXisting systems, models, and approaches 

for estimating total transport cost components. An analytical procedure 

was then developed using a decision-tree concept to delineate all possi

ble upgrading strategies within a plan period. The decision-tree con

cept depicts all the possible upgrading strategies within a plan period 

with decisions on roadway upgrading made at certain decision intervals. 

The total transport cost of the upgrading strategies is evaluated to 

establish the optimal strategies and traffic warrants for improving 

a roadway surface. A computer program PVMNT was written to facili

tate the computation of the total transport cost. 

A case study was presented to demonstrate the application of 

the analytical procedure. The case study revealed interesting results 

on the changes of optimal upgrading strategies .with changes in base 

traffic volume and growth rate. However, general conclusions could not 

be drawn based on the results of the case study. These results, as 

xii 
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well as the analytical procedure, should be of interest to engineers 

responsible for providing low-volume roads in developing countries. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Nigeria, like many other developing countries, is populated by 

a diversity of people from different ethnic groups, cultures, and dia

lects. Communities are often geographically isolated by mountain 

ranges, rivers, and forests. Effective socioeconomic interaction is 

largely achieved through the provision of transportation facilities that 

cross these barriers. Highway development in Nigeria is therefore 

aimed at enhancing this socioeconomic interaction as well as economic 

development, national cohesion, and defense. The planning, manage

ment, and financing of highway development are some of the most seri

ous problems facing most developing nations (59). 

From 1951 to 1980 the total kilometerage of federal and state 

highways in Nigeria increased from 44,414 to 114,769 (37). Less than 

20% of the increased kilometerage of roads passed through virgin ter

ritories. The rest were unimproved roads built through self-help pro

jects by the local people, who used very little or no roadway-making 

machinery. Such unimproved roads, built to transport farm produce to 

major highway and activity centers, are taken over from time to time by 

the federal and state highway departments. The decision to do so is 

based on factors such as the road's geographic location, traffic volume, 

importance to road network, and availability of funds. 

1 
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The roads taken over by the governmental departments are first 

improved through the construction of drainages, culverts, bridges, and 

dips to make the roads passable throughout the year. As more funds 

become available, the roads are designed for horizontal and vertical 

alignment and constructed as gravel-surfaced roadways with modest 

changes in the road geometries and layout. These roads are upgraded 

to surface~treated and to asphaltic-concrete surfacing at a later date. 

Roadway geometries and layout are virtually established at the 

time of construction to base course level. A measure that could be 

used to reduce transport cost onward from this point would be to en

sure a more effective utilization of funds through staging the future 

construction of the roadway surface. 

An adequate procedure for determining the timing of upgrading 

roadway surfaces has not been developedc Currently, in most cases, 

the roadway upgrading from gravel to surface treated or asphaltic con

crete is carried out when maintenance cost becomes high as a result of 

increased traffic volume. With respect to upgrading from surface

treated to asphaltic concrete, the procedure is carried out after the 

roadway surface has failed. A measure to prevent the structural fail

ure of the pavement is more desirable than a reactive one. Cracks 

resulting from pavement failure allow infiltration of surface water into 

the pavement thereby accelerating the deterioration of the roadway in a 

geometric progression (24). This results in higher maintenance and 

user cost and sometimes a rehabilitation involving the replacement of all 

the pavement layers. Maintenance and upgrading of roadway surfaces 

.therefore need to be timely in order to avert high transport costs. 
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Winfrey ( 64) suggested the use of economic analytical studies 

for use in decision making on road improvement projects. In determin

ing the optimal timing of roadway upgrading in developing countries, 

the economic analyses require the estimation of construction, mainte

nance, and user costs of the road for several upgrading strategies. 

Several models have been developed for the purpose. The Highway 

Cost Model (35), Road Transport Investment Model (47), and Highway 

Design and Maintenance Standard Model ( 63) are some of these models. 

These existing models merely estimate the total transport cost for a 

given condition and are not designed to analyze several different road

way upgrading strategies. In addition, the timing information has to be 

_ input and a separate run obtained for each roadway improvement stra

tegy. This procedure can be time consuming and is therefore not ade

quate for the analyses in this study, which requires transport cost for 

all roadway improvement strategies from gravel to surface treated and 

asphaltic concrete. The existing transport cost models ( 35,4 7, 63) are 

also complex and require considerable extensive data on road configur

ation, hourly cost of equipment, and equipment productivity, making it 

unsuitable for use in preengineering analyses of road projects when 

available data on a road may be sketchy. 

In developed countries, considerable work has been done re

lated to the development of pavement management systems. These sys

tems were developed to aid in making decisions related to providing and 

maintaining pavements. Their activities include the planning, design, 

construction and maintenance of pavements as well as the evaluation and 

research on pavements ( 16) • . The design subsystem of the pavement 
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management system estirrmteb the construction, maintenance, and user 

costs for alternative pavement design for the purpose of determining 

the optimal pavement thickness. The systems developed in the United 

States and Canada include the Flexible Pavement Design System (57), 

the System Analysis Method for Pavements (26), and the Ontario Pave

ment Analysis Cost (29). The economic models of these pavement man

agement systems are intended for use in the design of pavements for 

high-volume roads in areas with well-developed highway systems. They 

estimate user cost as costs associated to traffic congestion and delays 

resulting from roadway reconstruction. Congestion and de~ays of traffic 

resulting from roadway reconstruction are not relevant on low-volume 

roads. These pavement management systems are therefore inadequate 

for use on low-volume roads in developing countries. 

Each of the aforementioned models and systems would require 

extensive adaptation to make it suitable for use in determining the best 

improvement strategy. There is therefore a need to develop an ana

lytical procedure to determine justification for the staging of a roadway 

surface improvement. The procedure should include a model to estimate 

transport cost components that has an endogenous capability to analyze 

several upgrading strategies in one run. 

Goals and Objectives of Study 

The overall goal of this study was to develop an analytical pro

cedure that addresses the problem related to staging roadway improve

ment in developing countries. The goal was accomplished as follows: 
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1. Review the literature and current models to determine method 

approaches and data that are pertinent in estimating highway construc

tion, maintenance, and user costs. 

2. Develop a model that may be used to evaluate different strat

egies for upgrading the roadway surface. The model should be capable 

of evaluating the influence of traffic volume, traffic growth rate, and 

roadway type and configuration. 

3. Select pertinent data bases that are necessary for the r-oadway 

improvement model. 

4. Demonstrate the application of the model through a case study 

analysis. The analysis will include the determination of: 

a. Optimal strategy for upgrading a gravel road to surface

treated and asp hal tic-concrete surface for a given road 

characteristic, traffic volume, and traffic growth rate. 

b. Year to upgrade a roadway surface for a given base traffic 

volume and a traffic growth rate. 

c. Traffic volume with a given growth rate that would warrant 

upgrading a roadway surface. 

d. Maintenance schedule for roadway surfaces. 

Limitations 

Basically, the main limitation in the development of the model 

was that no field or laboratory data were collected. The information 

used in the model development and the set of data came from the liter

ature or existing data bases. 
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Also, no actual working versions of the existing models were 

available. Comparison of models was therefore lirnlted to examination of 

the documented capabilities of the models. 

The effects of diversion of traffic to and from adjacent high

ways as a result of improvement to the highways or adjacent highway, 

respectively. were not considered because few rural areas in developing 

countries have several alternative adjacent highways joining population 

centers. 

Another limitation of the analytical procedure is that it is used 

only on roads designed to geometric design standards and constructed 

with materials as per specification. Unimproved roads can also be 

analyzed if the initial cost of road construction up to base course level 

is included in the evaluation. 

Lastly, due to the limitation of time, the design of the 

asphaltic-concrete thickness was not incorporated into the component of 

the analytical proce-dure that estimates the total transport cost. In

stead, the design of the asphaltic-concrete layer thickness was done 

separately and the results then read into the component for estimating 

total transport cost. 

Despite these limitations, the analytical procedure developed in 

this study as well as the results of the case study performed using the 

procedure should be of interest to engineers responsible for providing 

low-vol ume roads in developing countries. The procedure, unlike exist

ing transport cost models that compute transport cost and components, 

was specifically developed to determine roadway upgrading strategies. 



CHAPTER 2 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

Research has b€;en done on the problem <lssociated with the man

agement and maintenance of roadways as well as roadway improvement 

priorities with the aim of reducing the overall transportation cost in 

developing countries. Studies in the areas of management and mainte

nance of roadways were devoted mainly to increasing the effectiveness 

of individual maintenance operations or the management of maintenance 

organizations. 

In the area of roadway improvement priorities, studies were 

directed mainly at developing suitable techniques for estimating trans

port cost and its components. These studies include the development 

of: 

1. Transport cost models. 

2. Mathematical models and procedure for estimating construction, 

maintenance, and user costs. 

3. Relationships for predicting roadway deterioration. 

None of the models developed in these studies addressed the objectives 

of the dissertation. 

This chapter reviews the aforementioned studies together with 

studies done in developed countries directed toward the development of 

pavement management systems and general techniques for estimating 

construction cost, and user cost. These studies were reviewed to 

7 
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provide a summary of methods and approaches for estimating construc

tion, maintenance, and user cost. 

Also reviewed in this chapter are studies on the evaluation of 

roadway improvements. The review of literature is presented in the 

following four areas and includes studies from developed and developing 

countries: 

1. Pavement management systems. 

2. Transport cost models. 

3. Other studies related to transport cost. 

4. Previous works on evaluating roadway improvements. 

Pavement Management Systems 

Haas and Hudson (16) described the pavement management sys

tem as a comprehensive coordinated set of activities associated with the 

planning, designing, construction, maintenance, evaluation, and 

research of pavements. Fig. 1 shows the logical sequence of activities 

that would be used by an agency using a pavement management system. 

The primary functions of the design subsystem also discussed 

by Haas and Hudson (16) include the acquisition or specification of 

input information, generation of alternative design strategies, and their 

analyses. The analyses include the economic evaluation and optimization 

in order to select the best pavement design. Typical design activities 

are shown in Fig. 2. The economic evaluation subsystem consists of 

models that determine the construction, maintenance, and user costs. 

Hudson and Haas (16) described the following pavement management 

systems developed in the United States and Canada: 



BASIC COMPONENTS OF A PAVEMENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 

PLANNING 
ACTIVITIES 

• Assess Network 
Deficiencies 

• Establish Prioritiesl----1 .. ~1 

• Program and 
Budget 

t 
J~ 

DESIGN ACTIVITIES 

Input InformatiOn on ~aterials, 
Traffic, Climate, Costs, etc. 

0 
Alternative Design Strategies 

0 
Analysis 

Economic Evaluat,on 
Optim 1 zation 

(CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES) 

MAINTENANCE ACTIVITIES 

PAVEMENT EVALUAnON 

Figure 1. Major Classes of Activities in a Pavement Management 
System. -- From Haas and Hudson ( 16). 
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1. Flexible Pavemf;nt Design System (FPS). 

2. System Analysis Method for Pavements (SAMP). 

3. Ontario Pavement Analysis Cost System (OPAC). 

A summary of how these systems determine the construction, ruainte

nd-nce, and user costs is in Table 1. A review of the systems follows 

to show their underlying concepts. No attempt was made to review all 

pavement management systems because the reviewed systems showed 

that pavement management systems developed for high-volume roads are 

not adequate for use in estimating the total transport cost of low-volume 

roads. 

The Flexible Pavement Design System (FPS) 

The Flexible Pavement Design System was developed by Scriv

ner et al. (51) for the Texas Transportation Institute. It is a con

tinuing series of editions, each of which contains an improvement or 

change in the method from previous revisions. The system has four 

models: 

1. The physical model estimates the condition of pavement under 

traffic. 

2. The economic model evaluates the total transport cost of design 

alternatives. 

3. The optimization model determines the set of optimal designs 

based on present value overall cost. 

4. The interaction model is an algorithm defining the interaction 

between the models. 



Table 1. 

System, 
Model, 

or Study 

HCM 
(35) 

RTIM 
(47) 

HDM 
(62) 

Summary of Methods for Estimating Transport Costs Used in Pavement Management 
Systems. 

Construction 

Esti.mate physical 
construction 
quantities, then 
resources con
sumed and apply 
unit costs 

As in HCH 

Average construc
tion cost es ti
mated by model 
user 

Maintenance 

Estimate quantities 
of resources for 
maintenance and 
apply unit costs 

As in HCM 

How It Estimates 

Salvage User Cost 

Estimate re
sources consumed 
by users using 
De Weille's table 
and apply unit 
rates 

Used Kenya user 
cost equations 
to determine re
sources consumed, 
then apply unit 
rate 

As in RTIM 

Roadway 
Deterioration 

Performance/ 
serviceability 
index from AASHO 
Road Test 

Used deteriora
tion function 
from Kenya study 

As in RTIM 

Data 
Requirement 

Roadway charac
teristics stage 
construction 
schedule, drain
age, and hydrol
ogy data, trans
portation cost, 
equipment packages 
and productivity 
unit cost 

Basic run data, 
roadway charac
teristics, 
vehicle operat
ing dost data 

Remarks 

Concepts of 
submodels 
considered 

Relationships 
for deterio
ration and user 
cost adequate 
for low-volume 
roads 

Existing road As in RTIM 
characteristics, 
construction sys-
tem, and costs, 
road maintenance 
standard and unit 
cost, vehicle fleet 
characteristics, 
and unit cost, 
traffic volume, 
and growth rate 

1--' 
N 
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The transport cost estimated by the economic model of the FPS consists 

of the cost of: 

1. Compacted material in the pavement layers. 

2. Seal coat. 

3. Overlay construction. 

4. Routine maintenance. 

S. User costs resulting from traffic delays as a result of overlay 

and seal coat construction. 

These transport cost elements are estimated as a function of: 

1. Unit cost of compacted material. 

2. Material properties. 

3. Environmental factors. 

4. Limiting serviceability index values. 

S. Seal coat schedule constraints. 

6. Traffic demand. 

7. Traffic control inputs for handling traffic during overlay con

struction. 

The outputs of the FPS are the total transport cost, number of 

layers in pavement, their depth, and schedule of seal coat and 

asphaltic-concrete overlay. The FPS System is not applicable for low

volume roads in developing countries because it was developed for high

volume roads in the United States well-developed higOhway systems. 

The system estimates the user cost of traffic as the cost due to 

congestion and delay resulting from roadway reconstruction. Low-volume 

roads converse to high-volume roads have lane traffic volume less than 
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2000 vehicles per day and thus have free-flow traffic conditions (see 

Chapter 5 for volume of traffic on low-volume roads). Traffic congestion 

and delays resulting from roadway construction and their costs are not 

applicable to low-volume roads. 

The System Analysis Method for Pavements (SAMP) 

The System Analysis Method for Pavements (SAMP) system was 

developed by Hudson and McCullough (26) for the Federal Highway 

Administration. Like the FPS, it is a continuing series of editions with 

sequential numbering, the most commonly known of which are SAMP-5 

and SAMP-6. 

The economic model of the SAMP system estimates construction 

cost by first determining the thickness of compacted material in the 

pavement. This is determined as a function of (a) the strength of fill 

material and its soil support value (b) the environmental factor (c) 

design period, and (d) traffic volume characteristics (volume, growth 

rate, and load and composition). Also, the thickness of overlay is 

determined as a function of the specified minimum pavement serviceabil

ity index, design period, minimum and maximum overlay thickness con

straint, and design axle load repetition. Construction cost is then 

estimated as a function of the thickness of pavement and overlay, the 

equipment package (a combination of equipment and labor working to

gether to perform a given activity at a given rate), information for 

construction activities, highway dimension, and the unit cost of labor, 

materials, and equipment. 
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The SAMP system estimates maintenance cost by first estimating 

the resource requirements, using regression equations developed by 

Bertram D. Tallamy Associates (8). The cost of maintenance was then 

determined by applying unit cost of resources such as labor, equip

ment, and materials. 

Like the FPS, the SAMP system computes user cost based on 

traffic delays, roadway congestion, and detours resulting from roadway 

construction. Therefore, it cannot be used on low-volume roads in 

developing countries as explained earlier. 

Ontario Pavement Analysis Cost System (OPAC) 

The Ontario Pavement Analysis Cost System was developed by 

Kher and Phang (29) for the Canadian province of Ontario. T1;1.e ap

proach used by the OPAC system to estimate construction, maintenance, 

and user costs is summarized in Table 1. 

For each pavement design alternative, the construction cost is 

estimated as a function of pavement thickness, the highway dimension, 

and the unit cost of the compacted pavement material. The cost of 

maintenance is estimated as a function of highway· dimension and the 

average maintenance cost data obtained from the Ontario Highway De

partment. User cost is determined as the cost associated with delay, 

congestion, and detours arising from roadway reconstruction plus the 

cost of increased consumption of resources such as fuel, tires. and 

spare parts as a result of roadway deterioration. The roadway condi

tion is predicted as a function of repeated traffic loading and 
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environmental factors by using a performance model developed with data 

from the AASHO Road Test (58) and Brampton (Ontario) Road Test 

(16). 

Because the OPAC system estimates user cost as cost associated 

with delay, congestion and detours on high-volume roads, like the FPS, 

the system is not applicable for low-volume roads with free-flow condi

tions in developing countries. However, the concepts used in esti

mating construction and maintenance costs involving the use of physical 

quantities and unit costs could be applied elsewhere. 

Transport Cost Models 

Several transport cost models have been developed for evaluat

ing roadway projects in developing countries. The Highway Cost Model 

(HCM) by Moavenzadeh (35), the Road Transport Investment Model 

(RTIM) by Robinson et al. (47), and the Highway Design and Mainte

nance Standard Model (HDM) by Watanatada (63) for the World Bank are 

some of the existing models. The transport cost models differ from the 

pavement management systems developed in the United States mainly in 

the scope of their activities. Whereas the many activities of pavement 

management systems are aimed at aiding decisions on providing and 

mnntaining pavements, transport cost models estimate total transport 

cost only. Another difference is that the pavement management systems 

were developed for high-volume highways, whereas the transport cost 

models are for low-volume highways only. A summary showing the 

methods used by models to estimate construction, maintenance, and user 

costs is given in Table 2. 



Tabl~ 2. 

System, 
Model, 

or Study 

FPS 
(51) 

SAMP 
(26) 

OPAC 
(29) 

Summary of Methods for Estimating Transport Costs Used in Transport Cost . Models 

How It Estimates 

Roadway Data 
Construction Maintenance Salvage User Cost Deterioration Requirement Remarks 

Based on unit Based on overlay Percentage of Estimate resources AASHO Test Road Program control, Unsuitable 
cost and quanti- and seal coat remaining struc- consumed due to performance/ unit construction for low-
ties of compacted schedule, road- tural strength delay, congestion secv iceabili ty cost, material volume roads 
material and area way dimensions, or utility of and detour as a modified for properties, en-
of seal coat and unit costs pavement result of overlay traffic and vironmental fac-

construction swelling of tors, service-
subgrade ability index, 

seal cost sched-
ule constraints, 
traffic demand 
inputs and control 
limits 

From material pro- From maintenance As above As above As above Material proper- As above 
perties, deter- physical quanti- ties, program 
mine physical ties, estimate control, and miscel-
quantities, then resources consumed laneous parameters, 
resources con- in labor, material, environmental ar:d 
sumed in labor, and equipment, then serviceability 
material, and apply unit rates parameters, load, 
and equipment, and traffic vari-
finally, apply able constraint, 
unit rates variable traffic 

delay, mainte-
nance variables 

Physical quanti- Used average As above 1. Delay conges- Empirical equa- As in FPS As above 
ties and unit maintenance cost tion detours tion derived 
costs data from Ontario 2. Consumption from AASHO and 

Highway Depart- fuel, tires, Brampton Road 
ment etc. due to tests 

roadway deterio-
ration 

........ 
-..] 
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The Highway Cost Model (HCM) 

The Highway Cost Model was developed at the Massachusetts 

Institute of Technology by Moavenzadeh (39) and has three main sub

models: construction, maintenance, and user costs. The macroflow 

chart of the model is presented as Fig. 3. 

The construction cost submodel of the HCM estimates construc

tion cost by first determining the physical quantities of construction 

components. Site preparation quantities are estimated in hectares as a 

function of the roadway description and the terrain. The quantities of 

earthwork are next determined using one of two models. The first 

model uses contour maps and estimates earthwork quantities based on 

the number of 10-foot contours crossed per mile. The estimate using 

this method is not as accurate as the second method, which estimates 

the amount of cut, fill, and borrow by using station and elevation data 

along the alignment of the roadway. In estimating the quantities of 

pavement and surfacing quantities, the HCM construction cost submodel 

simply applies the roadway length, width, and thickness of pavement. 

Drainage quantities are determined as a function of the topography, 

climate, soil, geology, and area hydrology. Haulage of material is esti

mated as a function of quantities and the haulage distance. 

After computing the construction quantities, built-in equipment 

packages of plants and labor working at certain rates of productivity 

are used to determine the labor, equipment, and material resources 

consumed by each of the construction activities. Construction cost is 

obtained by applying unit cost of the resources used and then totaling 

the multiples. 



1. INPUT BACKGROUND INFORMATION FOR PROJECT 

----~ 2. INPuT SPeciFic CoNsTRucTION-r1AINTENANce 
STRATEGY TO BE EVALUATED 

3. CONSTRUCTION r1oDEL EsTIMATES CoNSTRUCTION CosT 

.-----.~~4. f1AINTENANCE MoDEL EsTIMATES ~lAINTENANCE CosT 
AND ROADWAY CONDITION FOR YEAR 

Go 5. UsER CosT MoDEL EsTIMATES UsER CosT FOR YEAR 
To 

NEXT 
YEAR 6. MAIN RouTINE PRINTS OuT CoNSTRUCTION, MAINTEN-

ANCE AND RoAD UseR CosTs FOR YEAR AND CoMPUTES 
AND PRINTS our AccuMULATED, DiscouNTED, ToTALS 
FOR ANALYSIS So FAR. 

Yes 

No 

Figure 3. Operation of the Highway Cost Model. -- From 
Moavenzadeh (35). 
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In determining the annual maintenance cost, the physical quan

tities of drainage clearance, vegetation control, and roadway surface 

and shoulder maintenance are first estimated. The quantities of drain

age maintenance are estimated as the effort required to clean sediment 

deposited, which is computed as a function of rainfall, type of terrain, 

and steepness of the side slopes. The vegetation control quantities are 

computed simply as a function of road length, and the width of right of 

way. With respect to maintenance activities associated with roadway 

surfaces, .:the quantities of patching and sealing are estimated as a 

function of the present serviceability index, which defines the condition 

of the roadway. The frequency of blading is estimated as a function of 

time and traffic volume. 

After estimating the physical quantities of maintenance activ

ities, as in construction cost estimation, the resources consumed in 

maintenance activities are estimated using equipment packages of plants 

and labor for each of the maintenance activities. Maintenance cost is 

then determined by applying the unit rates of the resources to the re

sources consumed and then adding the products. 

The HCM user cost submodel estimates vehicle operating quanti

ties and cost as: 

1. Cost and quantities associated with journeys such as commercial 

vehicle crew wages and vehicle cost. 

2. Fuel and tire quantities and costs. 

3. Quantities and cost of vehicle wear, including maintenance and 

depreciation. 
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The HCM user cost submodel determines the cost associated with 

the journey as a function of the average con trolling speed of the 

vehicle, crew wages, and cost of new vehicles. In determining the 

average controlling speed of each vehicle group, separate values are 

calculated as functions of roadway condition, horsepower of the vehicle, 

and the road curvature. These three vehicle group speeds together 

with the roadway design speeds are compared. The lowest of the four 

speeds becomes the controlling average vehicle speed. In estimating fuel 

consumption quantities and tire consumption, the model by Saal (50) 

was used. The table by de Weille (13), on the other hand, was used 

in estimating vehicle wear. 

The main input data requirements of the HCM model include: 

1. Length and width of roadway. 

2. Curvature and profile of road. 

3. Pavement design. 

4. Site clearance width. 

5. Terrain. 

6. Stage construction schedule. 

7. Drainage and hydrology. 

8. Transport haul distance. 

9. Construction technology of major construction operations, in

cluding productivities of labor equipment packages. 

10. Unit cost of labor, material, and equipment. 

The output of the model includes the total transport cost, cost 

and quantities of construction, and maintenance and vehicle operating 
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costs. These costs can be discounted or nondiscounted or further 

broken down into cost of labor, material, transportation, and equipment 

as well as the foreign exchange component of costs. 

A disadvantage of the HeM model is the extensive data input 

requirement for survey data, hourly cost of equipment, and equipment 

productivities. Another disadvantage is in the use of the Saal model 

and de Weille tables. The de Weille tables (13 ) for estimating vehicle 

wear were published in 1966, those of Saal (50) in 1950. Technological 

changes in vehicles since then necessitate updating the values in the 

tables and models. 

The Road Transport Investment Model (RTIM) 

The Road Transport Investment Model ·(47) was developed at the 

Transport and Road Research Laboratory and has four main submodels: 

construction, road deterioration, vehicle operating cost, and main

tenance cost. The macroflow chart for the model is given in Fig. 4. 

The R TIM construction submodel determines construction cost 

by estimating the physical quantities of earthwork, site clearance, 

pavement and shoulders, drainage, and others (sign posts, road 

marking, construction overhead). Their unit costs are then applied 

and summed to obtain the total. 

The earthwork quantities are estimated using road alignment 

and cross sections given at distance intervals. Earthwork volumes are 

calculated by the average end area method. Earthwork items such as 

cut to waste material, change in volume of fill, and haulage are input 

by the model user. The analysis for earthwork quantities requires 



NO 

YEAR 0 

ROAD 
DETERIORATES 

YES TOTAL COST 

Figure 4. Outline Flow Diagram of R TIM Model. -- From 
Robinson et al. ( 4 7) • 
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detailed survey data or contour maps. These may not be available in 

the planning stage. 

Site clearance quantities are determined as a function of width 

of right of way to be cleared specified by the model user and the 

length of the road. The RTIM user submodel determines pavement and 

shoulder quantities from the thickness of pavement layers and roadway 

dimensions. In determining the quantities of culverts, the RTIM pro

cedure uses the Talbot formula, which relates area of opening to catch

ment area, precipitation, and runoff coefficient. 

With respect to maintenance cost, the submodel requires input 

on roadway surface deterioration such as formation of rutting, crack

ing, roughness, and depth of loose material. These inputs are deter

mined as a function of traffic and pavement type by using relationships 

developed from a Kenya study (24, 49), which is reviewed later in this 

chapter. Maintenance quantities for patching, surface treatment, over

lay, grading, regraveling, and shoulder maintenance are then estimated 

as a function of the roadway deterioration and maintenance policy. 

Also, the drainage maintenance is estimated as a function of deposited 

sediment expressed as a function of rainfall, terrain type, and road 

length. 

The RTIM model estimates user cost quantities for fuel, oil, 

spare parts, and tire consumption as well as depreciation of vehicles, 

commercial vehicle crew costs, interest charges, and standing charges 

as a function of vehicle and roadway factors. The factors include 

vehicle type, vehicle speed, vehicle maintenance policy, vertical and 

horizontal alignments, road width, and roadway conditions such as 
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roughness, rutting, looseness, moisture content, altitude, rainfall, and 

traffic volume and composition. The relationships used for estimating 

the user cost quantities and roadway condition inputs were developed 

from a Kenya study (19). These relationships were obtained for 

roadway conditions in a developing country and are therefore more 

appropriate for use in other developing countries. 

The basic data input requirements of the model are route loca

tion, road design standards, terrain information, and properties of 

construction materials. Other data input requirements are the unit cost 

of construction maintenance and vehicle operation as well as traffic 

characteristics and environmental factors. The main outputs of the 

model are construction, maintenance, and user costs, but detailed cost 

and quantities of operations may also be obtained. 

The RTIM, like the HeM, requires a large data input, which 

may not be available in the planning stage of a road project. Secondly, 

the model requires the user to specify the frequency of grading of 

gravel roadways, which is held constant throughout the planning period 

despite traffic growth. This requirement makes the estimation of 

grading cost insensitive to the t"raffic growth. This is unrealistic be

cause Bauman and Betz (7) as well as studies reported by Moavenzadeh 

(35) have shown that the maintenance cost of gravel and surface

treated roads increased with traffic volume. 

Highway Design and Maintenance Standard Model (HDM) 

The Highway Design and Maint~nance Standard Model developed 

by Watanatada (63) for the World Bank uses salient features from both 
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the HeM and the RTIM models. It has five main submodels: traffic, 

construction, road d~t~rioration and maintenance, vehicle operating 

cost, and exogenous cost-benefit submodels. 

The traffic submodel of the HDM, starting with the base year 

average daily traffic volume and growth rate, estimates the current 

year's traffic volume based on the previous year's traffic volume and 

the specified growth rates. Traffic volumes are estimated by vehicle 

type for both normal and generated traffic. 

The construction submodel of the HDM does not compute con

struction cost endogenously. The user inputs the cost on a year-by

year basis with the cost specified in local and foreign exchange 

componen ts. 

The maintenance submodel uses the pavement deterioration 

equations developed from a Kenya study (24,49) and traffic volume to 

predict the condition of the roadway. Typical maintenance activities are 

applied at specified times or when the road surface condition exceeds 

specified threshold values. Having determined the frequency of main

tenance actions, the HDM maintenance submodel determines the 

quaHtities of each maintenance action. The maintenance cost is calcu

lated by applying the unit cost of each maintenance activity and 

summing. 

The vehicle operating submodel uses the equations developed 

from a Kenya study (19) to determine the components of the vehicle 

operating cost. The equations utilize the conditions of roadway 

predicted by the deterioration and maint~nance submodel, roadway de

sign, and vehicle characteristics. 
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The cost-benefit submodel assigns to the road link alternatives 

the costs and benefits computed by the user of the model in financial, 

economic and foreign exchange terms. This information is stored for 

subsequent retrieval in the evaluation and reporting phase of the 

model. 

The data input requirements of the HDM model are very exten

sive and are broadly divided into existing link characteristics, con

struction quantities and costs; road maintenance standards and unit 

costs; and vehicle fleet characteristics and unit cost. Other categories 

of data input requirements are traffic volume and growth characteris

tics, cost-benefit ratios, link alternatives and group alternatives, 

report request, comparison alternatives, and run control information. 

The output of the HDM ranges from a printout of all data in

put, construction, maintenance, and user cost to complete economic 

analysis reports. As previously mentioned, the methods used by the 

submodels of the HDM to estimate construction, maintenance, and user 

costs are summarized in Table 2. The macroflow chart of the model is 

shown in Fig. 5 • 

Other 'Transport Cost Studies 

The models reviewed to this point compute all three components 

of a total transport cost study. Several studies have also been 

directed toward developing models and analytical methods that predict 

construction, maintenance, and user costs individually. These studies 

are summarized in Table 3. 
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Figure 5. Simulation of a Link Alternative by the HDM 
Program. -- From (63). 
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Table 3. 

Study 

Reeves 
(45) 

Markow 
and 
Aw 

(53) 

Durston 
and Ou 

(14) 

Bauman 
(6) 

Winfrey 
(64) 

NCHRP 
Report 133 

(11) 

AASHTO 
Procedure 

(4) 

II_ 

Summary of Selected Studies and Procedures Relating to Estimating Transport Costs 

How It Estimates 

Construction 

Developed look-
up tables as func
tion of terrain 

Equations to esti
mate physical 
quantities of 
construction comr 
ponents 

Mathematical models 
that estimate con
construction 
quantities 

Maintenance 

Use equipment packages 
their productivity and 
efficiency of construc
tion activities; and 
cocosts of owning and 
operating the equipment 

User Cost 

Developed table 
for determining 
vehicle speed and 
user cost factors 

Nomographs and 
tables for deter
mining cost facto 

Data 
Requirement 

Needs data on road 
dimensions and ter
rain only 

Roadway section, soil 
compaction, ground 
slope, length of road 
and fill, and drainage 
dimensions 

Equipment packages 
for construction 
activities, equipment 
productivities, cost 
of owning and operat
ing equipment, and 
physical quantities 
of construction 
activities 

Traffic volume and 
ch'arac teris tics, 

roadway grades, cur
vature and length, 
and number of stops 

Traffic volume and 
characteristics, 
roadway grades, cur
vature and length, 
number of stops, and 
level of service of 
road. 

Nomographs, tables Same as above plus 
for cost factors; transit and unit 
also procedure for cost data 
updating cost to 
current price lev 

Remarks 

Not sensitive to 
several factors 

Equations used in 
dissertation 

Reliable but re
quires extensive 
data 

Values in tables 
obsolete 

Values in tables; 
obsolete 

Tables and nomo
grams adequate for 
developed countrie~ 
only 

N 
....0 
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Estimation of Construction Cost 

In estimating construction cost or quantities, the commonly used 

methods include use of tables, statistical regression models, and models 

based on engineering design principles. 

Tables of Recorded Results. Road agencies often anal~ze and 

tabulate past construction costs or quantities in great detail. Tables 

have often been developed from such studies. One of these tables de

veloped by Reeves (45) gives a cost range for the construction of low

volume roads in New Zealand. Markow and Aw (33) reported that simi

lar tables had been produced by the U. S. Bureau of Public Roads and 

the U.S. Forest Service. The major advantage with the table-lookup 

procedure is that it is simple and can give reliable results if developed 

and used by an experienced engineer. However, a limitation of this 

procedure is that the table may give only average values, which may 

have high distributions around the mean, as found by Markow and Aw 

(33). 

Statistical Regression Method. The statistical regression method 

has been widely used in engineering research. When this procedure is 

used for estimating construction cost, it permits the inclusion of several 

factors such as topography, precipitation, and design standards to be 

included. An example of the use of the statistical regression method is 

depicted in the study by Markow and Aw (33). They developed models 

for estimating physical quantities for each of the five major construction 

components: site preparation, earthwork, drainage, structure, and 

pavement •. The equations were developed from data on road 
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construction compiled from feasibility study reports, engineering project 

drawings, bills of quantities, and final design reports of projects in de-

veloping countries. Mathematical functions were then postulated to 

relate earthwork, site clearance, and drainage to various factors such 

as terrain type, climate, soil type, geometric design, geology, and 

hydrology. Then the coefficients as parameters of individual models 

were estimated by using statistical regression analyses. The models 

were developed from data from a wide spectrum of topographic, climatic, 

and soil characteristics from countries the world over. The sensitivity 

of the models to factors such as topography, climate, and geology, and 

the fact that they require no route location data makes them particular-

ly useful in estimating construction cost in the planning stages of pro-

posed highways. These models are discussed in Appendix A. 

As pointed out by Markow and Aw (33), the main limitation of 

the use of regression equations in estimating construction quantities and 
, " 

costs are: (a) they are not as accurate as methods based 011 engineer-

ing design and (b) they require large data bases for their calibration. 

Engineering Design Approach. The enginee;ring design ap-

proach yields construction cost by estimating construction quantities 

and then applying the unit rates. An example of models using such an 

approach is that of Durston and Ou (14). Their study developed 

models that estimate the quantities of earthwork, site clearance area, 

seeding, and drainage. These quantities are estimated as a function of 

the type of section, soil compaction, ground slope, length of road, 
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distance between top of cut to clearing limits, length of fill, and depth 

at a drainage. 

After estimating the physical quantities, the unit rates of the 

quantities need to be applied to give the construction cost. In devel

oping countries where funds are scarce and highway construction activ

ity is low, reliable unit cost for construction quantities may not be 

available. In such cases, Bauman (6) suggested the use of the equip

ment system approach for estimating construction cost. This method is 

often used by contractors tendering for highway construction contracts 

(12,64). 

The main advantage of the models using this approach is their 

wide application. The models are usually computerized to give fast and 

economical results. However, this method can be used only after de

tailed surveying and designing the road. Hence, it cannot be used in 

preplanning analyses. 

Equipment System Approach. The equipment system approach 

for estimating construction cost was described by Bauman (6). Tht:: 

procedure involves assembling construction equipment packages for each 

construction activity such as earthwork, base, seal coat, road mix, hot 

mix surfacing, crushing and screening gravel, and hauling construction 

material. Once the equipment and manpower requirements are known, 

the hourly cost of owning and operating the equipment is determined. 

Then the hourly productivities of each equipment pack3.ge are deter

mined using the equipment specifications. Next the efficiencies of labor 

and eqUipment are applied on the hourly productivities. Construction 
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unit cost is then determined as a function of hourly cost of equipment 

packages and their hourly productivities. 

The advantage with this procedure is its sensitivity to the size 

of the project; that is, the construction cost per mile or the unit cost 

of quantities decreases with the size of the project. However, it is 

complex and requires extensive data on items such as labor and equip

ment packages for construction activities and the hourly cost of owning 

and operating the equipment. 

Estimation of Maintenance Cost 

After the various procedures for estimating construction cost 

were reviewed, it was necessary to look into methods of estimating 

maintenance cost. As soon as a newly constructed roadway is put to 

use, it begins to deteriorate as it is exposed to traffic and environ

mental factors, thereby necessitating maintenance. 

The Association of American State Highway and Transportation 

Officials (3) described highway maintenance as a program designed to 

preserve, repair, and restore a highway system and its elements to an 

accepted configuration. Generally, the maintenance processes include 

roadway surface maintenance, culverts and bridge maintenance, drain

age and right-of-way maintenance, rehabilitation and betterment, equip

ment maintenance, and management and administration of maintenance 

(3,59) • 

Robinson and Roberts (48) as well as Harral and Agarwal (17) 

defined the three main purposes of maintenance as (a) reducing the 

rate of deterioration of a highway and thereby postponing the need for 
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early rehabilitation, (b) - keeping the surface of the roadway in a good 

operating condition to reduce user cost, and (c) keeping the road 

open, thereby reducing the economic losses due to traffic delays. 

Although maintenance cost is a small component compared with 

construction and user costs ( 18, 4 7), its determination is important be

cause maintenance is closely related to user cost. Several studies have 

therefore been directed toward developing models and procedures that 

aid in determining economically efficient levels of maintenance expen-

diture. Some of the methods are: (a) time series projection, (b) 

regression equations, and (c) the systems approach. 

Time Series Projection. Alexander and Moavenzadeh ( 2) pointed 

out in their study that maintenance cost for a year is determined tradi

tionally by projecting the maintenance cost from previous years. A 

limitation of this approach is that maintenance budgets usually include 

others costs, which rna y be difficult to isolate. Another limitation of 

this approach is its insensitivity to factors related to the design and 

operations of the highway that make maintenance costs vary from one 

highway section to another. 

Regression Equation. The approach, which was reported by 

Betz (9) and Moavenzadeh (35), uses regression equations of mainte

nance cost as a function of traffic volume and roadway type. 

Maintenance cost is expressed as 

MC = A+ B(ADT) (2-1) 



where: Me = maintenance cost per kilometer -per year, 

A and B = coefficients determined from regression analysis of 

maintenance and traffic volume, and 

ADT = average daily traffic volume. 
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A study by Bauman and Betz (7) for Sudan established values 

for the coefficients A and B as 300 and 2.5, respectively. Other main

tenance cost regression equations compiled in a study by Moavenzadeh 

(35) are summarized in Table 4. Although there is little information on 

their accuracy, it is presumed that their estimates at least approximate 

local maintenance costs. Table 4 clearly shows the diversity of main

tenance costs with geographical locations. This may be due to factors 

such as availability and cost of maintenance equipment and material and 

the attitude of the workers toward work. 

The main limitation of this approach is that the coefficients A 

and B are valid only in the geographic area in which the model was 

developed. A second limitation is the difficulty in obtaining mainte

nance cost and traffic data that may be used in calibrating the model. 

Systems Approach. The estimation of maintenance cost using a 

systems approach involves simulating the roadway condition after con

struction as it is exposed to traffic and environmental factors over time 

(35,48,63). Maintenance activities are ordered when certain threshold 

values of deterioration, age, or cumulative traffic are reached. The 

annual maintenance cost is then estimated as a function of frequency 

and unit cost of maintenance activities and road dimension. The sys

tems approach for estimating maintenance cost was employed in the 
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Table 4. Maintenance Cost Models. -- After Moavenzadeh (35). 

Models for Estimating 
Roadway Annual Maintenance Cost (MC) 
Surface in U. S. dollars Area of Use 

Gravel MC = 406 + 10.6(ADT) Africa 

MC = 140 + 5.6(ADT) Africa 

MC = 420 + 2.8(ADT) Northern Nigeria 

MC = 144 + 5.6(ADT) Nigeria 

MC = 320 + 16.0(ADT) Chad 

MC = 596 + 8.3(ADT) Tanzania 

MC = 280 + 8.8(ADT) Zambia 

MC = 227 + 4.0(ADT) Swaziland 

MC = 144 + 5.9(ADT) Dahomey 

Paved MC = 140 + 5.6(ADT} British West Africa 

MC = 530 + 0.8(ADT - 1000) Nigeria 

MC = 530 + 2.3(ADT} United States 
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pavement management systems and transport cost models discussed ear

lier. 

Because maintenance is performed primarily as a response to 

excessive pavement deterioration, the prediction of pavement condition 

is an important component of simulation models using the systems ap

proach for determining maintenance cost. Several studies (24,44,61,62) 

have been directed toward establishing mathematical relationships be

tween the formation of roadway distresses and factors that cause it 

such as traffic volume, environmental factors, and pavement design. 

One such study is the AASHO Road Test (51). This study and 

its predecessors such as the Road Test 1-MD (21) and the WASHO Road 

Test (22) were carried out for the purpose of determining a policy on 

vehicle sizes and weights. The AASHO Road Test study was performed 

on pavement and bridge structures of known characteristics under mov

ing loads of known magnitude and frequency. The main outcome of this 

study is the present serviceability index (PSI), which was correlated 

with objective measurements for longitudinal profile variation, amount of 

cracking and patching, and, in the case of flexible pa vemen ts, trans

verse profile variation (rutting). The PSI and pavement performance 

determined from the study are applicable to highways in temperate clim

ates and pavement material derived from alluvial and glacial deposits. 

In developing countries, particularly those in the tropics where pave

ments are usually constructed with residual material (lateritIc soils), the 

PSI-pavement performance relationship may not be applicable. 

Recent pavement performance studies in Kenya (24) and Brazil 

(44) were aimed at providing information that aids in computing the 
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components of the highway transportation cost (construction, mainte

nance, and user costs). The studies developed relationships for pre

dicting pavement distresses such as roughness and rut depth on paved 

and unpaved road, cracking and patching on paved roads, and depth of 

loose material on unpaved roads. These performance parameters were 

related to traffic volume, horizontal alignment, vertical geometry, and 

surface type. Because of the relevance of the Kenyan (24) and Brazi

lian (45,62) studies to low-volume roads in Nigeria, they are reviewed 

in detail here. 

In a Kenya study (24,49), the performances of more than 90 -

one-km-long test road sections were monitored at regular intervals. 

The condition of paved road sections was quantified in terms of surface 

roughness, depth of rut, amount of cracking and deflection. The Cali

fornia Bearing Ratio and the moisture content of various layers were 

also noted. The deterioration parameters were then related to the num

ber of passes of an equivalent standard axle and the strength of the 

pavement. For unpaved road sections, the deterioration parameters 

were measured in terms of surface roughr.~ss, depth of ruts, depth of 

loose material, and thickness of material loss. These parameters were 

also related to the number of vehicle passes. The relationships devel

oped are summarized in Appendix A. This study is vital in that rela

tionships between roadway deterioration for unpaved roadways with 

lateritic and volcanic soils as well as the relationships for paved roads 

with structural numbers between 2.5 and 3.75 were established. 

To establish the relationships for paved roads with pavement 

having structural numbers greater than 3 .• 75, a study similar to the one 
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in Kenya was performed in Brazil (45,61,62). The types of roadways 

covered in the Brazil study ranged from gravel to asphaltic-concrete 

pavements. The deterioration relationships developed for paved roads 

were reported by Queiroz and Hudson (44)· and for unpaved roads by 

Visser and Hudson (62). A summary of the pertinent relationships are 

given in Appendix A. The importance of the Brazilian study is that it 

provides relationships between roadway deterioration and the factors 

that cause them. For paved roadways the relationships covered pave

ment strengths up to a structural number of 8.0, which represent 

freeway standards. It is noted that the AASHTO design chart (60) de

signs pavements with structural numbers of up to 6.0. A structural 

number of 8 therefore appears rather high. 

Procedures for Estimating User Cost 

Studies have been done in the United States on the estimation 

of vehicle operating costs. From these studies, procedures have been 

developed for estimating user costs. One of such procedures, by 

Winfrey (64), consists of a set of tables for determining vehicle speed, 

fuel consumption, and running cost as functions of traffic volume, up 

and down grades, traffic classification, speed changes, stops, and 

distance traveled. The tables were developed using information from 

published sources, research, personal experience and judgment, and 

information from the automobile industry. A set of unit prices for fuel, 

oil, and tires was used in developing the tables. With changes in the 

unit prices of these items and vehicle technology, the use of the tables 

may only be possible with a procedure for updating the cost factors 
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such as the multipliers used in the AASHTO procedure (4) discussed 

later in this section. 

In another study by de Weille (13), tables were developed that 

are used to estimate vehicle operating cost items in the form of physical 

quantities of resources consumed. Results from the tables are 

multiplied by the unit cost of the respective resources and summed to 

give the vehicle operating cost. Unlike the Winfrey tables, the de 

WeiHe tables can be used even with changes in the unit cost of items. 

However, changes over time in vehicle technology requires that the 

values in the tables be updated. 

The procedure reported in the NCHRP Report 133 (11) is based 

on the Highway Capacity Manual (23) definition of highway type, level 

of service, and other concepts. The development of the procedure drew 

heavily from Winfrey's tables, with the update of the tables to the 1970 

index as the main information base. It focuses on the effects of high

way construction on users and operation of highways. Charts and 

tables were developed for estimating unit vehicle cost, running cost, 

and travel time as functions of traffic volume, volume-capacity ratio, 

roadway grades, curvatures, and stops. Worksheets were also devel

oped to assist in the step-by-step analyses. 

The AASHTO procedure (4) for estimating user cost, which now 

supersedes its predecessor, the 1960 AASHTO Report (5), drew heavily 

from the NCHRP Report 133 (11). The study for the development of 

the procedure updated and refined the vehicle operating cost factors as 

functions of highway design and traffic flow characteristics. Data 

generated during the research that resulted in NCHRP Report 133 were 
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used together with some new data collected to develop unit cost factors 

to 1975 levels of vehicle performance, characteristics, and prices. The 

study also updated and refined factors contributing to road user costs 

on different types of highway facilities. The outcome of the study is a 

manual that provides cost factors, nomographs, tabular data, and 

guidelines. for the analysis of individual highway sections. To prevent 

the obsolescence of the nomographs and tabular data, which were based 

on 1975 unit prices, an approximate procedure for future. updating of 

cost factors was incorporated. The updating methodology entails the 

development of multipliers that can be applied to cost factors derived so 

as to approximate the effect of price level changes. The multipliers are 

based on the commonly available Consumer and Wholesale Price Indices 

published by the U. S. government. 

The AASHTO procedure ensures rapid analysis, ready identifi

cation of changes in geometric or traffic condi dons, and facilitation of 

analysis either on the basis of hourly traffic or average daily traffic. 

However, it is intended for use in studies in the United States and 

other countries having well-developed economies and road systems. It 

does not cover the problems of indirect economic effects such as in

creased food production and better health, shelter, and education that 

are encountered in developing countries. 

The tables and nomographs for estimating vehicle operating 

costs developed in studies reviewed so far were based on data from the 

United States and cannot be applied in other geographical areas such as 

developing countries due to differences in highway conditions and socio

economic factors. 
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The studies on vehicle operating cost that were performed in 

Kenya (19), Brazil (69), the Caribbean (20), and India (55) established 

relationships between user cost components and road geometry, roadway 

conditions, and traffic characteristics. Relationships between vehicle 

speed and roadway conditions and geometry were also established for 

use in determining passenger and vehicle crew time cost. Other user 

cost components for which relationships were developed were vehicle 

maintenance labor, passenger and commercial vehicle crew time, cost 

due to interest charges, and standing charges (overhead cost of vehicle 

operation). Because of the number of mathematical equations involved, 

the user cost relationships developed from these studies are not pre-

sented in this chapter. They are summarized in Appendix A. 

The use of information derived from studies conducted in a geo-

graphical area other than the ones for which they were developed will 

produce some inaccuracies; however, the relationships from the afore-

mentioned studies are more applicable to developing countries than the 

methods developed for use in the United States. For example, the rela-

tionships from the the study in Kenya closely reflect the user cost fac-

tors in other African countries. 

Previous Work on Ev al ua tion of 
Roadway Improvement 

Basically, two approaches for evaluating roadway improvements 

exist: the approach based on engineering economy and the multi-objec-

tive analytical approach. The approach based on ~ngineering economy 

involves determining the economic efficiency of highway improvement 

proposals ( 64) • Conversely, the multi-objective approach involves 
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quantifying identifiable principal road uses or developmental objectives 

into utility values. Ranking improvement proposals is based on the 

totals of weighted utility values of the proposals (30,53). Studies 

based on the approach that use engineering economic principles are 

reviewed first. 

Gillespie (15) in 1848 was perhaps one of the first to recognize 

many of the factors and principles of engineering economics. Although 

he applied these principles to roadmaking for horse-drawn vehicles, the 

principles are equally applicable to motor-vehicle highways. Another 

pioneer was Wellington as cited in the AASHTO Report (4), who in 1887 

applied the subject of engineering economy to railroads. Since then, 

many reports, including the updated AASHTO 1960 report (5), Winfrey 

(64), Winfrey and Zellner (65), Curry and Anderson (ll), and the 1977 

AASHTO Report (4) have been published on the evaluation of roadway 

improvements. 

The 1960 AASHTO report (5) emphasized the use of an average 

level of traffic in computing typical benefits and the benefit-cost ratio 

for the entire study period. Benefits are the reduction in costs (con

struction, maintenance, and user), reduction of travel time, increases 

in net income, comfort, and convenience, and other favorable or net 

incomes. Cost of investments is the cash invested in providing and 

maintaining the highway. The alternative with the highest benefit-cost 

ratio greater than unity is chosen. The use of this procedure general

ly ignored the incremental benefits that must be determined to give a 

correct solution. It also did not consider induced traffic, diverted 
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traffic, and problems associated with congestion. However, the pro

cedure is easy to use. 

Winfrey (64) in his book refined the 1960 AASHTO procedure in 

terms of cost factors and methodology. Using information from pub

lished sources, research, private experiences and from the auto indus

try, he updated and developed tables for highway cost factors such as 

construction and maintenance costs and vehicle running costs. He set 

forth the quidelines, principles, and concepts in the analysis for the 

economy of a proposed highway improvement. 

Curry and Anderson (11) in NCHRP Report 133 updated and 

extended the 1960 AASHTO report to other traffic-flow problems such 

as air pollution and congested traffic flow, which are analyzed only by 

using hourly or shorter time periods. The report further provided 

detailed procedures and worksheets for solving the problems presented 

by Winfrey (64). However, because of the rigor of the procedure, the 

NCHRP Report 133 did not find much acceptance (4). Instead the 1960 

AASHTO report continued to be used, presumably due to its 

convenience and brevity. 

The AASHTO 1977 report (4) procedure was developed to 

achieve similar convenience and brevity without undue sacrifice of rigor 

and breadth. The 1977 report llpdated and replaced the 1960 report in 

light of changes in available data, user needs, technological changes, 

and price inflation. In this report, the factors or guidlines for esti

mating vehicle running, accident, and transit costs and travel time 

value were updated. A graphic approximation from two-year estimates 

of user benefits was used instead of the user-benefit conputation based 
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on an average traffic volume for the entire plan period. Also, the 1977 

AASHTO procedure eliminated the deficiency of the 1960 AASHO report, 

which did not take into account induced traffic that could result from 

increased demand for an improved highway facility. The 1977 proced

ure utilized the concept of consumer surplus to include the benefits 

accruing from diverted and/or induced taffic. These benefits are cal

culated as a function of average daily traffic volumes and the change of 

user costs determined by using data bases from the manual. Further

more, the benefit-cost analysis concept was dropped and the net pres

ent value was adopted. The AASHTO 1977 (4) procedure, like its prede

cessors, was intended for use in the United States and other countries 

having well-developed economies and road systems. The procedure does 

not consider problems such as changes in land value and economic 

growth encountered in developing countries. 

Because of the lack of a procedure for evaluating roadway im

provement specifically for developing countries, Winfrey (64) suggested 

that the same principles of analysis used in developed countries be 

adapted, but that the criteria of acceptance should differ. This is 

necessary because road development in developing countries is directed 

toward the overall and general economic and social changes and costs 

have to be compared to these factors. 

The World Bank and the governments of the United States and 

the United Kingdom in their attempt to help in road development in de

veloping countries financed studies that led to the development of the 

transport cost models (35,47,63). These models, which are used in 

several developing countries, evaluate roadway improvement by 
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determining the costs associated with construction, maintenance, and 

use of the road. The alternative with the least total cost represents 

the best alternative. 

The literature also reports several studies in which roadway 

improvement were analyzed. These studies were performed to determine 

the criteria on which to base highway surface improvement decisions. 

For example, the study by Oglesby and Altenhofen (41) determined that 

the traffic volume at which a surface treatment becomes more economical 

than only gravel falls somewhere below 100 vehicles per day. The 

exact level of the traffic at which the break-even traffic point occurs 

would depend on the local costs and practices. 

A study by Bhandari and Sinha (10) questioned the use of the 

break-even analysis in determining the traffic volume above which to 

uIJgrade a roadway surface. They argued that in developing countries 

where several projects may compete for the same limited resources, it is 

not in the best national interest to use the break-even analysis. In

stead, the study advocated the use of the first-year-beenfit analysis, 

which uses the criteria of paving the road when the ratio of net 

first-year benefit to the construction cost equals the relevant interest 

rate. The study and that by Harral et al. (18) found that the traffic 

volume above which it is economical to upgrade a roadway surface based 

on first-year benefit is higher than that based on break-even analysis. 

For example, for a construction cost of about U.S.$40,OOO per km, the 

studies determined that the break-even traffic volume is 200 vehicles 

per day and first-year- benefit traffic volume is 300 vehicles per day. 
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Another study by Luhr and McCullough (32) compared the 

transport cost of three types of roadways (gravel, surface treated, and 

asphaltic concrete) with low traffic volumes. The study used the set of 

data on construction, rehabilitation, and maintenance costs and traffic 

composition listed in Table 5 and the vehicle operating cost was esti

mated by using the relationships from a Brazil study (68). The 

analysis determined that for a traffic volume of up to 5 equivalent 

single-axle loads (ESAL), a gravel roadway has the least total transport 

cost. For 5 to 20 ESAL per day, a surface-treated roadway yielded the 

lowest transportation cost and for more than 20 ESAL per day an 

asphaltic-concrete surface had the lowest transport cost. This study 

showed that a roadway should remain gravel until the traffic volume is 

5 ESAL and should remain surface treated until the traHic volume is 20 

ESAL. Above that, the road should be upgraded to asphaltic concrete. 

The studies reviewed so far evaluate roadway improvements by 

determining the transport cost components. Standingford, Gordon, and 

Rufford (53) <irgued that the approaches using benefit and cost are not 

appropriate for roads with traffic volumes lower than 25 vehicles per 

day. In such cases, they argued, the road upgrading is undertaken 

not for the purpose of reducing vehicle operating cost but in order to 

improve basic access to isolated communities. The study by this 

Australian group (53) developed a new mUlti-objective techniquc. which 

ascribes priority for upgrading a roadway section by using weighted 

proxy values for identified principal road uses. This m~1ti-objective 

method, which uses weighted proxy values in determining priorities for 
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Table 5. Data Base Used in Study by Luhr and McCullough. -- 1983 
1983 U.S, dollars. -- Source (32). 

Construction cost Gravel surface $15,000 per mile 
Surface treated $25,000 per mile 
Asphalt $90,000 per mile 

Rehabilitation cost Gravel surface $ 6,000 per mile 
Surface treated $ 6,500 per mile 
Asphalt concrete $30,000 per mile 

Maintenance cost Gravel surface $ 2,000 per mile 
Surface treated $ 2,500 per mile 
Asphalt $ 4,500 per mile 

Traffic composition Passenger car 70% 
Single-unit truck 10% 
Truck-trailer combination 20% 

roadway upgrading, is presented here because it further illustrates the 

diversity of factors that need to be taken into consideration. 

Road Use Quantifiable Proxy Weight Value 

Social needs Population served S = 1.0 

Tourist access Tourist numbers annually T = 0.1 

Cattle transport Cattle transported annually C = 0.04 

Goods distribution Tonnage of goods (other than 
cattle) produced by and 
distributed to popUlation 
served G = 0.02 

In detel.'.'mining the ranking of a road section, a composite index, I, is 

computed as follows: 

I = S*(population served) + T(tourist numbers) + C*(cattle 

transported) + G(tonnage of goods) - N(net cost of 

upgrading) + X 



where: 
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X = an undefined value that can be added optionally to com

pensate for factors not taken into account. 

N = a value of 0. 2 and is applicable to the net cost of up

grading. 

The composite index is then used to rank roadway improvements. 

It is noted that there is no theoretical basis for the determin

ation of these weights. The values of these weights relative to benefit 

proxies are subjective and will change with geographical area and the 

viewpoint of the analyst. 

In a similar study, Koch, Moavenzadeh, and Chew ( 3) argued 

that project evaluation must encompass the social, political, economic, 

and technical implications of the of the road itself and of its connection 

with other projects in the development package. They noted that the 

developmental objectives of highways should include productivity. 

improvement, employment, and income generation and the provision of 

minimum acceptable levels of food, shelter, education, and health. The 

multi-objective framework they developed for appraising rural road 

projects used five criteria, which include: (a) economic benefits, (b) 

economic costs, (c) distribution of economic benefits, (d) accessibility 

to social services, and (e) employment. 

In using the framework for project appraisal by Koch et al. 

(30), the criteria are first measured in their own units-(a) economic 

benefits and cost in monetary terms, (b) distribution in hectares, (c) 

accessibility to social services in level of service, and (d) employment 

in man-days. A decision maker is then brought in to assist in trans

forming the spectrum of physical measures into utility value terms. 
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This requires the decision maker to assign numerical values to various 

levels of attainment of a particular measure. One or two of the extreme 

points of the measure are anchored, and intermediate points are speci

fied for use in determining the preference function. Finally, the meas

ures of utility values of the five criteria are combined into a single 

structure by which the projects are ranked. This is done by the deci

sion maker giving relative weights to the criteria. Projects are then 

ranked according to the weighted sum of the utilities over all criteria. 

If the decision maker cannot specify weights, a linear programming con

cept is used to complete the analysis. 

The disadvantages with the multi-objective analytical techniques 

(30,53) for evaluating roadway improvement are that the principal road 

uses and developmental objectives for a roadway ar~ time consuming to 

estimate. They also are subjective and lack acceptable procedures for 

quantifying the factors of road use. Furthermore, the weights deter

mined for one geographical area may not be applicable to another be

cause the guidelines to assign relative weights to benefits may differ. 

In summary, the review of existing pavement management sys

tems and total transport cost models showed that they are not meant for 

determining the optimal upgrading strategies of gravel roads. However, 

some concepts and relationships used by these systems and models to 

estimate the transport cost components are adequate and were consid

ered for use in the analytical procedure, together with components from 

the other studies that were reviewed. These concepts and relationships 

are used in subsequent chapters to develop the analytical procedure. 



CHAPTER 3 

DEVELOPMENT OF THE ANALYTICAL PROCEDURE 

This chapter presents the concepts that were used in the ana

lytical procedure that was developed to address the problem related to 

staged roadway improvement in developing countries. First, the deci

sion tree concept that is used to simulate the upgrading strategy is 

discussed. This is followed by a discussion of the set of criteria that 

were used as guidelines in developing the analytical procedure. The 

types of data input, the general concepts used in the transport cost 

estimating component of the analytical procedure, and the. analyses to 

determine the best strategies are also discussed. 

Decision Tree Concept 

Generally, roadway surfaces in Nigeria and most other develop

ing countries are gravel, surface treated, or asphaltic concrete. A 

gravel road can be maintained as gravel, Qr it can be upgraded either 

to surface-treated or asphaltic-concrete surface. The decision at a 

point in time for upgrading the gravel roadway surface is represented 

diagrammatically in Fig. 6a. The values of °1 , °2 , • • ., On are the 

outcomes of the decisions, which are the construction, maintenance, and 

user cost· or the total transport cost associated with each alternative 

II strategy. II From Fig. 6, n is 3 for gravel roadways, 2 for surface

treated roadways, and 1 for asphaltic-concrete roadways. A strategy is 

defined in this study as the number of y~ars the roadway is gravel 
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Figure 6. Decision Process .in Roadway Upgrading 
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surfaced, surface treated, and asphaltic-concrete surfaced within the 

plan period. 

For a surface-treated roadway, the surface may be maintained 

in that form, or an asphaltic-concrete overlay is provided. The de

cision alternatives for the 5~-dace-treated roadway are shown in Fig. 

6b. 

In the case of asphaltic-con crete-surface roadways, they are 

assumed to remain in that form. This decision is represented diagram

matically in Fig. 6c. 

~eginning with a gravel roadway in year zero, the possible 

stages through which the roadway surface might have passed within a 

plan period (IPLAN) and decision intervals for roadway upgrading 

(INT) can be represented by a decision tree. The strategies of road

way upgrading are delineated by following the branches of the decision 

tree. The number of possible alternative upgrading strategies can be 

determined from the decision tree or by using the expression. 

IMAX = 0.5«IPLAN/INT) + 2) «IPLAN/INT) + 1) 

where: IMAX = maximum number of strategies, 

IPLAN = plan period, and 

INT = interval between decisions to upgrade roadway. 

( 3-1) 

Fig. 7 depicts an example of a decision tree having a plan period of 20 

years and interval between decisions of 4 years. This decision tree 

differs from standard decision trees described in some sources such as 

Meredith et ale (34) in that it has decision nodes only and has no 

chance nodes. It also differs from the decision tree used in the 
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Figure 7 . Decision Tree for Upgrading a Gravel Roadway Surface 
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Moavenzadeh (35) study, which was aimed at determining the cost of 

investment on highways rather than determining. optimal upgrading 

strategies as in this dissertation. His decision tree was used in 

determining the expected monetary cost of highway development and has 

only chance nodes with types of improvement strategies asigned proba

bilities of happening. 

The derivation of Eq. 3-1 is based on Fig. 7. Counting the 

number of strategies, preferably along strategy 1 (O-A-B-C-D-l), it 

can be seen that the number of strategies radiating from endpoint 1 is 

one (0-1), at decision point D it is two (0-D-2 and 0-D-3), and at 

decision point C it is three (0-C-E-4, 0-C-E-5, and 0-C-6), and so 

on. The total number of upgrading strategies in Fig. 7 is given by: 

IMAX = 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 5 + 6 = 21 

This can be generalized into the form: 

IMAX = 1 + 2 + •.• + (IPLAN lINT) 

+ «IPLAN lINT) + 1» 

Eq. 3-2 can also be written in the form: 

IMAX = «IPLAN lINT) + 1) 

+ (IPLAN lINT) + • • • + 2 + 1 

Adding Eq. 3-2 and 3.3, gives 

2(IMAX) = «IPLAN lINT) + 2) + «IPLAN lINT) + 2) 

+ • • • + «IPLAN lINT) + 2) 

(3-2) 

(3-3) 

(3-4) 
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hence, 

2IMAX = «IPLAN lINT) + 2) «IPLAN lINT) + 1) 

Therefore, 

IMAX = O.5«IPLAN/INT) + 2) «IPLAN/INT) + 1) 

It is noted that Eq. 3-1 is the solution of the "sum of the year digit" 

for depreciation. 

The use of equation 3-1 eliminates the need to draw a decision 

tree when determining the number of alternative upgrading strategies 

for other planning horizons and decision intervals. The equation can 

be used, provided the quotient of IPLAN and INT is a whole number. 

The Analytical Procedure 

The purpose of the analytical procedure was to determine the 

best strategy for upgrading a gravel roadway to surface-treated and 

asphaltic-concrete pavement. The set of criteria that was used as 

guidelines in the development of the analytical procedure was: 

1. As the analytical procedure will be used in developing coun

tries, it is necessary that it be simple and that the data requirement 

should not be too extensive. 

2. The analytical procedure should be capable of determining re

liable solutions. This is ensured by considering several of the factors 

that affect transport cost such as traffic load characteristics, unit 

costs, and maintenance policy. The inclusion of these factors gives the 

model the desired sensitivity to changes in these factors. 
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3. Because three possible roadway types (gravel, surface treated, 

and asphaltic concrete) were considered, the analytical procedure 

should be capable of analyzing up to two upgradings as depicted in 

Fig. 7. 

4. To ensure that the analytical procedure does not become obso

lete, the framework needs to be flexible and modular. This will allow 

changes to update the analytical procedure to be done in sections with

out affecting other sections. 

5. To allow for the use of the computer in the analytical pro

cedure, mathematical and analytical models that are used need to be 

readily adaptable to computer solution. 

The analytical procedure that was developed differs from the 

transport cost model in that the former was specifically for use in 

determining the optimal upgrading strategy of a roadway surface and its 

maintenance schedule. The transport cost models, HeM (35), RTIM 

(47), and HDM (63), on the other hand, merely compute the total 

transport cost of the roadway. They have no capabilities of deter

mining the optimal upgrading strategy for a road. Additionally, con

verse to the extensive data required by the transport cost motel, the 

data requirements of the analytical procedure are limited to those that 

can be easily obtained. 

The procedure also has the capability of estimating the initial 

cost of construction up to base-course level. Normally, the upgrading 

of the surface would not necessitate an analysis of the cost of con

struction up to base course. A component that estimates construction 
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cost is included for roadways that will require construction up to the 

base course. 

Conceptually, the analytical procedure, which is shown in Fig. 

8, comprises broadly: 

1. The data input. 

2. Transport cost estimating component 

3. Evaluation component. 

Input Data 

The required input data are as depicted in Fig. 8 and include: 

1. Economic analysis data. 

2. Traffic data. 

3. Roadway data. 

4. Maintenance policy data. 

5. Unit cost data. 

Economic Analysis Data. The economic analysis data required 

are the plan period, interval between decisions to upgrade roadway, 

and the interest rate. Although other planning horizons could be used, 

a plan period of 20 years is used in the analytical procedure. This 

value is consistent with the range suggested by Winfrey (64) for 

developing countries. He suggested the use of a plan period of 

between 5 and 20 years. This, he claimed, conserves the financial 

resources by ensuring that good projects are fast-paying ventures. 

An interval between decisions to upgrade the roadway of 4 

years was used in the analytical procedure. This period is the length 
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of the National Development Plans in Nigeria (30) during which develop

ment projects are planned and executed. 

The values for interest rate is, according to Winfrey (64), a 

function of several factors. These factors include the worth of money 

to people, the risk involved in the venture, the overall demand for 

money, and the interest rate charged on agricultural loans. Winfrey 

specified that the interest rate should be set by a competent authority 

well informed in the financial affairs, banking practices, and govern

ment policy of the country. In the event that the interest rate is not 

available, Winfrey suggested the use of an interest rate ranging 

between 7 and 12 percent. Moreover, most emerging countries finance 

their highway development by using loans from the World Bank or some 

advanced countries. The World Bank IIAnnual Report of 19811' (67) 

reported the interest charges for transportation, agricultural, and 

industrial projects maturing 1984/1996 being 9.6% per annum. Hence an 

interest rate of 10% per annum was used in the analytical procedure. 

Inflation was not considered because the analysis to determine 

the best strategy involves comparing alternative strategies of roadway 

improvement. DeGarma (12) suggested excluding inflation for such 

analyses. 

Traffic Data. The traffic data required are on traffic and ve

hicle fleet d'~aracteristics such as: 

1. Traffic characteristics 

a. Volume. 

b. Composition. 
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c. Traffic growth rate. 

d. Equivalent single-axle load of traffic. 

2. Vehicle fleet characteristics 

a. Classification of vehicles. 

b. Kilometerage traveled per year. 

c. En gine power. 

d. Weight of vehicles. 

e. Load carried. 

f. Number of passengers. 

g. Number of crew. 

h. Vehicle age spectrum. 

Traffic and vehicle characteristic data are usually obtained from traffic 

studies, which includes traffic counts and loadometer studies. . Traffic 

counts at a group of strategically located central stations are done 

using manual techniques or electronic detectors. These counts are used 

to provide traffic characteristic data. Loadometer studies are done on 

samples of vehicles from the traffic to give data on vehicles such as 

type, rated capacity, gross weight, pay load, and axle configuration. 

The information from the loadometer studies is used in determining the 

vehicle fleet characteristic data. 

Roadway Data. The roadway data required are pertinent to 

road configuration, pavement characteristics, and environmental and 

terrain data. 
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1. Roadway configuration. 

a. Length of road. 

b. Width of roadway (excluding shoulders). 

c. Shoulder width. 

d. Rise and fall of alignment. 

e. Average road curvature. 

2. Pavement characteristics 

a. Thickness of pavement layers. 

b. Strength parameters of pavement layers. 

c. Plasticity index of base material. 

d. Percentage of base material passing No. 4 sieve. 

3. Environmental data and terrain data 

a. Annual precipitation. 

b. Height above sea level. 

Additional environmental and terrain roadway data required to 

determine the cost of constructing a new road are flooding and type of 

terrain. 

Roadway configuration data are obtained from the engineering 

drawings of the road. The length and width of the road and the width 

of shoulders are obtained directly from the road design drawings. The 

average rise and fall of the alignment and the average curvatures are 

computed. Procedures for their determination are shown in Fig. 9. 

The pavement characteristics are obtained from the pavement design 

drawings and the materials reports of the highway. For new roads, 

environmental data on £loodings which define the susceptibility of the 
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Figure 9. Method of Determining Average Rise, Fall, Rise and 
Fall, and Average Horizontal Curvature for a Road. -- Watanatada (.63). 
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area through which the road passes to a 50-year flood are required, 

together with the other roadway data. These can be obtained from a 

hydrological map of the area or through interviewing nearby residents. 

The type of terrain and average height above sea level of the area 

through which the road passes are obtained from a contour map of the 

area. 

Maintenance Policy Data. Maintenance policy is a set of criteria 

aimed at guiding engineers as to when maintenance intervention will be 

needed for best results. Maintenance policy data required for grading 

and regraveling a gravel road and patching and resurfacing a surface

treated roadway include: 

1. Maximum roughness before grading gravel roadway. 

2. Maximum gravel loss before regraveling roadway. 

3. Percentage of c:racked area that is patched on a surface-treated 

roadway. 

4. Maximum roadway roughness or cumulative traffic volume since 

resealing before another surface. treatment. 

The asphaltic-concrete surface was assumed to perform as designed and 

to be maintenance free during the plan period. A maintenance policy 

for an asphaltic-concrete surface, therefore, was not required. The 

maintenance policy is usually determined from maintenance and roadway

surface survey records. 

Unit Cost Data. Unit cost data are required for upgrading 

quantities, maintenance activities, and user cost items. The list of unit 
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cost data required is given below: 

1. Construction (upgrading) unit cost data 

a. Surface treatment. 

b. Priming gravel surface. 

c. Tack coating surface-treated roadway. 

d. Asphaltic concrete. 

2. Maintenance unit cost data 

a. Grading. 

b. Regraveling. 

c. Patching surface-treated roadway. 

d. Resurfacing surface-treated roadway. 

3. User cost item data 

a. Cost of fuel, gasoline. 

b. Cost of fuel, diesel. 

c. Cost of lubricants. 

d. Commercial vehicle crew time cost. 

e. Passenger, time cost. 

£. Tire cost. 

g. Cost of new vehicles. 

Note that because accident records are not available for most developing 

countries, accident cost is not considered in this study. 

To analyze a new road, the following additional construction 

costs are required: 

1. Construction unit cost data on: 

a. Site clearance. 
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b. Earthwork. 

c. Pipe culverts. 

d. Box culverts. 

e. Bridges. 

£. Subbase gravel. 

g. Base course gravel. 

Construction unit cost values are obtained from the bill of 

quantities of current highway projects. They can also be computed as 

functions of hourly cost of equipment, composition of equipment, and 

labor needed for construction activities. 

Maintenance unit costs are determined from the maintenance cost 

records of highway departments. They are also determined by analyz-

ing equipment packages and materials for maintenance activities. The 

current market price of user cost items such as gasoline and tires are 

used. 

Transport Cost Estimating Component 

The purpose of the transport cost estimating component as 

shown in Fig. 8 is to simulate the upgrading strategies and to estimate 

the construction, maintenance, and user cost for each year and salvage 

value of the pavement at the end of the plan period. The discounted 

cost of construction less the salvage value, maintenance, and user cost 

are summed to give the total transport cost outcome, depicted by 

., C for the strategies in Fig. 7. 
n 

The main 

subcomponents of the transport cost-estimating component perform 

functions that include: 
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1. Simulating improvement strategies by determining the number of 

<,.l~ernative upgrading strategies and their timing. 

2 . Computing construction , maintenance, and user costs. 

3. Totaling and discounting the costs comput~d in 2. 

A detailed discussion of the transport cost-estimating component and its 

sUbcomponents is presented in Chapter 4. 

Evaluation Component 

The purpose of this component of the analytical procedure is to 

determine the optimal strategy for roadway upgrading. It also tests the 

influence of traffic volume and growth rate on the total transport cost 

on roadway types. The relationship between traffic volume and total 

transport cost was used for determining the traffic volume above which 

it is economical to upgrade the roadway from one surface type to an

other. The evaluations use total transport cost of strategies computed 

in the transport cost-estimating component. A discussion of the evalua

tions follows. 

Determination of Optimal Upgrading Strategy. In determining 

the optimal strategy for upgrading a gravel roadway to surface-treated 

and to asphaltic-concrete surface, the discounted total transport cost 

of all upgrading strategies as presented in Fig. 7 were compared. The 

strategy with the least total transport cost was considered the best 

economic strategy. 

However, certain conditions such as jurisdictional policies could 

restrict the types of surfaces to be constructed because of constraints 
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such as availability of funds or the physical condition of the road. For 

example, if funding is not adequate to construct the road with asphaltic 

concrete, only surface-treated roadways could be constructed. How

ever, when funds are available and/or the tr'affic volume is high, for 

structural reasons, an asphaltic-concrete surface would be more desir

able. For example, given a low-volume road, traffic volumes in excess 

of 200-300 vehicles per day could be considered as high volume. Also, 

if the upgrading of the roadway to surface treated is imminent in year 

zero, periods of gravel surface within strategies is irrelevant. 

The restrictions considered in the study for this dissertation 

were: 

1. Upgrade a gravel road to a surface-treated roadway only when 

funding is limited. 

2. Upgrade a gravel road to asphaltic-concrete pavement only when 

funding is no problem or traffic is heavy. 

In determining the optimal strategy in cases with restrictions 

and from surface-trec.ted to asphaltic-concrete roadways, some of the 

strategies in Fig. 7 are neglected. This reduces the number of 

strategies that must be evaluated. The strategy with the lowest total 

transport cost among the relevant strategies was considered optimal. 

The pertinent strategies for cases 1, 2 and for upgrading surface

treated to asphaltic-concret roadways are listed in columns 2, 3, and 4, 

respectively, of Table 6. 

Determination of Traffic Volume to Warrant Roadway Upgrading. 

The traffic volume to warrant upgrading the roadway was determined by 
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Table 6. Relevant Upgrading Strategies. -- Numbers refer to strategies 
shown in decision tree of Fig. 7. 

Surface 
Gravel to Gravel to Treated to 

Year of Surface Asphaltic Asphaltic 
Upgrading Treated Only Concrete Only Concrete Only 

0 16 21 21 

4 11 15 20 

8 7 10 19 

12 4 6 18 

16 2 3 17 

20 1 1 16 
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using a plot of the total transport cost for the roadway surfaces 

(gravel, surface treated, and asphaltic concrete) against the base 

average daily traffic volume as in Fig. 10. The traffic volumes at 

which the total transport cost on the roadway surface are equal, which 

are marked Xl' X2 , and X3 were determined graphically or by solving 

simultaneously the regression equations for the plot of total transport 

cost for the roadway surfaces. The values of Xl' X2 , and X3 depict 

the traffic volume above which it is economical to upgrade gravel to 

surface treated (Xl)' gravel to asphaltic concrete (X2), and surface 

treated to asphaltic concrete (X3), respectively. 



Total 
Cost 

Gravel 

Surface-treated 
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Figure 10. Transport Cost on Roadway Surface versus Base 
Average Daily Traffic (ADT) 
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CHAPTER 4 

THE TRANSPORT COST COMPONENT 

This chapter discusses the component of the analytical pro

cedure that estimates the cost of construction and maintenance as well 

as the user cost of a roadway. These functions are achieved through 

the use ot sUbcomponents that: 

1. Simulate alternative improvement strategies. 

2. Predict normal average daily traffic for each year. 

3. Compute construction cost. 

a. Upgrading cost. 

b. Initial construction cost for new roads. 

4. Estimate maintenance cost. 

S. Estimate user cost. 

6. Estimate total transport cost for each strategy. 

The flow chart for the transport cost estimating component of 

the analytical procedure is shown in Fig. 11. A discussion follows on 

how the SUbcomponents perform the above functions and the relation

ships within the subcomponents. 

Simulate Alternative Improvement Strategies 

Simulating the alternative upgrading strategies involved deter

mining the number of possible strategies and the timing for each 

72 
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upgrading strategy. This was achieved by using the decision tree in 

Fig. 7. 

The number of alternative upgrading strategies was determined 

using Eq. 3.:.1 developed from the decision tree. This relationship de

termines the number of alternative improvement strategies as a function 

of the length of the plan period and interval between decision ye.ars. 

In determining the timing, the years within the planning hori

zon during which the roadway is to be upgraded from gravel to surface 

treated and to asphaltic concrete were computed by using the algorithm 

in Fig. 12. The planning period is the time period over which to meas

ure the consequences of highway improvement and to account for cash 

flow in an economic analysis study. Figure 12 gives the details of the 

SUbcomponent of the analytical procedure in Fig. 11 that simulates the 

upgrading strategies. The details of the algorithm developed is in Ap

pendix E. The algorithm determined for each strategy the number of 

years the roadway is to remain gravel and surface treated. Then the 

year to upgrade the gravel surface to surface-treated roadway is equal 

to the length of the gravel period. The year to upgrade the roadway 

to asphaltic concrete is the sum of the years the roadway is gravel and 

surface treated. 

Traffic Volume Forecast 

Both maintenance and user cost subcomponents require trafiic

volume inputs. The average daily traffic volume for each year was 

predicted as a function of base average daily traffic, traffic growth 

rate, and the year. The method specifying the base average daily 
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Figure 12. Algorithm to Determine Time to Upgrade Roadway to 
Surface Treated and Asphaltic Concrete 
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traffic and an exponential growth rate was chosen because it more 

closely simulated a natural gi'owth phenomenon than other methods. 

The relationship for forecasting the traffic volume was: 

ADTn = ADT1 (l + (G/lOO»**n ( 4-1) 

where ADT = average daily traffic volume, 
n 

ADT 1 = average daily traffic volume in base year, 

G = rate of traffic volume growth in percent, and 

n = year within plan period. 

It was assumed that the other traffic parameter:.:; such as composition of 

traffic, growth rate, and vehicle fleet characteristics would remain un

changed during the analysis period. Generally, these characteristics 

will be expected to change within the period. 

Construction Cost Subcomponent 

The basic function of the construction cost subcomponent was to 

estimate the cost of upgrading the roadway surface from one type to 

another. However, the estimation of the initial construction cost was 

also included to give the analytical procedure the capability to analyze 

roadway improvements other than surface upgrading. 

Upgrading Cost Estimation 

The estimation of the upgrading cost was performed in two 

steps. First, the pavement layer thickness was determined as a func-

tion of traffic volume and growth, pavement material, and environmental 

factors. Then the quantities and cost of improvements were estimated. 
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The detailed information flow chart of the subcomponent that estimates 

upgrading cost in Fig. 11 is shown in Fig. 13. 

Designing the Pavement Improvements. With respect to surface 

treatment of the gravel roadway, the specification for roads and bridge

work (39) used in Nigeria required that the treatment be constructed 

by first priming the surface, followed by two coatings of treatments. 

The rate of spray of bitumen and the temperature of application are 

controlled, and no further structural design is required. 

In the case of an asphaltic-concrete surface, the thickness of 

the layer is designed. As Nigeria has not developed its own flexible 

pavement design procedure, the AASHTO pavement design procedure 

(60) was used in this study. This procedure was preferred over 

others such as the California method of design (27), National Crushed 

Stone Association design (36), and the Asphaltic Institute design (57) 

because: 

1. It uses several pavement strength parameters, including the 

California Bearing Ratio, which Nigerian specification (39) for roadway 

material uses. 

2. The use of regional factors makes it adaptable to geographical 

areas other than where it was developed. 

The detailed design computations of the thicknesses of the 

asphaltic-concrete layers using this procedure are presented in Appen

dix D. 
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Estimating the Cost of Roadway Upgrading. The cost of up

grading a roadway was determined at decision years by t:stimating the 

physical quantities of the upgrading work and then applying the unit 

cost. 

In upgrading from gravel to surface-treated roadway, the phys

ical quantities were for the area of the pavement surface. These were 

computed using Eq. 4-1. 

Roadway surface area A = L*RW (4-2) 

where: L = length of roadway in meters, and 

RW = width of roadway in meters, excluding shoulders. 

With respect to upgrading gravel to asphaltic concrete, the 

physical quantities consisted of roadway preparation such as pri:ning 

gravel surface and the asphaltic-concrete overlay. The priming quan

tities are estimated as the area of pavement surface using Eq. 4-2. 

Asphaltic-concrete overlay quantities were estimated in cubic meters 

using roadw~y dimensions as in Eq. 4-3. 

Asphaltic-concrete volume = L*RW*D
1 

(4-3) 

where L = length of road in meters, 

RW = width of road in meters, and 

Dl = thickness of asphaltic-concrete overlay in meters. 

In upgrading a surface-treated to asphaltic-concrete roadway, 

the physical quantities estimated were for surface preparation such as 
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tack coat and asphaltic-concrete overlay. Surface preparation was esti

mated as the area of pavement surface by using Eq. 4-2, whereas as

phaltic concrete was estimated using Eq. 4-3. 

Initial Construction Cost 

The estimation of the initial construction cost was required 

when a virtually new road was being analyzed. The capability to esti

mate _ initial construction cost was added to the analytical procedure to 

create more options on types of analyses performed. 

The initial cost was estimated by first determining the quan

tities associated with roadway-construction operations up to base course 

level. Unit cost of quantities were -then applied, and the products to

taled to give the cost of initial construction. Fig. 14 is the information 

flow chart of the subcomponent of the analytical component in Fig. 11 

that estimates the initial construction cost. 

The physical quantities of primary construction operation esti

mated included site preparation, earthwork, drainage, culverts, 

bridges, base and subbase, overhead, and supt!rvision. These, except 

base and subbase, were estimated by using the mathematical models 

developed by Markow and Aw (33). These models were chosen because 

of their reliability and simplicity. The models were developed from a 

large data base synthesized from actual road engineering design data 

and road contract documents from all over the world. They can 

therefore be used for a wide range of roadway types. The data 

requirements of the models include topography, hydrology, and roadway 

dimensions, which can be easily obtained. The relationships developed 
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by Markow and Aw (33) for the estimation of the physical quantities are 

discussed in detail in Appendix A. 

The quantities for base and subbase layers of the pavement 

were computed from the roadway geometry and pavement dimensions. 

The in-place quantities were obtained as the product of road length, 

road width, and layer thicknesses. The relationship used in 

determining' the quantities of pavement layers was: 

PVL. = (RW + 2*SW)*L*D. 
1 1 

( 4-4) 

where: PVL. = volume of pavement material for layer i in m3 , 
1 

RW = width of road in meters, 

SW = width of road shoulder in meters, 

L = length of road in meters, and 

D. = thickness of pavement layer i. 
1 

Maintenance Cost Subcomponent 

The basic function of the maintenance cost subcomponent was 

the estimation of the quantities and cost of maintenance of the roadway 

surface. Non-traffic-caused maintenance such as drainage, vegetation 

control, traffic signs, bridges and culverts are common for all types of 

roadways. As suggested by Winfrey (64), they were excluded from 

the economic analyses that compare surface types. 

Alexander and Moavenzadeh (2) advocated the use of a systems 

approach on pavement, and maintenance cost was estimated as part of 

the process of constructing and maintaining the roadway. The systems 

approach that was chosen for estimating maintenance cost was sensitive 
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to factors such as the environment, traffic, and pavement material. It 

involves simulating the deterioration of the roadway as it is exposed to 

traffic and environmental factors. Maintenance activities were assumed 

when a certain amount of deterioration was reached or when a predeter

mined time had elapsed. Maintenance cost was then determined by first 

estimating the principal quantities of maintenance activities. Unit costs 

were then applied and the products totaled to give maintenance cost. 

Because no pavement deterioration relationships have been de

veloped for Nigeria, this study used those developed from a Kenyan 

study (24,49). The relationships have empirical equations for dis

tresses such as roughness, rut depth, and cracking as functions of 

traffic and roadway types. These empirical equations were preferred 

over other ,relationships develo~ed from the Brazil studies (44,61), the 

present serviceability performance equation developed at the AASHO 

Test Road (58), and its modification used in pavement management 

systems such as SAMP (26), FPS (51), and OPAC (29). This was be

cause Nigeria and Kenya are geographically closer than either is to con

tinental America where the other studies were conducted. Also, both 

have la teri tic soils, which are formed from tropical wea therin g of rocks, 

as the prevalent road building material. Furthermore, both use specifi

cations for roadway materials inherited from the British colonial admin

istration. However, because no gravel-loss relationship was developed 

from the Kenya study, one from the Brazil study was used. 

There is generally a lack of maintenance unit cost data in the 

literature. Also, because of the diversity of maintenance cost with 

geographical locations (7), an estimate of maintenance cost using data 
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from another location may hot be well substantiated. However, main

tenance cost is a small component of transport cost compared with con

struction and user costs (19, 40). Maintt:lllanCe cost therefore have 

little effect on the accuracy of the total transport cost of highways with 

traffic volume changes above 100 vehicles per day. 

The maintenance activities that were considered in the mainte

nance subcomponent were: 

1. Gravel road maintenance, which includes: 

a. Grading. 

b. Regraveling. 

2. Surface-treated road maintenance, which includes: 

a. Resealing. 

b. Patching. 

3. Asphaltic-concrete pavement maintenance. 

Again it should be noted that nontraffic-caused maintenance such as 

shoulder maintenance, drainage cleaning, repair of drainage structures, 

vegetation control, equipment maintenance, traffic signs, maintenance 

management, and administration, which are common to roadway types, 

were not considered in this research. By so doing, it was assumed 

that the cost of fixed maintenance was the same for all types of road

way surfaces. This may not be true. However, because maintenance 

cost is a small component of the total transport cost, inaccuracies in the 

total cost as a result of the assumption will be negligible. Although the 

computation of the physical quantities of nontraific-caused maintenance 

(fixed maintenance) was included, the unit cost is set at zero. This 
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will allow the user of the analytical procedure to determine the total 

maintenance cost. Fig. 15 depicts the detail information flow chart of 

the subcomponent that estimates of the maintenance cost in Fig. 11. A 

discussion of the estimation of maintenance activities quantities and cost 

follows. 

Gravel Road Maintenance 

The maintenance operations on the unpaved road surface include 

blading and shaping and regravaling the roadway and shoulders. Non

traffic-caused maintenance was not considered. 

Grading Maintenance. Grading maintenance was assumed as a 

result of the formation of distresses such as roughness, rut depth, and 

depth of loose material. The formation of these distresses was pre

dicted as a function of traffic volume and soil type on the pavement. 

Their development was predicted using the empirical models developed 

from a Kenya study (24,49). 

Because roadway roughness has the most dominant effect on 

highway user cost, as shown by Robinson et al. (47) and Watanatada 

(63), the limiting value of roughness was used as the criterion for 

grading maintenance intervention. The study in Kenya showed that 

grading is desired when roughness is 14, 000 rom/kro measured with a 

roughometer or profilometer. The most widely used profilometer is that 

of the U.S. Bureau of Public Roads (1,16); Hence, in determining the 

frequency of grading, Eq. B-13 (Appendix B) is solved by reiteration 

to determine the cumulative traffic to cause the critical roughness. The 

frequency of grading is then determined by dividing the total annual 
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traffic volume by the cumulative traffic computed earlier. A minimum 

frequency of 2 is desirable for at least one grading at the start of and 

after the rainy season when the moisture content of the base course is 

conducive for rolling compaction. 

Regraveling. Regraveling is used to restore loss of gravel from 

the roadway surface. Gravel loss was found from the Brazil study (62) 

to be a function of the average daily traffic, number of gradings since 

graveling, soil classification, and gradient of the roadway. This is 

given by the relationship in Eq. B-18 (Appendix B). 

The gravel loss for each year is estimated; and if the gravel 

loss for a year was less than the maximum gravel loss allowed by the 

maintenance Folicy, no regraveling is required. Th~ gravel loss was 

then added to the gravel loss of the following year. This was repeated 

until the year the total gravel loss was equal to or greater than the 

maximum allowable. The total quantity of regraveling was computed by 

using the relationship: 

where: 

RG = GL*L*(~W + 2*SW) 

RG = quantity of regraveling in m3 , 

GL = depth of gravel lost in meters, 

R W = road width in meters. 

L = length of road in meters, and 

SW = width of road shoulder in meters 0 

The process was repeated until the end of the plan period. 

(4-5) 
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Surface-treated 'Road Maintenance 

The maintenance activities on surface-treated roadway included: 

patching, resealing, and nontraffic-caused or fixed maintenance similar 

to those listed under unpaved roadway. These maintenance activites 

were required when the condition of the roadway reached the threshold 

values stated in the maintenance policy. 

The condition of the surface-treated roadway was predicted 

using empirical equations developed from a Kenya study (24, 49). That 

study found that the· formation of surface roughness and cracking de

pends on the structural strength of the pavement and the repetitions of 

the equivalent traffic axle load. The structural strength was estimated 

as a function of the modified structural number, which incorporates the 

strength of the subgrade and the effects of the environment. The 

modified structural number is given by Eq. B-1 (Appendix B). 

The models for predicting pavement deterioration used equiva

lent axle load repetitions. and hence traffic had to be converted into 

equivalent standard axle load. The relationship by Liddle (31), which 

was used for the conversion of the axle loads to equivalent axle load 

repetitions is: 

where: 

EF = (L / X) 4. 5 

EF = equivalent standard load factor, 

X = 18 for single axles and 32 for tandem axles, and 

L = axle load, in kips. 

( 4-6) 

From the Kenya studies (24) the pavement deterioration rela

tionships for surface-treated roadway are given in Eqs. B-4 to B-7 
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(Appendix B). These pavement deterioration relationships were used 

together with the maintenance policy in Table 7 and roadway dimensions 

to estimate the physical quantities of resealing and patching. 

Resealing. Based on studies in Kenya and in Britain, Robinson 

et al. (47) determined that resealing should be carried out when the 

roughness of a surface-treated road is 4000 mm/km. These studies also 

showed that failure cracks develop on a surface-treated roadway when 

the cumulative traffic over that roadway equals the values in Table 8. 

Furthermore, it was found that SUrface-treated roadways 5 years old 

require resealing. These criteria were used to determine when reseal

ing was necessary. A t the end of each year, the roughness of the 

road was computed using Eqs. B-4 to B-7 (Appendix B) and the cumu

lative traffic volume is also computed. Resealing was required for the 

year in which the stated criteria were reached. Resealing quantities 

were estimated as the area of pavement surface by using Eq. 4-2. 

Patching. For patching, the cumulative cracked plus patched 

areas were computed at the end of each year by using Eqs. B-8 to 

B-ll (Appendix B). The arp.a patched within a year was determined as 

the difference between the cumulative value of cracking for the year 

and that of the previous year. The percentage of cracked area to be 

patched was then applied to determine the patched area for each year. 

Asphaltic Concrete Road Maintenance 

The pavement was designed using the AASHTO (60) pavement 

design procedure. It was assumed that the asphaltic-concrete surface 
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Table 7. Standards for Maintenance Operations 

Maintenance Operations Standard Source 

Grading maximum roughness of 14,000 mm/km 

Gravel road maximum gravel loss of 4000 mm/km 
resurfacing 

Patching 

Resealing surface-: 
trea ted road 

100% of cracked area patched 

1. maximum roughness of 4000 mm/km 

2. maximum of 5 years of cumulative 

( 47) 

(47) 

(63) 

traffic as in Table 8 ( 47) 

Table 8. Traffic Loading Necessary to Produce Failure in Surface
treated Road. -- From Robinson et al. ( 47). 

Structural Number Millions of ESAL a 

2.5 0.6 

3.0 1.0 

3.5 1.5 

4.4 2.0 

5 and over 2.5 

a. Equivalent single-axle load. 
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would perform as designed and was maintenance free. Roadway 

maintenance was therefore limited to nontraffic-caus~d maintenance such 

as maintenance of drains, right of way, and traffic signs~ A Kenya 

study (24,49) showed that for properly designed asphaltic-concrete· 

pavements, little or no cracks formed in the pavement as depicted by 

Eq. B-ll (Appendix B). 

User Cost Subcomponent 

The user cost subcomponent estimated vehicle operating cost by 

using the relationship developed from a Kenya studyand a Caribbean 

study by the Transport and Road Research Laboratory (TRRL) (19,20). 

These relationships were preferred over the use of tables by 

Winfrey (64) and de Weille (13) and the Association of American States 

Highway and Transportation Officials (4) procedure. This was because 

the relationships were developed from driving conditions typical of most 

developing countries such as poor road surfaces and inadequate vehicle 

maintenance. The relationship from the TRRL studies (19,20) were also 

preferred over similar relationships developed in the Brazil (69) and 

India (55) studies because the driving conditions in Nigeria were closer 

to those in Kenya than in Brazil and India. Because the relationships 

from the TRRL studies (19,20) estimated the physical quantities of re

sources consumed to which unit cost could be applied, their use was 

sensitive to time and geograpr.ical changes. 

The TRRL relationships estimated user cost as functions of road 

geometry, roadway surface type and condition, vehicle characteristics, 

and traffic composition. The vehicle operating cost components 
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estimated were the consumption of tire, fuel, lubricants, and spare 

parts. Other components estimated were maintenance labor for 

vehicles, depreciation of vehicles, cost due to interest charges, 

standing charges, travel time cost of commercial vehicle crew, and 

passengers. Fig. 16 is the detailed flow chart of the subcomponent in 

Fig. 11 that estimates user cost. 

The vehicle operating cost and passenger time cost were com

puted for passenger cars, light vehicles, buses, light trucks, and 

heavy trucks. Table 9 gives the description of these categories of 

vehicles. This classification was based on the TRRL Kenya and Carib

bean studies. 

Vehicle Speed 

Vehicle speed is an important factor in estimating fuel con

sumption and crew and passenger travel time cost. In this study, it 

was assumed that the traffic flow is free and that the width of the 

roadway is more than 5 meters. A correction factor for speed was ap

plied if the width was less than 5 meters. 

From the TRRL studies ( 19, 20), the average vehicle speed on 

paved roads is given by: 

v = a + b*RS + c*F + d*CV + e*R + f*PW ( 4-7) 

where: v = average speed, in km/h. 

RS = average rise of roadway, in m/km, 

F = average fall of roadway, in m/km, 

cv = curvature, in degrees per kilometer, 
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Fig~re 16. Flow Diagram of User Cost Submodel 
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Table 9. Vehicle Types in Resource Consumption Relationships. -
From Robinson et al. (47). 

Type of Vehicle 

1. Passenger cars 

2. Light goods 

3. Buses 

4. Medium goods 

5. Heavy goods 

Description 

This class includes passenger vehicles seating 
not more than nine persons (including the 
driver) . Estate cars, taxis, and hire cars 
are generally included but no "Land Rover ll -

type vehicles or mini-buses. 

This class includes goods vehicles of less 
than 1,500 kg. Unladen weight or vehicles 
with payload capacity of less than 760 kg. 
This class includes all regular passenger serv
ice vehicles and coaches; excludes very large 
buses with gross weights greater than 8.5 tons. 

This class of vehicles includes all regular 
passenger buses, service vehicles, and coaches, 
and excludes very large buses with gross 
weights greater than 8.5 metric tons. 

This class includes all 2-axle goods vehicles of 
more than 1, SOD-kg unladen weight or vehicles 
with a payload capacity greater than 750 kg. In 
general, medium goods vehicles differ from light 
goods vehicles in that they have more than one 
tire at each end of the rear axle, i. e., twin 
tires. The maximum gross vehicle is 8. 6 metric 
tons. 

This class includes all goods vehicles with more 
than two axles and is often subdivided into 
groups with specific axle configurations. Also 
involving very large buses, with gross vehicle 
weigh ts over 8. 5 metric tons. 
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R = average roughness in mm/lem, and 

PW = Power-to-weight ratio in horsepower to long ton. 

The values of the coefficients a, b, c, d, e, and f for each vehicle 

group are as in Eqs. C-19 to C-23 (Appendix C). 

The value of R was computed using the relationship: 

R = (IN £(N) dN) /N 
o 

(4-8) 

where £(N) = relationships for roughness as a function of cumulative 

traffic, represented by Eqs. B-4 through B-7 (Appen-

dix B) 

N = cumulative traffic in each direction in equivalent 

single-axle load. 

The relationships in Eq. 4-8 were simplified to the following 

equations: 

SN ~ 2.75 R = RL + 1600*N (4-9) 

2.75 < SN :;; 3.25 R = RL + 241.5*N ( 4-10) 

3.25 < SN < 4.0 R = RL + 78*N ( 4-11) 

SN ~ 4.0 R = RL + 59.5*N ( 4-12) 

where: SN = structural number of pavement, 

RL = initial roughness after construction or resurfacing, 

R = average roughness between gradings, in mm/krn, and 

N = cumulative equivalent single-axle load since construc-

tion or surface treating. 
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On unpaved roads, the velocities are given by the relationship from the 

Kenya study (19): 

v = a + b*RS + c*F + d*CV + e*R + f*M + g*RD ( 4-l3) 

where V, RS, F, and R are as defined in Eq. 4-7, M is the moisture 

content of the base course in percent of dry weight, RD is rut depth 

in mm, and the values for the coefficients of variables are as given in 

Eqs. C-1 through C-6 (Appendix C). 

R was computed as: 

R = (IT f(T) dT) IT 
o 

(4-14) 

where: £(T) = roughness as a function of cumulative traffic depicted 

by Eq. B-l3 (Appendix B), and 

T = cumulative traffic in both directions. 

and 

R = 3250 + 4.2T - O.54T2 + 0.004T3 ( 4-15) 

RD was computed as 

RD = <IT f(T) dT) IT 
o 

(4-16) 

where: f(T) = relationship for rut depth as a function of cumulative 

traffic in Eq. B-14 (Appendix B), and 

T = cumulative traffic in both directions. 
and 
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RD = 11.0 + O.llST - O.0012T2 + 0.000018T3 (4-17) 

Fuel Consumption 

Fuel consumption war:. found ill the vehicle operating cost 

studies in Kenya (19) and the Caribbean (20) to be related to vehicle 

speed and the geometric and surface characteristics of the roads. The 

relationships used in this study, are as follows: 

On paved roads, 

, 
FL= (a + b/V + C*V2 + d*RS + e*F + f*( GVW) a + g*PW*h ( 4-18) 

where FL = fuel consumption, in liters/l000 km, 

V = vehicle speed, in km/hr, 

RS = average rise of road, in m/km, 

F = average fall of road, in m/km, 

GVW = gross vehicle weight, in long tons, and 

PW = power-to-weight ratio in brake horsepower per long 

ton. 

The values for the coefficients a, b, c, d, e, f, g, and h are as in 

Eqs. C-ll to C-13 (Appendix C). 

On unpaved roads, 

FL = (a + b/V + c*V 2 + d*RS* + e*F + f*R + g*DLM 

+ j*GVW)*h ( 4-19) 

where: FL, V J RS, F, GVW, and PW are as in Eq. 4-18. 

R = average roughness computed from Eq. 4-15, and 



DLM = depth of loose ma~erial computed from Eqs. B-16 and 

B-17 (Appendix B). 

The values for the coefficients a, b, c, d, e, f, g, and h are as in 

Eqs. C-ll to C-14 (Appendix C). 
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The total quantities of fuel consumption are computed by apply-

ing the traffic composition, average daily traffic, and length of road to 

the fuel consumption rates computed. Because most cars and light 

vehicles use gasoline and the others use diesel, separate total fuel 

consumptions are computed for each fuel type. Total annual gasoline 

and diesel consumption, respectively, are given by: 

and 

where: 

2 
FCG = ADT*LUC 1*(365/1000) I FL.*VC. 

i=l 1 1 

5 
FCD = ADT*L*C 2*(36511000) I FL.VC. 

i=3 1 1 

FCG = total fuel consumption, gasoline, in liters, 

FCD = total annual fuel consumption, diesel, in liters, 

ADT = average daily traffic volume, in vehicles per day, 

L = length of road, in km, 

FL. = fuel consumption rate of vehicle category i, 
1 

UC
I 

= unit cost of gasoline per liter, 

UC
2 

= unit cost of diesel per liter, 

(4-20) 

( 4-21) 

VC. = composition of vehicle type i in traffic, in percent, 
1 

and 
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= category of vehicles with· 

i = 1 for cars 

i = 2 for Ugh t vehicles 

i = 3 for buses 

i = 4 for light trucks 

i = 5 for trucks, 

These categories of vehicles were used throughout this study. 

Commercial Vehicle Crew Time Cost 

Commercial vehicle crew time cost is the cost associated with the 

travel time of crew members on the road section. The vehicle crew 

employed by the vehicle owner to operate the vehicle may include the 

driver and possibly the relief driver and/or mechanic. The concept 

used in determining crew time was similar to that used by Winfrey (64) 

for commercial vehicles. The unit cost of crew time is the wage of the 

driver. 

As suggested by Watanatada (63), crew time cost is determined 

from the time-distance-speed relationship. The annual crew time cost is 

computed as: 

5 
CT = L*ADT*UC3*365 L CC.*(VC./V.) 

i=l 1 1 1 
(4-22) 

where: CT = annual crew time cost in hours per annum, 

L = length of roadway, in km, 

UC3 = unit cost of crew time per hour, 

V. = average speed of vehicle category, in km/hr, 
1 



CC = average number of crew in vehicle category i 

ADT = average daily traffic, in vehicles per day, and 

VC. = proportion of total vehicles in category i. 
1 

Passenger Time Cost 
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Passenger time cost was taken as the cost associated with the 

passenger time on a road section. It was determined as the product of 

passenger time and the value of passenger time. The determination of 

the value of passenger time was not included in this study. Robinson 

et al. (47) suggested the use of zero passenger time cost if actual 

values are not available. If other values were used, passenger time is 

computed from time-distance relationship and occupancy of vehicles. 

The total annual passenger time is then calculated: 

where: 

S 
PTC = L*ADT*UC

S
*36S L VC.*OCU./V. 

i=l 1 1 1 

PTC = annual passenger time cost, 

L = length of road, in km, 

UC S = passenger time cost per hour, 

V. = average speed of vehicle category i, in km/hr, 
1 

( 4-23) 

OCU = average occupancy number passengers per vehicle 

type i, 

ADT = average daily traffic volume, vehicles per day, and 

VC. = proportion of total vehicles in category i. 
1 

It is noted that passenger time cost is not part of the vehicle operating 

cost. 
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Oil Consumption 

From the Kenya study (19).' oil consumption was found to 

depend on the type of roadway surfaces. Because of dust problems on 

gravel roadways, oil change in vehicles is more often required on 

gravel roadways than on surface-treated or asphaltic-concrete road

ways. The overall averages derived from the study are summarized in 

Table 10. These oil consumption rates are used in this study. 

Spare Parts Consumption 

A Kenya study (19) and a Caribbean (20) study determined 

that spare parts consumption is a function of the roughness of the 

roadway and the cost of an equivalent new vehicle. The relationships 

developed in the Caribbean study that were used in this study were: 

where: 

PC = (a + b*R + c*C + d*(RF*C) + e*R**2*K*VP 

PC = cost of parts consumed, 

R = average roughness, in mm/km, 

C = average curvature, in degrees per km, 

K = total kilometerage traveled to date, 

RF = average rise and fall of road, in m/km, and 

VP = cost of an equivalent new vehicle. 

( 4-24) 

The values of the coefficients a, b, c, d, and e are as in Eqs. C-25 to 

C-27 (Appendix C). 

The cost of parts consumed is then estimated by applying traf

fic composition, age distribution, and total annual vehicle kilometers 
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Table 10. Oil Consumption on Paved and Unpaved Roads. -- After Ref. 
(19) • 

Oil Consumption in liters per 1000 km 

Vehicle Category Paved Road Unpaved Road 

Car 1.2 2.4 

Light vehicles 1.8 3.6 

Buses 4.0 8.0 

Light trucks 4.0 8.0 

Heavy trucks 4.0 8.0 

traveled to cost of parts consumed by using the relationship: 

where 

5 12 
CPC = ADT*L365* L L 

i=l n=l 
PC. *VC. *TC. 

m I In 

CPC = annual cost of parts consumed, 

ADT = average daily traffic volume, in vehicles per day, 

L = length of road, in km, 

PC. = annual cost of parts consumed for vehicle type i 
In 

and age n, in monetary unit per year, 

VC. = proportion of total vehicles in vehicle categor i, 
1 

(4-25) 

TC. = proportion of vehicle category i that is n years old 
In 

i = category of vehicle, and 

n = age of vehicles, ranges from 0 to 12. 

A Kenya study (19) found that age of vehicles ranged from new to 12 

years. 
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Maintenance Labor for Vehicles 

The maintenance labor fur vehicles was estimated as a percent-

age of the spare parts used. Studies in Kenya (19) and the Caribbean 

(20) showed that 45% of the cost of the spare parts estimated to the of 

the cost of maintenance labor. 

Annual cost of vehicle maintenance labor was given by: 

CML = O. 45*CPC ( 4-26) 

where: CML = annual cost of maintenance labor, and 

CPC = annual cost of parts used in vehicle- maintenance. 

Tire Consumption 

Previous studies (19,20) showed that tire consumption was a 

function of power-weight ratio of vehicles and roughness of the road-

way. The relationships obtained from the Caribbean study are given in 

Eqs. C-29 and C-30 (Appendix C). 

The total annual cost of tires consumed was computed in this 

study by using the relationship: 

5 
CTC = ADT*L* I VC. *uc. 

i=l 1 1 
(4-27) 

where CTC = total annual cost of tire consumption, 

ADT = average daily traffic volume, 

L = length of road, in km, 

VC. = proportion of total traffic in vehicle category i, and 
1 

UC. = cost of tires for vehicle category i. 
1 
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Vehicle Depreciation 

Kenya (19) and Caribbean (20) studies indicated that depre-

ciation was a function of vehicle age. The depreciation for the vehicle 

categories were estimated by using Eqs. C-31 and C-32 (Appendix C) 

from the Caribbean study. 

The annual vehicle operating cost due to vehicle depreciation 

was computed by totaling the contribution of each vehicle group over 

the age distributions of the vehicles within each group. The relation-

ship that was used is: 

where: 

5 
CD = ADT*L*365* I 

i=l 

12 
I D. *TC. *vC.*VP./K. 

n=l 1, n 1, nIl 1 

CD = annual cost of depreciation of vehicles, 

ADT = average daily traffic volume, in vehicles per day, 

D. = depreciation of vehicle type i of age n years as a l,n 

percentage of new vehicle price, 

(4-28) 

TC. = Percentage of vehicles of category i of age n year~, 
1,n 

VC. = composition of vehicles of category i, in percent, 
1 

VP. = price of new vehicle of category i, 
1 

K. = annual kilometerage of vehicles in category i 
1 

i = vehicle category, and 

n = age of vehicle, in years. 

Interest Charges 

Interest charges are computed when vehicles are purchased with 

borrowed funds. The approach suggested by de Weille (13) and used 
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by Robinson et al. (47) and Watanatada (63) is used to determine the 

interest charges per vehicle-kilometer: 

where: 

IC. = (0.5*VP.)/KA 
1 1 

(4-29) 

IC. = interest charges per vehicle category i per kilometer, 
1 

KA = average annual kilometerage, 

I = rate of interest, in percent, and 

VP. = price of new vehicle in category i. 
1 

The relationship that was used to compute the total cost of 

interest charges is: 

5 
CIC = ADT(L* I IC.*VC. 

i=l 1 1 
( 4-30) 

where CIC = annual cost of interest charges, 

ADT = average daily traffic volume, 

L = length of road, in km, 

IC. = interest charges for vehicle category i per kilometer, 
1 

and 

VC. = proportion of total traffic in vehicle category i. 
1 

Standing Cost 

Standing cost is the average overhead for the vehicle operation, 

including fuel, lubricating oil, spare parts, maintenance labor, tires, 

depreciation, and crew time cost per vehicle. It is determined as a 

percentage of the annual operating cost. Robinson et al. (47) deter-

mined that its effect can be considered by increasing the vehicle 
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operating cost as follows: 

1. For cars and light vehicles, increase by 10%. 

2. For buses and trucks, increase by 25%. 

Total Annual User Cost 

Finally, the total annual user cost is estimated by applying unit 

costs to the quantities of items such as fuel and travel time whose unit 

rates are the same for all categories of vehicles and then adding the 

other vehicle operating cost components. The relationship used is: 

where: 

TUC = FCG + FCD + CT + PTC + DC + CPC + CML 

+ CTC + CD + CIC 

FCG = total cost of annual gasoline consumption, 

FCD = total cost of annual diesel consumption,

CT = annual crew time cost, 

PTC = annual passenger time cost, 

DC = annual total cost of oil consumption, 

CPC = annual cost of parts consumed, 

CTC = total annual cost of tire consumption, 

CML = annual cost of vehicle maintenance labor, 

CD = annual cost of depreciation of vehicles, and 

CIC = annual cost of interest charges, 

Total Transport Cost 

(4-31) 

After computing construction, maintenance and the user cost, 

the annual transport cost for each year and strategy is computed by 



summing these costs: 

TCI = CCI + MCI + DCI ,n ,n ,n ,n 

where: TC
I 

= total transport cost in year n of strategy I. ,n 

CCI = construction cost in year n of strategy I, 
,n 

MCI = maintenance cost in year n of strategy I, and 
,n 

DCI = user cost in year n of strategy I. ,n 
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(4-32) 

The total discounted transport cost of a strategy was determined as the 

discounted sum of the transport costs: 

20 
L TCI n(P/F,i%,n) 

n=O ' 

where: TTCI = discounted total transport cost of strategy I, 

TC I,n 

(P/F ,i%,n) 

= total transport cost in year n of strategy I, and 

n -1 = «1 + i» = present worth factor with interest 

rate of i% in year n. 

(4-33) 

In summary, this chapter has provided relationships and algo-

rithms for estimating the total transport cost of roadway upgrading 

strategies. These relationships and algorithms are used in developing 

the computer program PVMNT. A full description of this program, in-

eluding its documentation and listings are in Appendices C and D. The 

use of this program is demonstrated in a case study in the next 

chapter. 



CHAPTER 5 

CASE STUDY APPLICATION 

The intent of this dissertation was to devel?p an analytical 

procedure for evaluating roadway-upgrading strategies for low-volume 

roads. Previous chapters discussed the components of the analytical 

procedure. A case study now follows to demonstrate the application of 

the analytical procedure. First, a data base consisting of the input 

requirements of the analytical procedure is discussed. Then the 

analytical evaluations that were performed to determine the best 

strategies and traffic warrants for roadway upgrading are presented. 

Also presented is the maintenance schedule that would be necessary for 

the upgrading strategies. 

Description of the Input Data 

From Chapter 3, the input data requirements of the analytical 

procedure include data on economic analysis factors, traffic, roadway 

maintenance policy, and unit cost factors. Apart from the data on 

economic analysis factors, the other input data requirements wt:!re 

synthesized from eXisting data bases from Kenya and Nigeria. 

The values of the economic analysis factors (plan period, inter

val between decisions, and interest rate) were determined as discussed 

in Chapter 3. Their values are: . 

1. Plan period = 20 years. 
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2, Decision interval = 4 years. 

3. Interest rate = 10 percent. 
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With respect to traffic data, there is no reported study of 

traffic and vehicle characteristics on roads in Nigeria. The range of 

traffic volumes used is what is generally found on low-volume roads. A 

study by Oglesby and Altenhofen (41) determined that the 85 percentile 

of traffic volumes on roads considered as low-volume roads in the 

United States is 400 vehicles per day. Also, Paterson (43) reported 

that the traffic volumes on unpaved roads during the studies in Kenya 

(19,24) and Brazil (44,51) ranged up to 608 vehicles per day. It is 

therefore reasonable to use a maximum base average daily traffic of 600 

vehicles per day. This traffic volume is within the range of traffic 

volume for which the deterioration arid user cost relationships used in 

the transport cost estimating component of the analytical procedure are 

valid. Traffic volumes of 0, 100, 200, 300, 400, 500, and 600 were 

therefore used in the case study. The use of these traffic volumes in 

the analyses provides information on the sensitivity of the best 

strategies to traffic volume changes. 

In the case of the growth rate of traffic on roads in developing 

countries, Moavenzadeh (35) and TRRL (57) suggested the use of an 

exponential growth rate of 10% per annum. Exponential traffic growth 

rates of 8%, 10%, and 12% were therefore used to test the sensitivity of 

strategies to changes in traffic growth rate. 

Table 11 is a tabulation of traffic and vehicle characteristics. 

The information was determined from a Kenya traffic study reported by 



Table ll. Vehicle Input Information. -- Compiled from data from Kenya study (47) 

Average Vehicle 
Kilometerage Number of Number Engine Weight in Load in 

Vehicle Type per annum Passengers of Crew Horsepower long tons long tons 

Car 12,000 * 0 * 1.00 0.30 

Ligh t vehicles 35,000 * 2 * 1. 50 .50 

Buses 90,000 * 2 llO.OO 8.00 3.00 

Ligh t trucks 75,000 * 2 106.00 4.40 4.9 

Heavy trucks 100,000 * 2 177.00 12.90 22.40 

*Va]ues not required. 

Composition 
in % 

32 

29 

16 

19 

4 

f-' 
f-' 
o 
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Robinson et aI. (47). The data from the study provided traffic counts, 

information on g1"OSS vehicle weights, and the vehicle axle configura-· 

tion. From these data, the composition and equivalent single-axle load 

of the traffic summarized in Table 11 were determined. The detailed 

computations involved are in Appendix D. 

Other relevant vehicle information obtained from the Kenya traf

fic data was the kilometerage traveled per annum by the vehicle 

groups, the average number of crew, vehicle specifications, and the 

age distribution of the vehicle groups. These are also tabulated in 

. Table 11, and the age distribution is given in Table 12. 

A crew size of two for each vehicle group other than cars is 

applicable to Nigeria where these vehicle groups usually have a crew 

consisting of a driver and an assistant. The assistant, who is usually 

an apprentice driver. helps to load the vehicle as well as collect fares 

.from the passengers. For cars, the crew size from the Kenya traffic 

study reported by Robinson et al. (47) was zero, suggesting that most 

of them are privately owned and have no paid drivers. 

It was unnecessary to consider the number of passengers for 

each vehicle group because a passenger time cost of zero is used as 

suggested by Robinson et al. (47). It is justified to use zero passen

ger time cost on rural roads in developing countries because passengers 

usually devote time for journeys. Also, because unemployment is high 

in most developing countries, the time saved might not necessarily be 

used for other paying projects. 

Table 13 is a summary of the unit cost for construction. main

tenance, and user cost items. The unit cost of upgrading construction 



Table 12. Age Spectrum of Vehicles, in Percent of Total Traffic. -- Source, Robinson et ale (47). 

Age of Vehicles, in years 
Vehicle 
Type New 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

Cars 18.18 16.36 14.55 12.73 10.91 9.09 9.27 5.45 3.64 1.82 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Light 
vehicles 18.18 16.36 14.55 12.73 10.91 9.09 7.27 5.45 3.64 1.82 .00 .00 .00 

Buses 15.38 14.10 12.82 11.54 10.26 8.97 7.69 6.41 5.13 3.85 2.56 1.28 .00 

Light 
trucks 15.38 14.10 12.82 11. 54 10.26 8.97 7.69 6.41 5.13 3.85 2.56 1.28 .00 

Heavy 
trucks 15.38 14.10 12.82 11.54 10.26 8.97 7.69 6.41 5.13 3.85 2.56 1.28 .00 

I-' 
I-' 
N 
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Table 13. Summary of Unit Cost of Construction, Maintenance, and User 
Cost Items 

Item 

Unit Cost of Upgradingb 

Surfacing dressing 3.59 naira/m 2 

Preparation, gravel to asphaltic cement 
Asphaltic concrete (30 mm) 

3.59 
3.54 

naira/m 2 

naira/m 2 

Tack coat for surface treated 
to asphaltic concrete 

Unit Cost of Maintenance Activities 

Grading 
Surfacing with gravel 
Pa.tching 
Surfacing 
Fixed cost 

Unit Cost of User Cost Itemsb 

Gasoline 
Cost of diesel 
Cost of lubricating oil 
Crew cost 
Passenger time 

Vehicle Cost (less tires) 

Cars 
Light vehicles 
Buses 
Ligh t trucks 
Heavy trucks 

Cost of Tires on Vehicles 

Cars 
Ligh t vehicles 
Buses 
Light trucks 
Heavy trucks 

.50 naira/m 2 

500.00 naira/km 
8.15 naira/m3 

1. 20 naira/m 2 

3.00 naira/m 2 

0.00 naira/m 2 

20 kobo/liter 
12 kobo/liter 
1. 00 naira/liter 
4.95 naira/ day 
0.00 naira/ day 

10,000 naira 
10,000 naira 
70,000 naira 
35,000 naira 

110,000 naira 

160 naira 
160 naira 

1,250 naira 
980 naira 

1,400 naira 

a, Naira = 100 kobo;: U.S.$1.30, 1983 exchange rate. 

Source 

(38) 

( 57) 

(38) 

(57) 

(57) 

b. Prices of labor and petroleum products in 1983 are the same as 
in 1981 because of price controls in Nigeria. 
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quantities was taken· from the bill of quantities of a current highway 

construction contract in Nigeria (38). The unit cost of fuel and lubri

cants, also from the same source, are the current prices of fuel and 

lubricants in Nigeria. Also, the unit cost of crew time is the basic 

labor rate in Nigeria and was obtained from the schedule of basic rates 

of the highway construction contract. As mentioned earlier, the 

passenger time cost was zero. The average cost of vehicles and tires 

is based on estimates by the TRRL (57). Because Nigeria imports most 

of its vehicles or parts for their assembly, the TRRL estimate would 

also be applicable to Nigeria. The unit cost of maintenance activities is 

also based on the TRRL (57) estimates for Kenya. 

Table 14 is a summary of the roadway data on the geometric 

design of the road for the case study. A road length of 10 km was 

assumed in which 2 km were in horizontal curve sections. The roadway 

cross-sectional dimensions were those of a typical roadway in Nigeria as 

depicted in Fig. 17. Other roadway geometric variables such as the 

average curvature and rise and fall of the alignment were hypothetical 

values within the permissible ranges reported by Hide (19) and are 

summarized in Table 15. 

Table 16 shows the pavement characteristics data on the 

strength of base, subbase, and subgrade as well as the plasticity index 

and percentage of base material passing a No. 200 sieve. These are 

within the acceptable ranges for pavement materials as specified for 

road and bridgework for Nigeria (39), as shown in Table 17. Table 18 

contains the thicknesses of tlie asphaltic-concrete layers assumed 

constructed in the decision years 0, 4, 8, 12. and 16 for the traffic 



Table 14. Summary of Geometric Design Data 

Item 

Alignment length 

Length of roadway within curvature 

Carriageway width 

Shoulder width 

Rise 
Fall 
Rise and fall 
Radius of curvature 

Design speed 

115 

Value 

10 km 

2 km 

7.3 m 

1.5 m 

50 m/km 
60 m/km 

110 m/km 
600 m 

100 km/h 



I . 3 2 1 2 3 I .. .14 ,. Ii 

4 

Legend 

1 Roadway 7.3 m 
2 Shoulncrs .5 m 
3 Side drains variable 
4 Wearing surface 
5 Base 6 in. 
6 Subbase 6 in 

Figure 17. Typical Nigerian Road Section. -- Nigeria Plateau State Ministry of Works (40). 
i-' 
i-' 
0' 



Table 15. Safe Ranges of Variables. -- Source Hide (19) 

Variable Unit 

Rise RS m/km 

Fall F m/km 

Curvature C degree/km 

Roughness R mm/km 

Moisture content M percent 

Rut depth RD mm 

Table 16. Pavement Material Characteristics. -- Source (39) 

Base 

Subbase 

Sub grade 

Plasticity index of base material 

Percent base material passing 
No. 200 sieve 

10 

15% 

CBR of 
Layers 

in % 

80 

30 

20 

117 

Maximum 
Safe Range 

0-85 

0-85 

0-250 

2000-14000 

0-30 

0-75 

Thickness 
in inches 

6.0 

6.0 
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Table 17. Specifications for Base and Subbase Materials. -- Reference 
(39). 

Property Subbase 

Liquid limit 0-45% 

Plasticity index 0-15 

Linear shrinkage 0-8 % 
CBR >30% 

Percent passing sieve 

3 in. not 

1 1/2 in. specified 

3/4 in. 

3/8 in. 

3/16 in. 

No. 7 

No. 25 

No. 200 

a. Maximum size of gravel 

0-15% 

0-10 

0-6 % 

>80% 

3 in. a 

100 

80-100 

60-80 

45-65 

30-50 

10-30 

5-15 

Base 

1 1/2 

100 

. a In. 

80-100 

55-80 

40-60 

30-50 

15-30 

5-15 

3/4 in. a 

100 

80-100 

50-75 

35-60 

15-35 

5-15 
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Table 18. Thickness of Asphaltic Concrete Layers at Decision Years 

Base ADT 
in Traffic Thickness, in in., for Decision Year 

vehicles Growth 
per day % 0 4 8 12 16 

0 8 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 

0 10 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 

0 12 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 

100 8 3.00 3.00 3.50 4.00 4.00 

100 10 3.00 3.00 3.50 4.00 4.00 

100 12 3.00 3.50 4.00 4.50 5.00 

200 8 3.00 3.50 3.00 4.00 4.50 

200 10 3.50 4.00 4.00 4.50 5.00 

200 12 4.00 4.00 4.50 5.00 5.50 

300 8 3.50 3.50 4.50 4.50 5.00 

300 10 4.00 4.00 4.50 4.50 5.00 

300 12 4.00 4.50 5.00 5.50 6.00 

400 8 4.00 4.00 4.50 5.00 5.00 

400 10 4.00 4.50 5.00 5.00 5.50 

400 12 4.00 5.00 5.00 5.50 6.00 

500 8 4.00 4.50 5.00 5.00 5.00 

500 10 4.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 6.00 

500 12 4.50 5.00 5.50 6.00 6.00 

600 8 4.00 4.00 5.00 5.00 5.50 

600 10 4.50 4.50 5.00 5.50 6.00 

600 12 4.50 5.00 5.50 6.00 6.50 
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volumes and growth rates specified earlier. The design of the 

asphaltic-concrete layers was based on the AASHTO pavement design 

procedure (60). The detailed analytical design is given in Appendix D . 

. With respect to maintenance policy data, none has been devel

oped for Nigeria. The maintenance policy after Robinson et aI. (47) 

and Watanatada (63) based on observations during the Kenya study (19, 

24) was used. This maintenance policy, which is summarized in Table 7 

of Chapter 4, was incorporated into the component of the analytical 

procedure that estimates the total transport cost. 

Table 19 is a summary of the alternative up grading strategies 

as depicted by the decision tree in Fig. 7. The years of the planning 

horizon in which the gravel surface is upgraded to surface treated and 

then to asphaltic concrete were determined as a function of the plan 

period and interval between decision years •. 

Evaluation of Upgrading Strategies 

The data base discussed earlier provides the input requirements 

of the component for estimating the total transport cost of upgrading 

strategies. The total transport cost estimated for various traffic 

volumes and growth rates was used in the evaluation to determine the 

best strategies and traffic volume warrants. In this regard, a total of 

18 runs of the total transport cost estimating component were per

formed. The number of runs was the number of combinations of the six 

base average daily traffic volume and the three traffic growth rates 

used in the study. Table 20 is a typical output of a run showing the 

total transport cost of strategies and its components. The total 
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Table 19." Roadway Upgrading Strategies 

Year to Upgrade from 

Surface 
Gravel Treated Number of Years Roadway Is 

to to 
Surface Asphaltic Surface Asphaltic 

Strategy Treated Concrete Gravel Treated Concrete 

1 20.0 0.0 0.0 

2 16 20 16.0 4.0 .0 

3 16 16 16.0 .0 4.0 

4 12 20 12.0 8.0 .0 

5 12 16 12.0 4.0 4.0 

6 12 12 12.0 .0 8.0 

7 8 20 8.0 12.0 .0 

8 8 16 8.0 8.0 4.0 

9 8 12 8.0 4.0 8.0 

10 8 8 8.0 .0 12.0 

11 4 20 4.0 15.0 .0 

12 4 16 4.0 12.0 4.0 

13 4 12 4.0 8.0 8.0 

14 4 8 4.0 4.0 12.0 

15 4 4 4.0 .0 16.0 

16 0 20 .0 20.0 .0 

17 0 16 .0 16.0 4.0 

18 0 12 .0 12.0 8.0 

19 0 8 .0 8.0 12.0 

20 0 4 .0 4.0 16.0 

21 0 0 .0 .0 20.0 



Table 20. Typical Output Showing Total Transport Cost and the Cost Components in Naira. 
Traffic volume 400 vpd, traffic growth rate, 10% per annum. 

-----P~ESENT WORTH OF TOTAL COST OF STRATEGIES-~ ~---

·sTRAT • TOTAL COST MAINTENANCE USER COST UPGRADING COST .. 
1 . ebblE+08 .Zb5E+Ob • &58 E+08 .oooe+oo 
2 e5b9E+06 eZitlE+Ob • 5!> 5 E + 08 e9l8E+05 

. 3 .5b7E+08 .zzee+ob • 5b3 E+08 .548E+06 
It .467E+O~ .Z26E+Ob • 484 E+08 elZ5E+06 
5 .467E+06 e195E+06 elt8Z E+08 .597E+Ob 
6 e48bE+06 .19ZE+Ob elt79E+08 .746E+Ob 
7 .4rllE+08 .Zl7E+Ob .397E+08 el70E+Ob 
8 .400E+08 el66E+06 • 395 E+08 e61t3E+06 
Q .4'lJE+06 • 1 b 3 E +06 • 392 E+08 .813E+Ob 

10 .400E+06 .lb1E+Ob • 391 E+08 e944E+Ob 
11 .321E+OII .Z16E+06 • 319E+08 e231E+06 
12 .l~3E+06 .184E+0'6 .l17E+08 .704E+06 
11 .l~lE+06 .1&1E+06 • 314 E+08 ·• 8 74E +06 
t; .lZlE+08 .1l2E+06 • 313 E +08 el03E+07 

.3Z4E+08 .131E+06 .31ZE+08 •ll9E+07 
16 .267E+08 .216E+06 • 262 E+08 ellltE+Ob 
17 .Z67E+08 .t86E+Ob .2&0E+08 .787E+O& 
16 .Zo7E+06 .1b4E+O& e258E+08 .957E+Ob 
19 .Zb8E+08 el37E+06 • 256 E+08 •}l2E+07 
20 .Z&9E+08 .982E+05 • 255 E+08 • 31E+07 
21 e272E+OR .98 7 ;::+05 .Z55E+08 ·•162E+07 

PRESENT woqTH OF TaTAL COST FORI 
-------~-----------~-----~-----

JPGRADI~G YEAR 0 It 8 lZ lb zo 
GRAVEL TO S.o.a .z&7E+08 el23E+08 • 401 E+08 .487E +0 8 • 569E+08 eb61E+08 
GRAVEL TO A.C.a .27E+08 .32E+08 eltOE+08 .lt9E+08 .57E+08 .bf,E+OS 
s.o. TO A.C.a .Z7E+08 .Z7E+08 .27E+08 .27E+08 .Z7E+08 .Z7E+08 

..__. 
N 
N 



transport cost outputs were used in the evaluations performed to 

determine: 

1. The optimal strategies for upgrading a gravel roadway. 

123 

2. The optimal strategies with policy restrictions on the type of 

roadway upgrading. 

3. The base average daily traffic volume to justify upgrading the 

roadway surfaces. 

Determination of Optimal Upgrading Strategies 

From Chapter 3, the determination of the optimal upgrading 

strategies for a given roadway section involved computing and compar

ing the total transport cost of all the upgrading strategies. The 

strategy with the lowest total transport cost is the optimal strategy. 

Tables 21, 22, and 23 present a summary of the total transport cost of 

strategies with the roadway having traffic with growth rates of 8%, 10%, 

and 12% per annum, respectively. 

The tables show that the total transport cost for all strategies 

increased with increases in traffic volume and growth rates. From 

these tables the strategies that have the lowest transport cost were 

determined. For example, from Table 22, the best strategy for upgrad

ing a roadway for a base ADT of 400 vehicles per day and a growth 

rate of 10% per annum is strategy 17. This strategy involves upgrad

ing the gravel roadway to surface treated in year zero and then to 

asphaltic-concrete surface in year 16. 

The optimal strategies for the various traffic volumes and 

growth rates are summarized in Table 24. From this table it is noted 
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Table 21. Total Transport Cost of Strategies for a Traffic Growth of 8% 
per annum. 

Total Transport Cost, in Naira x 108, 
for Base Average Daily Traffic, in vehicles per day 

Strategy 0 100 200 300 400 500 600 

1 0.0314 0.1148 0.2367 0.3723 0.5234 0.6701 0.8195 
2 .0295 .1043 .2068 .3287 .4620 .5930 .7209 
3, .0297 .1049 .2072 .3289 .4619 .5925 .7197 
4 .0262 .0932 .1750 .2805 .4000 .5138 .6181 
5 .0267 .09414 .1759 .2807 .4005 .5140 .6176 
6 .0270 .09495 .1768 .2811 .4003 .5132 .6177 
7 .0214 .08085 .1489 .2286 .3322 .4270 .5135 
8 .0219 .08183 .1497 .2287 .3323 .4271 .5129 
9 .0225 .08289 .1509 .2295 .3325 .4268 .5137 

10 .0231 .08436 .1521 .2309 .3334 .4267 .5131 
11 .0143 .06650 .1230 .1837 .2519 .3324 .4009 
12 .0148 .06748 .1239 .1839 .2515 .3325 .4005 
13 .0154 .06855 .1250 .1846 .2517 .3324 .3998 
14 .0162 .07019 .1264 .1962 .2528 .3327 .3997 
15 .0171 .07239 .1279 .1878 .2548 .8342 ..4001 
16 .0039a .04903a .09493a . 1416a .1885 .2350 .2825 
17 .0050 .05001 .09575 .1417 .1883 .2349 .2820 
18 .0050 .05108 .09687 .1424 .1882a .2347a .2814 
19 .0059 .05274 .09826 .1440 .1893 .2349 .2811 a 
20 .0069 .05504 .09987 .1457 .1915 .2366 .2818 
21 .0084 .05696 .1030 .1477 .1950 .2397 .2844 

a. Minimum total transport cost. 
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Table 22. Total Transport Ceist of Strategies for a Traffic Growth of 
of 109,) per annum 

Total Transport Cost, in 
. 8 

Naira x 10 , 
for Base Average Daily Traffic, in vehicles per day 

Strategy 0 100 200 300 400 500 600 

1 0.0314 0.1410 0.2941 0.4610 0.6395 .8237 1.003 
2 .0295 .1217 .2505 .3981 .5507 .7061 .8597 
3 .0297 .1223 .2507 .3980 .5498 .7057 .8587 
4 .0263 .1066 .2100 .3339 .4680 .5981 .7224 
5 .0267 .1075 .2104 .3344 .4678 .5975 .7210 
6 .0270 .1085 .2110 .3345 .4671 .5973 .7199 
7 .0214 .09196 .1732 .2715 .3801 .4912 .5934 
8 .0219 .09295 .1735 .2716 .3798 .4906 .5932 
9 .0225 .09413 .1745 .2721 .3797 .4910 .5918 

10 .0231 .09527 .1761 .2728 .3800 .4904 .5924 
11 .0143 .07635 .1435 .2155 .2957 .3919 .4697 
12 .0144 .07735 .1438 .2151 .2955 .3924 .4683 
13 .0154 .07853 .1448 .2155 .2955 .3912 .4679 
14 .0162 .07985 .1466 .2166 .2962 .3911 .4674 
15 .0171 .08204 .1484 .2188 .2974 .3917 .4675 
16 .0039a .05846a • 1142a .1706 .2263 .2825 .3394 
17 .0044 .05944 .1145 .1704a .2261a .2829 .3380 
18 .0050 .06062 .1154 .1706 .2263 .2820 .3377 
19 .0058 .06195 .1172 .1717 .2269 .2817a .3374a 

20 .0069 .06424 .1191 .1741 .2284 .2827 .3380 
21 .0084 .06746 .1214 .1766 .2318 .2857 .3396 

a. Minimum total transport cost. 
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Table 23. Total Transport Cost of Strategies for a' Traffic Growth of 
12% per annum 

Total Transport Cost, in Naira x 108, 
for Base Average Daily Traffic, in vehicles per day 

Strategy 10 100 200 300 400 500 600 

1 .0314 .1751 .3655 .5846 .7917 1. 018 1.226 
2 .0295 .1467 .3067 .4921 .6596 .8474 1. 012 
3 .0297 .1471 .3064 .4911 .6589 .8456 1.012 
4 .0263 .1236 .2528 .4052 .5469 .6975 .8329 
5 .0267 .1244 .2531 .4051 .5459 .6969 .8335 
6 .0270 .1254 .2535 .4044 .5454 .6957 .8316 
7 .0214 .1058 .2035 .3278 .4470 .5676 .6781 
8 .0219 .1067 .2038 .3275 .4460 .5669 .6765 
9 .0225 .1080 .2046 .3274 .4462 .5653 .6759 

10 .0231 .1093 .2057 .3280 .4463 .5656 .6755 
11 .0143 .08876 .1691 .2543 .3507 .4502 .5372 
12 .0144 .08967 .1689 .2541 .3510 .4495 .5355 
13 .0154 .09094 .1697 .2540 .3495 .4491 .5350 
14 .0162 .09246 .1711 .2550 .3501 .4484 .5353 
15 .0171 .09409 .1736 .2565 .3514 .4488 .5348 
16 ~0039a .07042a . 1384a .2062 .2744 .3422 .4096 
17 .0044 .07129 .1384 .2060a .2747 .3416 .4102 
18 .0050 .07256 .1391 .2062 .2734a .3412 .4094 
19 .0058 .07408 .1405 .2071 .2740 .3406a .4075a 

20 .10069 .07582 .1432 .2089 .2756 .3416 .4076 
21 .10084 .07904 .1445 .2126 .2781 .3436 .4090 

a. Minimum total transport cost. 
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Table 24. Optimal Upgrading Strategies 

a Optimal Strategy for an Annual Growth Rate of 
Traffic 
Volume 

100 

200 

300 

400 

500 

600 

8% 10% 

16 16 

16 16 

16 17 

17 17 

18 19 

19 19 

a. Strategy 16 consists of 20 years of sUrface-treated surface. 

12% 

16 

16 

17 

18 

19 

19 

Strategy 17 consists of 16 years of sUrface-treated surface and 
4 years of asphaltic concrete surface •. 

Strategy 18 consists of 12 years of surface-treated surface and 
8 years of asphaltic concrete surface. 

Strategy 19 consists of 8 years of surface-treated and 12 years 
of asphaltic concrete surface. 
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that for the range of traffic volumes used in this study, the strategy 

with the least cost required that surface treatment be done in year 

zero. As the traffic volume increases, the best strategy tended to 

have shorter periods of surface treatment and longer periods of 

asphaltic-concrete surfacing. For example, from Table 22, for a base 

ADT of 100 vehicles per day, the optimal strategy is 16, that is, the 

best strategy has zero years of gravel, 20 years of surfC'.ce treatment, 

and zero years of asphaltic concrete. However, for a base ADT of 600 

vehicles per day with the same growth rate of 8% per annum, the opti-

mal strategy is 19: zero years of gravel, 12 years of surface treat-

ment, and 8 years of asphaltic-concrete surface. 

It is also noted from Table 24 that with increase in traffic 

growth rate, there is little change in the optimal upgrading strategy. 

This is due to the increase in growth rate of traffic merely increasing 

the total transport cost of all strategies. The relative ranking of 

strategies remains virtually the same. 

Optimal Upgrading Strategies with Policy 
Restrictions on Types of Roadway Surfacing 

As discussed in Chapter 3, jurisdictional restrictions could be 

placed on the types of roadway surfaces that could be constructed be-

cause of constraints such as financial limitations. Optimal upgrading 

strategies were determined with the following restrictions on roadway 

upgrading policy: 

1. Upgrading a gravel road to only surface-treated roC'.dway. 

2. Upgrading a gravel road to only asphaltic-concrete surface. 

3. Upgrading surface-treated to asphaltic-concrete surface. 
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In determining the optimal upgrading strategy for upgrading a 

gravel to a surface-treated roadway, the total transport cost for the 

strategies, which have no periods of asphaltic concrete, were compared. 

Table 25 is a tabulation of the total transport cost of these strategies 

for various traffic volumes and growth rates. 

It is noted from Table 25 that for the base traffic volumes used 

in the case study the strategy with the least cost is 16, that is, it is 

more economical to upgrade the gravel roadway to surface treated 

immediately in year zero. It is noted from the table that the year of 

up grading is also zero for a base traffic volume of zero vehicles per 

day. This is a result of high gravel road maintenance (grading) unit 

cost and the maintenance policy used in this study. The maintenance 

policy used resulted in higher maintenance cost than that based on the 

actual condition of the road, which for zero traffic should not 

deteriorate. If the results for a base traffic volume of zero vehicles 

per day are neglected, the results in Table 25 suggests that the traffic 

volume at which the total transport cost on gravel and surface-treated 

roadways is equal is lower than 100 vehicles per day. This finding 

supports that from the studies by Oglesby and Altenhofen (41) and 

Luhr and McCullough (32). 

As for upgrading gravel to asphaltic-concrete surface, the total 

transport costs of strategies that have no periods of surface treatment 

are compared in Table 26. It is noted that as in the C2.se of upgrading 

gravel to surface-treated roadway, it is more economical to upgrade the 

roadway in year zero to asphaltic-concrete surface. 



Table 25. Total Transport Cost of Upgrading Strategies from Gravel to Surface-treated Roadway 

Total Transport Cost, in Naira x 108, 
for Base Average Daily Traffic, in vehicles per day 

Growth Year of 
Rate Strategy Upgrading 0 100 200 300 400 500 600 

8% 16 0 0.OO39a 0.04903a O.0949a 0.1416a .1885a .2350a 0.282Sa 

11 4 .0143 .0665 .1230 .1837 .2519 .3324 .4009 
6 8 .0214 .0808 .1489 .2286 .3322 .4270 .5135 
4 12 .0263 .0932 .1750 .2805 .4000 .5138 .6181 
2 16 .0295 .1043 .2068 .3287 .4620 .5930 .7209 
1 20 .0314 .1148 .2367 .3723 .5234 .6701 .8195 

10% 16 0 .0039a .0585a • 1142a .1706a .2263a .2825a .3394a 

11 4 .0143 .0764 .1435 .2155 .2957 .3919 ;4697 
6 8 .0214 .0920 .1732 .2715 .3801 .4912 .5924 
4 12 .0263 .1066 .2100 .3339 .4680 .5981 .7194 
2 16 .0295 .1217 .2505 .3981 .5507 .7061 .8587 
1 20 .0314 .1410 .2941 .4610 .6395 .9237 1. 0030 

12% 16 0 .0039a .0704a . 1384a .2062a .2744a .3422a .4096a 

11 4 .0143 .0888 .1691 .2543 .3507 .4302 .5372 
6 6 .0214 .1058 .2035 .3278 .4470 .5676 .6781 
4 12 .0263 .1236 .2528 .4052 .5469 .6975 .8329 
2 16 .0395 .1467 .3067 .4921 .6596 .8474 1. 0120 
1 20 .0314 .1751 .3655 .5846 .7917 1. 0180 1. 2260 

a. Minimum total transport cost. 

t-' 
lJ.) 

o 



Table 26. Total Transport Cost of Upgrading Strategies from Gravel to Asphaltic-concrete Surface 

Total Transport Cost, in Naira x 108 , 
for Base Average Daily Traffic, in vehicles per day 

Growth Year of 
Rate Strategy Upgrading 0 100 200 300 400 500 600 

8% 21 0 0.0083a 0.0570a 0.1030a 0.1977a 0.1450a 0.2397a 0.2844a 

15 4 .0172 .0724 .1374 .1878 .2548 .3342 .4001 
10 8 .0231 .0844 .1521 .2309 .3334 .4267 .5131 

7 10 .0271 .0950 .1768 .2811 .4003 .5132 .6177 
3 16 .0297 .1049 .2072 .3289 .4619 .5925 .7197 
1 20 .0341 .1148 .2367 .3723 .5234 .6701 .. 8195 

10% 21 0 .0083a .0675a .1214a .1766a .2318a .2857a .3396a 

15 4 .0172 .0820 .1484 .2188 .2974 .3917 .4675 
10 8 .0231 .0953 .1761 .2728 .3800 .4904 .5924 

7 10 .0271 .1085 .2110 .3345 .4671 .5973 .7199 
3 16 .0297 .1223 .2507 .3980 .5498 .7057 .8587 
1 20 .0341 .1410 .2941 .4610 .6395 .8237 1.0030 

12% 21 0 .0083a .2062a .1445a .2128a .2781a .3436a .4090a 

15 4 .0172 .2543 .1736 .2565 .3514 .4488 .5348 
10 8 .0231 .3280 .2057 .3280 .4463 .5656 .6755 

7 12 .0271 .4044 .2535 .4044 .5454 .6957 .8316 
3 16 .0297 .4911 .3060 .4911 .6589 .8456 1. 0120 
1 20 .0341 .5846 .3654 .5846 .7917 1.0180 1.2260 

a. Minimum total transport cost. 

f-' 
W 
f-' 
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Again, the ta.ble suggests that the traffic volume at which total trans-

port costs on gravel and asphaltic concrete are equal is less than 100 

vehicles per day, thus further supports the findings of Oglesby and 

Al tenhofen (41). 

The relevant strategies for upgrading surface-treated to 

·asphaJiic-concrete roadways that have no periods of gravel are given in 

Table 27. This table also contains the summary of the total transport 

costs of these strategies. 

Table 27 shows that the year within the plan period to upgrade 

surface treated to asphaltic concrete decreased with increase in base 

traffic volume. Although there are slight changes in the optimal year 

within the plan period to upgrade with changes in traffic growth rate, 

it is generally insensitive to traffic growth rate of less than 12% per 

annum. It is also noted that the best strategies are similar to those 

deter~ined for all the upgrading strategies in Table 24. This suggests 

that for traffic volumes that are greater than the Ifbreak-even lf traffic 

volumes for gravel and surface treatment, the best strategy could be 

determined by analyzing those strategies with surface-treated and 

asphaltic-concrete surfaces only. It should be noted that the 

break-even traffic is the traffic volume at which the total transport 

costs on the two roadway surfaces are equal. 

Determination of Traffic Volume Warrants 
for Roadway Upgrading 

As discussed in Chapter 3, the determination of traffic volume 

warrants to justify upgrading roadway surfaces from one type to an-

other involves determining the traffic volume at which the total 



Table 27. Tota] Transport Cost of Upgrading Strategies from Surface Treated to Asphaltic Concrete 

Total Transpurt Cost, in Naira x 108, 
for Base Average Daily Traffic, in vehicles per day 

Growth Year of 
Rate Strategy Upgrading 0 100 200 300 400 ·500 600 

8% 21 0 0.0084 0.0569 0.1030 0.1477 0.1950 0.2397 0.2844 
20 4 .0069 .0550 .0999 .1457 .1915 .2366 .2818 
19 8 .0068 .0527 . .0983 .1440 .1893 .2349 .2811 a 
18 12 .0050 .0511 .0969 .1424 .1882a .2347a .2814 
17 16 .0044 .0500 .0958 .1417 .1883 .2349 .2820 
16 20 .0039a .0490a .0949a .1416a .1885 .2350 .2825 

10% 21 0 .0081 .0675 .1214 .1766 .2318 .2857 .3396 
20 4 .0060 .0642 .1191 .1741 .2284 .2827 .3380 
19 8 .0059 .0619 .1172 .1717 .2269 .2817a .3374a 

18 12 .0050 .0606 .1154 .1706 .2263 .2820 .3377 
17 16 .0044 .0594 .1145 .1704a .2261a .2829 .3380 
16 20 .0039a .0585a • 1142a .1706 .2263 .2855 .3394 

12% 21 0 .0084 .0790 .1445 .2126 .2781 .3436 .4090 
20 4 .0069 .0758 .1432 .2089 .2756 .3416 .4076 
19 8 .0058 . .0741 .1405 .2071 .2740 .3406a .4075a 

18 12 .0050 .0726 .1391 .2062 .2734a .3412 .4094 
17 16 .0044 .0713 • 1384a .2060a .2747 .3416 .4102 
16 20 .0039a .0704a .1384 .2062 .2744 .3422 .4096 

a. Minimum total transport cost. 

I-' 
Vl 
Vl 
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transport costs on the roadway surfaces are equal. From the decision 

tree in Fig. 7, the total transport cost of strategies 1, 16, and 21 

represents the total transport cost on gravel, surface-treated, and 

asphaltic-concrete surfaces, respectively. In determining the traffic 

warrants, therefore, the total transport costs of these strategies for 

various traffic volumes and growth rates were used. 

Table 28 is a tabulation of the total transport cost of the road

way surfaces for the traffic volumes and growth rates stated. The 

total transport costs for the various base traffic volumes were deter

mined from the transport cost estimating component of the analytical 

procedure. The transport costs for zero traffic could also be deter

mined as follows: 

1. For gravel roadways, because gravel loss and formation of 

roughness are negligible for zero traffic volume, maintenance is limited 

to the minimum of two gradings per annum as per maintenance policy. 

The discounted cost associated with the grading activities was computed 

as the total transport cost because the user cost is zero. 

2. On surface-treated roadways, the total transport cost for zero 

vehicle per day was calculated as the cost of surface treatment in year 

zero plus the discounted cost of resealing in years 5, 10, 15. and 20. 

The maintenance policy requires that resealing be done after a maximum 

of 5 years after construction or resealing. 

3. With respect to asphaltic-concrete surface. for a traffic volume 

of zero vehicle per day, the thickness of the layer would be the mini

mum thickness of 2 in. required by the AASHTO pavement design pro

cedure. The maintenance and user costs are negligible, hence the total 
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Table 28. Total Transport Cost on Roadway Surfaces 

Total Transport Cost, in naira x 108 

Base ADT for Traffic Growth Rate of 
Road in vehicles 
Type per day 8% 10% 12% 

Gravel 0 0.0314 0.0314 0.0314 

100 .1148 .1410 .1751 

200 .2367 .2941 .3655 

300 .3723 .4610 .5848 

400 .5234 .6395 .7917 

500 .6701 .8237 1. 018 

600 .8195 1.003 1. 226 

Surface treated 0 .0039 .0039 .0039 

100 .0490 .0585 .0704 

200 .0949 .1142 .1384 

300 .1416 .1706 .2062 

400 .1885 .2263 .2744 

500 .2350 .2825 .3422 

600 .2825 .3394 .4096 

Asphaltic concrete 0 .0084 .0084 .0084 

100 .0570 .0675 .0790 

200 .1030 .1214 .1445 

300 .1477 .1766 .2126 

400 .1950 .2318 .2781 

500 .2397 .2857 .3436 

600 .2844 .3357 .4090 
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transport cost was determined as the cost of constructing the asphaltic

concrete layer in year zero. This consisted of two cost components: 

preparation of the gravel surface and the asphaltic-concrete layer. 

It is noted from Table 28 that for an average daily traffic 

volume of zero, the discounted cost of grading a gravel road over the 

plan period is higher than the cost of asphaltic concrete. The high 

cost of grading is the result of the low rate of production of machine

based maintenance activities in most developing countries. For example, 

a study in Ghana by Roberts and Gaituah (46) found that only 1 km of 

gravel road is bladed per day by a grading crew. The grading equip

ment package includes a grader, a water tanker, and a roller, hence 

the high grading cost. The plots of the total transport cost on the 

road surfaces in Table 28 against their traffic volumes with growth 

rates of 8%, 10%, and 12% per annum are in Figs. 18, 19, and 20, re

spectively. 

The plots of total transport cost versus traffic volumes in Figs. 

18, 19, and 20 show that there is not much difference between the 

surface-treated and asphaltic-concrete roadways. However, the total 

transport cost on gravel roads is significantly larger than on surface

treated and asphaltic-concrete surfaces. The figures also show that for 

properly maintained roads the relationship between the base ADT and 

total transport cost is linear for gravel, surface-~reated, and 

asphaltic-concrete surfaces for traffic volumes higher than 100 vehicles 

per day. The linear relationships did not continue below 100 vehicles 

per day because the vehicle operating cost for low traffic volumes 
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Figure 18. Plot of Total Transport Cost versus Base ADT for a 
Traffic Growth of 8% per ann urn 
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Figure 19. Plot of Total Transport Cost versus Base ADT for a 
Traffic Growth of 10% per annum 
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Figure 20. Plot of Total Transport Cost versus Base ADT for a 
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ceases to be the dominant component of the roadway total transport cost 

as compared with construction and maintenance costs. For a gravel road

way, the traffic volume at which the minimum grading frequency of 2 

required by the maintenance policy is 150 vehicles per day. This was 

determined by finding the cumulative traffic to cause a limiting 

roughness of 14,000 mm per km measured with a car-towed profilometer. 

The solutions are expressed as: 

R = 14,000, and 

R = 3250 + 84T - 1. 62T2. + O. 016T3 

where R = roughness of roadway surface in mm/km, and 

T = cumulative traffic in thousands of vehicles. 

A solution by the modified Newton method discussed by Hornbeck (28) 

shows that the only real root of T is no. For two gradings per 

annum, the base ADT is 1l0,000/365/2, that is, 150 vehicles per day. 

Hence, below this traffic volume, the cost of grading based on mainte

nance policy would be higher than the cost based on traffic volume. 

For surface-treated roadways, the base traffic volume value 

below which the resealing quantities are constant at the maximum fre

quency of graveling specified by the maintenance policy is a function of 

the structural strength of the pavement. Below this traffic volume, the 

cost of resealing is higher than the cost based on the base traffic vol

ume. Similarly, for asphaltic-concrete roadways, the total transport 

cost of roadways with traffic volumes below the traffic volume that 

would require the minimum 2-inch layer specified by the AASHTO 
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design procedure (69) would be higher than the cost related to actual 

~traffic volume on the roadway. 

The graphs shown in Figures 18, 19, and 20 depict total 

transport cost as determined by using a fixed maintenance policyirre

spective of travel demands. It may be possible to further reduce total 

transport cost by optimizing the maintenance policy. It has been shown 

that both user and maintenance cost are sensitive to 'maintenance policy 

(48). Therefore,. the optimum upgrading strategy may be a function of 

the maintenance policy employed. This may be particularly important 

over a range of traffic volumes of from 100 to 600 vehicles per day, 

where surface-treated and asphaltic-concrete roadways exhibit similar' 

levels of total transport cost with the assumed maintenance policies. 

Regression and correlation analyses were performed between the 

total transport cost and traffic volumes for gravel, surface-treated, and 

asphaltic-concrete surfaces. For traffic volumes greater than 100 

vehicles per day, Table 29 shows the properties of the linear relation

ship obtained from the analyses. It is noted that traffic volume and 

total transport cost on the roadway surfaces are highly correlated as 

shown by the high coefficient of correlation r2. 

Because the total transport cost plots shown in Figures 18, 19, 

and 20 for gravel roadways did not cross those for surface-treated and 

asphaltic-concrete roadways, the break-even traffic volume could not be 

determined for gravel to surface-treated or gravel to asphaltic-concrete 

surfaces. The break-even traffic volume for surface treated and as

phaltic concrete could be determined only by extrapolating beyond the 

traffic volumes for which the data bases are relevant. They are also 



Table 29. Relationships between Total Transport Cost and Base 
Average Daily Traffic Volume 

Growth Rate 
Surface Regression 

Type Coefficient 8% 

Gravel (traffic >100) a -.028 

b .00121 

r2 .996 

Surface treated a .0004 

b .00047 

r2 1.000 

Asphaltic concrete a .0095 

b .000469 

r2 1.000 

where: TC = a + b(ADT) 

8 
TC is total transport cost in naira x 10 , 

10% 

-.0271 

.00145 

.997 

.00405 

.000566 

1.000 

.01014 

.000562 

1.000 

ADT is base average daily traffic, in vehicles per day, 

a is coefficient for intercept of line, and 

b is coefficient for gradient of line 

r2 is the correlation coefficient 
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12% 

-.0195 

.00172 

.998 

.00433 

.000685 

1.000 

.01034 

.000680 

1.000 
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significantly higher than the traffic volume found on low-volume roads. 

There is, therefore, no economical advantage for constructing an 

asphaltic- concrete surface. A properly maintained surface-treated 

roadway is more economical. 

The results of the case study discussed so far assumed that 

maintenance activities performed were based on the maintenance policy. 

The maintenance schedules necessary were determined as frequency of 

grading of gravel roadway per annum, timing" of the regraveling of 

gravel roadway, and the resealing of the surface-treated road. Patch

ing cracks on a surface-treated road is done on a continual basis. 

Maintenance Schedule 

The maintenance schedule for improvement strategies 1 through 

21 are tabulated in Tables 30, 31, and 32. Table 30 shows the fre

quency of gradings for each year of the plan period. It can be seen 

that the frequency of grading increases as traffic volume grows within 

the plan period. The years represented by non in the table are the 

years the roadway is surface treated or covered with asphaltic 

concrete. 

Table 31 depicts the schedule for resealing a surface-treated 

roadway. Character I1YSn represents the years in which the roadway is 

resealed; I1NOn signifies years when no resealing was done, and 11 __ " 

indicates the surface is gravel or asphaltic-concrete surface. It is 

noted that the necessity for resealing becomes more frequent with 

growth of traffic within the plan period. 



Table 30. Frequency of Grading for Gravel Roads. -- Base ADT = 400 vehicles per day; traffic growth rate = B% per annum. 

Year 
2 3 4 5 b 7 8 Q l~ 11 12 13 lit 1~ lb 17 18 1'1 20 

SJlIAT .HO. I 

1 7 d 9 10 11 13 
2 2 2 Z 2 ) 3 1 " " ~ ~ b 

1 
Z 1 1 1 " " ~ 5 b 1 7 tJ 0 0 u 0 

2 7. Z Z 2 
] 1 1 " " 5 5 ft 7 7 b 0 0 0 0 

Z 2 2 Z Z 3 
3 3 3 to " ~ !) " 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 " Z 2 7. Z 2 

0 0 0 0 
Z Z 2 3 3 3 " " 5 ~ 0 0 0 0 

~ z z 
0 0 0 0 

Z Z 2 2 1 3 ) " 
,. 5 5 0 0 0 0 

b Z 
0 0 0 1I " \J \J 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 2 i Z " J 

Ii 2 2 Z 2 7. ] 3 3 0 i) 0 0 0 0 Il 0 0 0 0 \J 
9 2 2 2 2 Z 1 3 3 0 0 0 0 U 0 0 0 0 (.I u 0 

10 2 Z 2 Z 2 ) ] 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 u 0 
11 2 2 2 Z 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 u 0 0 0 0 
12 2 Z Z 7. 0 0 0 0 0 0 (.I 0 J 0 0 0 0 u 0 0 
13 2 2 2 ? 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1" ? 2 Z Z 0 11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 (.I U 
15 2 2 Z 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 \) 0 0 0 0 0 
16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 i) " u 
17 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 " 0 0 0 0 
18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 u 
19 0 0 0 0 0 0 (I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 \J 11 0 0 u 0 
20 0 0 0 u 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Il 0 0 0 
?l 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 & \J 



Table 31. Resurfacing Schedule for Surface-treated Roadway. -- Base ADT = 400 vehicles per day· 
traffic growth rate = 8% per annum. ' 

Year 
-

STRATeNOe 1 z l Ct ~ 6 1 8 9 10 11 12 11 !Ct ·~ 1«» 17 18 19 zo 
1 
z -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- hO 1~ ~il 1) 
) 

It -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- NO ·~J Y) ~lJ Y!. Nll 1~ .... tJ 
5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- NO ~0 1S NJ 
6 
7 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- NO NO NO YS NO NO y~ NJ Y) NlJ YS NU 
8 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- NO .-.o NO y~ NO fHJ Y!. Nu 
q -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- NO NO NO NO 

10 
11 -- -- -- -- NO t•l) NO hU YS NO NU NO Y) NJ NlJ YS NU YS NLI Y) 
lZ -- -- -- -- N(J NO NO NU YS NO NU NU YS ~0 NLI NO 
11 -- -- -- -- NO Nt) NO Nil YS NO ~0 NO 
lit -- -- -- -- NO NlJ NO NO 
1'> 
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Table 32. Regraveling Schedule for Gravel Roadway. -- Base ADT = 400 vehicles per day; 
growth rate = 8% per annum. 

Year 
~,., T .No. 1 2 3 ' 5 b 1 8 9 10 11 12 lJ lit 15 lb 17 us 

1 ~~n YS NO YS NO YS YS YS YS YS YS YS YS YS YS YS YS YS 
2 ~fl YS NO YS NO YS y~ YS YS YS YS YS YS YS YS Y·) 
) ~0 YS NO YS Nll YS YS YS YS YS YS YS YS YS y~ y~ 

" NO YS NO YS NO y~ y~ YS YS YS YS YS 
5 NO YS NO YS NO YS YS YS YS y~ YS YS 
b NO YS NO YS NO YS YS YS YS YS YS y~ 
1 NO YS NO YS NO YS y~ y~ 

8 NO YS NO YS NO YS YS vs 
Q ~n YS NO YS NO YS YS YS 

10 NO YS NO YS NO YS YS YS 
11 NU YS ~0 YS 

lZ N(J YS t.~O YS 
11 NO YS NO YS 
l'w NO YS NO YS 
1~ NO YS NO YS 
lb 
17 
ld 
111 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
za 
21 

traffic 

llf lO 
YS YS 

--

1-' 
.Po 
0' 
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Table 32 shows the schedule for regraveling gravel roads for 

each of the strategies. The characters I1YSI1 and 11 NOli denote the 

years the roadway was regraveled or not, respectively. Character 11 __ 11 

designates the years of the plan period the surface of the road is 

treated or has asphaltic concrete. It is noted that with increase of 

traffic volumes within the plan period the necessity for regraveling 

becomes more frequent. 

In summary, all aspects of the developed analytical procedure 

were applied to the case study analysis. The case study demonstrated 

that the procedure is functional and can be generalized for use in 

similar circumstances in developing countries. 



CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Conclusions 

The study resulted in the development of an analytical proce

dure for determining the optimal strategy for upgrading low-volume 

roadway systems in developing countries. This procedure estimates the 

total transport cost for all possible roadway upgrading strategies. It 

then evaluates all the alternative upgrading strategies based on their 

total transport cost to determine the optimal strategy based on a given 

fixed maintenance policy. The utilization of this procedure in 

developing countries should reduce transportation cost and ensure the 

effective use of limited financial resources. 

In developing the analytical procedure, pertinent literature and 

current models for estimating transport cost of roadways were reviewed 

to provide needed information. Also a case study was undertaken in 

order to demonstrate the application of the analytical procedure. Con

clusions were made based on the findings of the literature review, the 

analytical procedure, and the results of the case study. 

The material reviewed from the literature included pavement 

management systems, total transport cost models, data bases, and rela

tionships for estimating construction maintenance and user cost. The 

material reviewed showed that Moavenzadeh (35) investigated the 

investment cost for the roadway improvement. However, the problem 
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related to determining the optimal strategy for upgrading low-volume 

road systems was not addressed. From the material reviewed the follow

ing conclusions are also applicable: 

1. The" review of pavement management systems revealed the inade

quacy of using their design subsystems that estimate construction, 

maintenance and user cost in the analytical procedure. This is because 

the systems were developed for the design of high-volume roads and 

are therefore not adequate for use in estimating the total transport cost 

for low-volume roads. The subsYf:;tems estimate user cost as cost due 

to traffic congestion and delay resulting from roadway reconstruction, 

but the user cost on low-volume roads is computed as a function of 

roadway condition, road geometry, and vehicle characteristics. 

2. Total transport cost models developed for emerging countries 

were found inadequate for· use in the analytical procedure. These 

models were designed to estimate transport cost components for a given 

roadway condition and were not capable of considering decisions at a 

point in time at which to upgrade the roadway surface. They also 

require considerable data on road configuration, hourly cost of 

equipment, and equipment productivities. 

3. The review provided little information in the form of unit cost 

of maintenance activities. This was a result of difficulties in synthesiz

ing maintenance unit costs from the maintenance records of highway 

departme"nts. It was also found that maintenance cost was best esti

mated by a model that considers the roadway surface condition as it is 

exposed to traffic and the environment. Costs of maintenance activities 

were compared when a certain amount of deterioration of the roadway 
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was simulated or when a predetermined time had elapsed. This method 

used empirical equations to determine the roadway distresses as func

tions of traffic volume, vehicle characteristics, and pavement proper

ties. The maintenance cost estimated using this method was sensitive to 

the factors that affect it such as traffic, pavement material, and en

vironmental factors. 

4. There were also no available data bases on the cost of road 

accidents. This is because there was a lack of reported accident cost 

studies for developing countries. 

5. Another area for which there was little or no information from 

the review of literature is non-user cost such as the monetary values of 

benefits from road development and the cost of pollution in developing 

countries. This is a result of lack of methods for quantifying non-user 

cost into monetary form. 

6. The review of literature, however, did reveal that construction 

cost can be determined as a function of the measured physical quanti

ties of roadway components and their unit costs. A set of regression 

equations that estimate the physical quantities of construction operations 

(site clearance, earthwork, drainage, pavement, culverts, and bridges) 

as functions of roadway dimensions and topography and hydrology of 

the area through which the road passes are adequate for use in the 

analytical procedure. These regression equations are reliable as they 

were synthesized from actual engineering design data and road contract 

documents from all over the world. The relationships are also easy to 

use because they require input data on only roadway dimensions, 
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topography, and the hydrology of the area through which the road 

passes. These could be obtained easily from the data about the road. 

7. The review showed that for developing countries one method to 

estimate user cost utilizes empirical equations for estimating the physical 

quantities of resources consumed by the road user. The empirical equa

tions developed by the Transport and Road Research Laboratory from 

studies in Kenya and the Caribbean was best suited to the analytical 

procedure. When this method is used, the user cost in a geographical 

area is determined by applying the unit cost of quantities obtained from 

the area. The method is therefore sensitive to changes in geographical 

areas as well as to changes in prices of vehicles and user cost items. 

With respe!=t to the analytical procedure developed, which con

sists of components that estimate total transport cost of strategies and 

evaluates the strategies, the following conclusions were pertinent: 

1. The analytical procedure has several advantages. It is simple 

to use, and the data requirement is not as extensive as that for exist

ing transport cost models. It is sensitive to several factors that affect 

total transport cost such as traffic and road characteristics, unit cost 

of construction, maintenance and user cost quantities, and maintenance 

policy. It is also capable of analyzing two roadway upgradings: gravel 

to surface treated to asphaltic concrete. Furthermore, it is flexible and 

modular such that changes to update the analytical procedure could be 

effected in some sections without affecting other sections. 

2. The decision-tree concept' used in the analytical procedure is 

appropriate for delineating and modeling alternative roadway upgrading 
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strategies. Use of this concept permits the alternative upgrading 

strategit:s within a plan period to be represented by the branches of 

the decision tree. The number of strategies for upgrading a gravel road 

to surface treated andlor asphaltic concrete is given by: 

IMAX = «IPLAN lINT) + 2) «IPLAN lINT) + 1) 12 

Where IMAX, IPLAN, and INT are the number of strategies, the length 

of the plan period, and the interval between decisions to upgrade in 

years, respectively. The timing of the alternative upgrading strategies 

was determined as a function of the plan period and interval between 

decision points by using an algorithm developed as part of this study. 

3. The component of the analytical procedure that estimates total 

transport cost is computer based and e~timates the cost of construction, 

maintenance and user cost for each upgrading strategy. Thus the opti

mal strategy, which has the least cost, could be determined by compar

ing the total transport cost of the strategies. The analytical procedure 

is also capable of determining the break-even traffic volume above 

which it is economical to upgrade the roadway surface from one type to 

another. Caution should be exercised when interpreting resu.lts from 

the analytical procedure. This is because several assumptions were 

made within the component of the analytical procedure that estimates the 

total tranaport cost of strategies. Also certain factors such as gen

erated and diverted traffic, accident cost, and non-user cost as a 

result of road development are neglected because of lack of adequate 

information about them. 
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. 4. The transport cost estimating component of the analytical proce

dure is flexible and modular and can be improved by changing sections 

for which better information is available. Because reliable methods for 

estimating the transport cost components were used, further improve

ment in the analytical procedure may not be feasible until better data 

bases and relationships for estimating the cost components are deter

mined. 

5. The optimal strategy for roadway upgrading for a given traffic 

characteristic determined by the analytical procedure is relevant only 

for the values of maintenance policy components used because the 

procedure does not investigate other values of maintenance policy 

components. The total transport cost of a strategy may therefore not 

necessarily be the best for the given traffic characteristics. 

6. The analytical procedure is not a substitute for the transport 

cost models developed for use in emerging countries. These total 

transport cost models perform the functions of computing construction, 

maintenance, and user costs for roads. The analytical procedure, on 

the other hand, is used in determining when to upgrade roadway sur

face. It computes the total transport cost less the costs that are 

common to strategies such as construction to base course level and non

traffic-caused maintenance costs. The analytical procedure is a useful 

addition to the tools available to transportation planners and engineers. 

With regard to the case study, it should be noted that the con

clusions are applicable to the conditions described by the input data for 

the case study. The conclusion therefore cannot be applied 
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indiscriminately to other conditions. With this caution, the following 

conclusions are made based on the analyses of the case study. 

1. The optimal upgrading strategies for gravel roadways· having 

traffic volumes of 100 and 200 vehicles per day were insensitive to 

traffic volume and annual traffic growth rates (8%, 10%, and 12%). This 

insensitivity is indicated by the fact that the optimal strategy for this 

range of traffic remained unchanged. The increase in base traffic 

volume and traffic growth rate within this range of traffic volumes 

results in the increase of total transport cost of all strategies while the 

relative ranking of the total transport cost of strategies remains un

changed. However, for gravel roadways with base average daily traffic 

volumes of 300 to 600 vehicles per day, the optimal strategies were sen

sitive to traffic volumes but not to growth rate as indicated in Table 

24. 

2. In cases where the upgrading of the gravel roadway is re

stric.::ted to a surface-treated or asphaltic-concrete surface, it is most 

economical to upgrade in year zero of the plan period. This conclusion 

was based on the results which indicate that the total transport cost is 

least when the upgrading is done in year zero. This conclusion is true 

for roadways having base average daily traffic volumes of 100 to 600 

vehicles per day. Additionally, it was observed that for a surface

treated road having traffic volumes of 100 to 200 vehicles per day, it is 

more economical to maintain the surface in that forin than to upgrade it 

to asphaltic concrete. However, for base average daily traffic volumes 

of 300 to 600 vehicles per day, it is more economical to delay upgrading 
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the surface-treated roadway to asphaltic-concrete surface. This dalay 

decreased with increase of base traffic volume. 

3. The total transport cost for gravel surfaces is much higher 

than the same for surface-treated and asphaltic-concrete surfaces. 

This conclusion is based on the plot of total transport cost of the 

roadway surfaces summed over the plan. period (20 years) against 

traffic volumes. It is attributed to the high maintenance (grading) and 

user cost on gravel roads. Additionally, the total transport cost on 

asphaltic-concrete surfaces is slightly higher than on surface-treated 

roadway. This signifies that for low-volume roads it is more economical 

to surface treat the roadway if it is to remain in that form for the 

whole plan period. 

4. Finally, the maintenance schedules obtained from this study 

indicate that the frequency of grading of a gravel road within a given 

year of the plan period increased with traffic volume and growth rate. 

Also the interval between resealing surface-treated roadway decreased 

with increase in traffic volume and growth rate. Furthermore, the in

crease of these traffic factors increased the frequency of regraveling 

gravel surface. These characteristics in maintenance schedule corre

late with expected trends and are indicative that the models in the ana

lytical procedure that estimates maintenance cost are sensitive to traffic 

factors. 

Future Studies 

As mentioned earlier under Conclusions, further improvement in 

the analysis procedure will not be feasible until better data bases and 
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relationships for estimating the transport cost components are devel

oped. For this reason, it is suggested that future work be associated 

with better data information or relationships. 

'1. The lack of data bases on accident cost and non-user cost and 

benefits resulting from road development in developing countries 

necessitates further research. This will enable the cost of vehicle 

accidents and the benefits resulting from road development to be con

sidered in the analytical procedures. 

2. Other areas for further research are traffic volume and com

position and vehicle characteristics on roads in developing countries. 

Also, the lack of data bases for predicting traffic growth, particularly 

on newly constructed roads, calls for further research. 

3. The unit costs of transport cost components are important to 

the accuracy of the analytical procedure. Bt!cause there is little re

liable information on maintenance activities, there is a need to syn

thesize them. Also needed are records of unit cost of construction 

quantities from winning tenders and the costs of user cost items. 

4. With respect to the relationships for predicting the condition of 

the road surfaces and for estimating user cost quantities, the relation

ships used in the analytical procedure were developed from studies in 

Kenya, Brazil, and the Caribbean. These relationships need to be 

validated in other geographical areas. 

5. Furthermore, the analytical procedure developed in this study 

had a maintenance policy with its components having fixed values. 

These maintenance policy values may not necessarily be the combination 

that would give the least total transport cost for an upgrading strategy 
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for a given traffic volume and pavement material.· Another area that 

should be investigated is the identification of the maintenance policy 

that would minimize the total transport cost for a given traffic volume 

and upgrading strategy. 

6. Finally, a suggested improvement in the analytical procedure is 

the incorporation of a pavement thickness design component. This is 

necessary because of the number of pavement thickness determinations 

that are required. It is noted that for 6 traffic volumes and 3 traffic 

growth rates, a total of 90 thickness designs are made at the decision 

years of 0, 4, 8, 12, and 16. An effort toward incorporating the de

sign component will reduce the amount of manual computation and en

hance the use of the analytical procedure. 



APPENDIX A 

MODELS FOR THE EVALUATION OF ROAD CONSTRUCTION 
QUANTITIES 

The equations for evaluating road construction quantities by 
Markow and Aw (33) were: 

1. For site preparation 

(A-I) 

where: ACG = area of site clearing and grubbing per unit length of 

road, in m2 /km, 

R W = road wid t 1:1, in meters, and 

a 1 and a2 = coefficients with values as in Table A-I. 

Table A-I. Values of a 1 and a 2 for Different Terrain Types. -- From 

Markow and Aw (33) 

Terrain Typea 

Flat to Rolling 1.2714 1.0672 

Mountainous 1. 2791 1.1407 

a. Descriptions of terrain types are in Table A-2. 
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Table A-2. Description of Classification of Topography. -- From Markos 
and Aw (33) 

Classification Description 

Flat Level or horizontal and with littoe or no variation. It 
usually has marshes or poorly drained area. It requires 
borrowed material to form road embankments. 

Undulating Gently indulating land sloping between ° and 5 percent. 

Rolling Gently sloping surface in steeply rolling land with slope 
ranging typically from S to 30 percent, or rounded hill, 
.with heights varying from 100 to SOO meters above the 
adj acen t base plane and a rollin g profile. It is charac
terized by balanced earthwork with some cut to spoil. 

Steep Hill' Hilly land with slopes betwe'en 30 to 65 ercent. It 
usually has a vertical dimension of about SOO m of rela
tive elevation between valley floor and ridgeline or peak. 
It is characterized by side hill excavation with high 
proportion of cut to spoil. 

Moun tainous Mountainous terrain has side slope exceeding 65 percent 
and a dominant vertical dimension of over 500 meters 
above valley floor. It usually has side excavation with 
high proportion of cut to spoil. 

2. For earthwork: 

where: 

EWV = c*(l + 2.22*CI*RW
a

(1 + exp b*(ARG - d» 

a = 0.2TIO. S7 - 1, 

b = 1.06TIO.06 , 

747. 37TIO. 23, c = 
d = 1.27TIO. 22 - 1, 

CI = climatic index (no flood = 1; flood = 2), 

, (A-2) 

(A-3) 

(A-4) 

(A-S) 

(A-6) 
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EWV = volume of earthwork for flat, rolling and mountainous 

terrain, in rn 2 I km, 

ARG = absolute average gradient of road, g,. 
o, 

TI = terrain index determined from Fig. A-1, 

R = road width, in meters, and 

exp(x) exponent function e 
X 

where 2.71828 = . e = . . . . 

3. For drainage, 

NCL = 1.43Tr
0

•
16 (A-7) 

P. 
DRL = NCL*K.*RW 

1 

1 
(A-8) 

where: NCL = number· of culverts per unit length of road, in culverts 

per kilometer, 

DRL = length -of culvert pipe per unit length of road, in m/km, 

K., P. = respective constant and coefficients for terrain type i 
1 1 

as defined iri Table A-3, and 

R W = road width in meters • 

.. .:·:·:-· ·.:·:-: . . 

2 3 4 ~ 10 
5"1. 10"1. 

t-----+----+-----+-----+-----+--GROUNO SLOPE 

.. , .. , .....L...Uftdulotif'Q-..1....... RolliiiCJ _...1._ Steep .......1..... Mouftloen ~ 
~ L~4 ~ ~H ~ ~II ~ 

Fig. A-1. Numerical Index for Topographic Terrain Descrip
tion. -- From Markow and Aw (33). 
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Table A-3. Values of K. and P. for Terrain Types. -- From Markow and 
Aw (33). 1 1 

Terrain Type 

Flat 

Mountainous 

K. 
1 

1.01 

3.24 

1. 90 

1.1 

P. 
1 

0.84 

0.90 

4. For bridges and box culverts, the number of bridges was given 
by: 

TNB = ANB. (L/lO) 
1 

where: TNB = total number of bridges for total length of road, 

L = length of road, in km, and 

ANB. = expected number of bridges per 10 km of road for 
1 

terrain type i. 

Values of ANB. for terrain types are in Table A-4. 
1 

(A-9) 

Table A-4. ANB. for Different Terrain Types. -- From Markow and Aw 
1 

(33) • 

Minimum Maximum 
Terrain Type Mean S.D. Value Value 

Flat 2.0 1.68 0 7.69 

Rolling 1. 51 2.15 0 9.29 

Moun tainous 1. 61 0.98 0 3.71 



Also, the number of box culverts was given by: 

TNC = ANC.*L 
1 
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(A-10) 

where: TNC = total number of box culverts for total length of road 

construction, and 

ACN. = average number of box culverts per kilometer of road for 
1 

terrain type i obtained from Table A-5. 

Table A-5. Values of ANC. for Different Terrain Types. -- Markow and 
Aw (33). 1 

Minimum Maximum 
Terrain Type Mean S.D. Value Value 

Flat 0.55 0.31 0 1.67 

Rolling 0.34 0.35 0 1. 49 

Mountainous 0.95 0.96 0 2.40 



APPENDIX B 

ROADWAY DETERIORATION STUDIES 

Kenya Road Deterioration Study (49) 

Paved Road, 

1. Strength: The pavement strength was given by: 

3 
SNC = I aPi + 3.51(log10 CBR) = 0.85(log10 CBR)2 - 1.43 

i=l 
(B-1) 

where: a. = strength coefficient of pavement type i (i = 1 for 
1 

by: 

surface, i = 2 for base, and i = 3 for subbase), 

D. = Thickness of ith layer, in inches. 
1 

a 2 = (29.14 CBR
Z 

- 0.1977 CBR
Z

2 + 0.00045 CBR
Z

3 )*10, 

a3 = 0.01 + 0.065 log10 CBR3 , 

a 1 = 0.1 for surface treated, 

a1 = O.Z for asphaltic concrete, 

SNC = corrected structural number, 

CBR = California B~aring Ratio for subgrade, 

CBRZ = California Bearing Ratio for base, and 

CBR3 = California Bearing Ratio for subbase. 

(B-Z) 

(B-3) 

Z. Roughness: The regression equation for roughness was given 
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For 

For 

where: 

SNC ::; 2.75, 

2.75 < SNC < 3.25, 

3.25 < SNC < 4.0, 

SNC ~ 4.0, 

R = RL + 3200N 

R = 2494 + 493N 

R = 2696 + 159N 

R = 119N 

SNC ::: corrected structural number, 

R = mean roughness in wheel tracks measured, 
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(B-4) 

(B-5) 

(B-6) 

(B-7) 

in mmlkm, 

N = cumulative traffic loading in the measured traffic lane, in 

millions of equivalent standard axles, and 

RL ::: roughness when road was new. 

3. Rutting: Rutting was found to be between 3 and 5 mm regard

less of the traffic. 

4. Cracking and Patching: The regression equations for cracking 

and patching were: 

For 

For 

where: 

SNC < 2.75, (C + P) = 202N + 1190N z (B-8) 

2.75 ::; SNC < 3.25, (C + P) = lOOON - 645 + 

+ 792{e-2(N + 0.32)~ (B-9) 

3.25 :;; SNC < 4.0, (C + P) = 215N - 92(1 _ e-2 •25N) (B-IO) 

SN ~ 4.0, (C + P) = 0 (B-ll) 

C + P ::: area of pavement in a lane where local pavement 

exceeds 5 m/m z and area of patching where 

cracking exceeds 5 m/m 2
, and 

N = cumulative traffic in traffic lane measured. in 

millions. 



Unpaved Road 

1. Roughness: The regression equations developed relating 

roughness to traffic loading were: 

a. For coral gravel pavement, 
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R = 6500 + 58T - 1.0T2 + 0.017T3 (B-12) 

where: 

b. For lateritic, volcanic, and gravel pavement, 

R = 3250 + 84T - 1. 62T2 + O. 016T3 (B-13) 

R = mean roughness, in mm/km, and 

T = cumulative traffic in both directions that needs to use 

the road since grading, measured in thousands of 

vehicles. 

2. Rutting: The regression equations developed relating rut depth 

and cumulative traffic were: 

a. For lateritic gravel pavements, 

RD = 11 + 0.23T - 0.0037T2 + O.000073T3 (B-14) 

b. For volcanic, quartzite, and coral pavement, 

RD = 17.5 + O.73T (B-15) 

In these equations, 

RD = rut depth in mm under a 2-m straight edge, and 

T = cumulative traffic volume in both directions which has 

road after grading. 

3. Surface looseness: The equations developed were: 

a. For lateritic and coral gravel pavement graded in moist 

condition, 



where: 

LD = 1.0 
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(B-16) 

b. For quartzitic and volcanic gravel pavements graded in 

dry condition, 

LD = 14e-0 • 23T + 1. 5 (B-17) 

LD = depth of loose material, measure'd in mm, and 

T = cumulative traffic volume in both directions that has 

used the road since grading, in thousands of vehicles. 

Brazil Road Deterioration Studies 

Gravel loss 

where: 

GL = D(l.71 + 0.382G + O.078SV - 0.197PI 

+ 0.0104N + 404.96/R). 

GL = gravel loss, in mm, 

(B-18) 

D = number of days in hundreds since last blading or since 

regraveling for gravel loss, 

R = radius of horizontal curvature, in meters, 

G = absolute value of gradient in percent, 

SV = percentage of surfacing material passing .074-mm sieve, 

PI = plasticity index of surfacing material, and 

N = total average daily traffic in both directions in vehicles 

per day. 



APPENDIX C 

VEHICLE OPERATING COST STUDIES 

Kenya Study (19) 

Vehicle Speed 

Unpaved road: 

Cars: 

v = 84.19 - 0.2095RS - 0.06988F - 0.118C - 0.00089R 

- 0.1348M - 0.185SRD (C-l) 

Light goods vehicles: 

v = S1.23 - 0.317 IRS - 0.05925F - 0.09664C - O.00095SR 

- O.2930M - O.1966RD (C-2) 

Correction for width less than 5 m: 

~v = -4.32(5 - W) (C-3) 

Medium and heavy goods vehicles: 

v = 69.26 - 0.4334RS + 0.0044SF - O.0609SC - O.00060R 

- 0.2211M - O.2654RD (C-4) 
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Buses: 

v = 62.59 - 0.491BRS + O.01022F - 0.0462BC - 0.00036R 

- 0.1633M - O.0905RD (C-5) 

Correction factor for width less than 5 m: 

6v = -6.36 (5 - W) (C-6) 

where: v = vehicle speed, in km/h, 

6v = correction factors in km/h 

RS = average size of road, in m/km, 

F = average fall. of road, in m/km, 

C = average horizontal curvature, in o/km, 

R = average roughness of roadway, in mm/km, 

M = moisture content of surface materail as a percent of dry 
weight, 

RD = mean rut depth in wheel tracks, in mm, and 

W = width of road, in m. 

Fuel Consumption 

Paved Road: 

Passenger cars: 

FL = (53.36 + (49B.67/v) + 0.005 Bv 2 + 1.594RS 

- 0.B539F)1.0B C-7) 



where: 

ton. 
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Light goods vehicles: 

FL = (74.70 + 1150.51/v + 0.0131v z + 2.906RS 

- 1. 277F) 1. OS (C-S) 

Medium goods vehicles: 

FL = (105.43 + 902.53/v + 0.014 3v z + 4.362RS 

- 1.S34F - 2.396PW)1.13 (C-9) 

Heavy goods vehicles and buses: 

, 
FL = (-4S.57 + 69.2(GVW)~ + 902.53/v + 0.0143v z 

+ 4.362RS - l.S34F - 2.396PW)1.13 (C-10) 

FL = fuel consumption, in L/lOOO km, 

v = velocity, in km/h, 

RS = average rise, in m/km, 

F = average fall of road, in m/km 

GVW = gross vehicle weight, in long tons, and 

PW = power-to-weight ratio, in brake horsepower per long 

Unpaved road: 

Passenger cars: 

FL = (46.90 + 614.04/v + 0.0079v z + 1.723RS 

- 1,0657F + 0.00113R + 0.S21DL)1.0S (C-ll) 



where: 

Light goods vehicles: 

FL = (72.78 + 844.29/v + 0.0137v 2 + 2.828RS 

- 1.306F + O.OOllOR + 1.7S6DL)1.08 

Medium vehicles: 

FL = (121.99 + 79S.89/v + O.OlSOv 2 + 4.176RS 

- 2. 216F + O. 0014SR + 1. 969DL - 2. 619PW) 1. 13 

Heavy goods vehicles: 
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(C-12) 

(C-13) 

FL = (-32.01 + 69.2(GVW)l + 79S.89/v + O.01SOv 2 + 4.176RS 

- 2.216F + O.0014SR + 1.969DL - 2.619PW)1.13 (C-14) 

FL, v, RS, GVW, F, R, and RW are as defined in Eqs. C-7 

through C-IO, and 

DL = depth of loose material in mm. 

Lubricating Oil Consumption 

1. Passenger cars: 1.2 L/IOOO km 

2. Light goods vehicles: 1. 8 L/lOOO km 

3. Medium and heavy goods vehicles 4 L/lOOO km 

4. Buses: 4 L/IOOO km 

Age Distribution of Vehicles 

Passenger cars and light goods vehicles: 

W = 99.S + O.37Y - 1.2y2 + O.039y3 (C-lS) 
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Medium and heavy goods vehicles: 

W = 99.7 - O.llY - 0.93y2 + 0.32y3 ( C-16) 

Buses: 

W = 100 - 0.44Y - 0.56y2 - 0.00Sy3 ( C-17) 

where: W = percentage of vehicles that were new in the base year 

and that are still in use Y years later, and 

Y = age of vehicle, in years. 

Interest Charges 

where: 

Interest charge/km = O. 5*I*VP / KA 

KA = average annual kilometerage, 

I = interest rate, in percent, and 

VP = price of new vehicle. 

Standing Charges 

(C-lS) 

The overhead coefficient of 0.10 is applied to total running cost 

for cars and O. 25 for all goods vehicles an d buses, 

Crew Time 

The annual crew time for the vehicle types are as follows: 

Passenger cars have 0 crew hours per year, 

Light good vehicles have 2,000 crew hours per year, 

Buses have 6,000 crew hours per year, and 

Heavy goods vehicles have 7,500 crew hours per year. 
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Passenger Time Cost . 

Calculated as a function of velocity, distance, passt::nger time 

unit cost, and average occupancy of vehicle groups. 

Caribbean Study (20) 

Values are for paved roads only. 

Vehicle Speed for Paved Roads 

Cars: 

v = 67.6 - 0.78RS - 0.067F - 0.0240 - 0.00087R 

For roads less than S m wide, add 

/).v = -8.1(S - W) 

Light vehicles: 

v = 62.6 - 0.08SRS - 0.067F - 0.22C - 0.00066R 

For roads less than S m wide, add 

D.V = -7(S - W) 

Trucks: 

v = Sl.9 - 0.222RS - 0.122F - 0.017SC - 0.00106R 

+ 0.SS9PW 

For roads less than S m wide, add 

/).v = -6.2(5 - W) 

( C-19) 

( C-20) 

( C-21) 

(C-22) 

(C-23) 

( C-24) 



where: v = vehicle speed, in km/h, 

6v = correction factor for km/h, 

RS = average rise of road, in m/km, 

F = average fall of road, in m/km, 

C = average horizontal curvature, in o/km, 

R = average roughness, in mm/km, 

PW = power-to-weight ratio, in horsepower 

W = road width, in m, 

Oil Consumption 

The oil consumption rates were: 

Cars: 

Light vehicles: 

Trucks and Buses: 

Parts Consumed 

Cars and light vehicles: 

For vehicles of age 1 year or less, 

1. 2 L/1000 km 

1. 8 LI1000 km 

4.0 L/1000 km 

PC = (-3.45) + 0.00254R - 0.0142C 

+ 0.000205(RF)(C)K(VP)10-11 

or for vehicles of age 2 or older in use, 

PC = (-5.501 + 0.00262R)K(VP)10-11 

per ton, 
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and 

(C-25) 

(C-26) 



Trucks and buses: 

PC = (-6.538 + 0.00316R - O. 00000021R 2)K(VP) 10-11 

where: PC = cost of spare parts per kilometer, 

VP = price of typical vehicle in class, 

K = distance traveled since new, in km, 

R = average roughness, in mm/km, and 

RF = Rise and fall of road in m/km, 

C = average curvature of road, in °/km. 

Maintenance Labor 

where: 

ML = 0.45 PC 

ML = maintenance labor cost per kilometer, and 

PC = cost of spare parts per kilometer. 

Tire Consumption 

Cars and light vehicles: 

TC = (0.0601 + 0.0000764R)10-3 

Trucks and buses: 

TC = (0.0706 + 0.000013R)(PW)10- 4 

where: TC = tire consumption per kilometer, 

R = roughness of road, in mm/km, and 

PW = power-to-weight ratio in horsepower per long ton. 
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(C-27) 

(C-28) 

(C-29) 

(C-30) 
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Depreciation 

Cars and light trucks: 

DEP = 22 for 1 year old vehicle 

DEP = 20.46 + 7.8 (age in years) for vehicles 

older than. 1 year after first registration 

(C-31) 

(C-32) 

Note that Nigeria and many other countries have annual 

registration books from which the number of years a veh

icle is in use can be determined. For example, the age of 

a vehicle registered on January 1, 1983 was 1 year old at 

midnight on January 1, 1984. Before that time, the age of 

the vehicle is zero. 

Trucks: 

DEP= -55.32 + 66.15 (AGE)**1/3 

where: DEP = depreciation, in percent, and 

AGE = age, in years in use. 

(C-33) 



APPENDIX D 

INPUT DATA 

In this section, the input data on traffic and vehicle charac

teristics were determined based on traffic census results from Kenya. 

Also determined were the thicknesses of asphaltic-concrete layers that 

would be built in the decision years. 

Traffic and Vehicle Characteristics Data 

The traffic data from the Kenya study reported by Robinson et 

al. (47) are summarized in Table D-1. Figure D-l depicts the vehicle 

classification used in the study. The characteristics of the vehicle 

categories for the study are shown on Table D-2. From the data the 

following input to the analytical procedure was obtained. 

1. Traffic composition. 

2. Characteristics of vehicle group. 

3. Equivalent single-axle load of traffic stream. 

In determining the composition of the traffic, the counts on ve

hicle types 4 and 5 were combined into light trucks, vehicle types 6, 

7, and 8 were also combined into heavy trucks. This was necessary in 

order to be consistent with the vehicle groups in the user cost models. 

The composition of the vehicle groups was then determined as percent

ages of the total traffic. These are tabulated in column 6 of Table 

D-3. 
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Table D-l, Traffic by Vehicle Type on a Highway in Kenya. -- After 
Robinson et al. (47). 

Vehicle Type Average Daily Traffic 

1 Passenger cal' 125 

2 Light commercial 115 

3 Bus 65 

4 Heavy commercial 72 

5 Heavy commercial 4 

6 Heavy commercial 3 

7 Heavy commercial 7 

8 Heavy commercial 4 

Total 395 



Type 1 
Passenger car 

Typa2 
Light commercial 

Type 3 
Bus 

Type 4 
Heavy commercial 

TypeS 
Heavy commercial 

Type 6 
Heavy commercial 

Type 7 
Heavy commercial 

TypeS 
Heavy commercial 

~ 
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d: tID 
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~ 
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cJ 
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;J ® Single wheel at 
each end of axle 

66% 

1J @ 
Oouble wheel at 
each end of axle 

66% 

~ . 

i@\J 
75% 

~ 
'@@\J 
44% 17% 17% 

~ ! ~ 
®J-LI®' i@CJ 
29% 19% 38% 

~ l l 
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~ + ~ 
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Figure D-l. Vehicle Classes Used Showing Percentages of 
Gross Vehicle Weight on Each Axle. -- From Robinson et aI. (47). 
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Table D-2. Vehicle Characteristics. -- After Robinson et al. (47). 

Total Average 
Unladen Load Load Load 

Brake (in long (in long (in long 
Vehicle Type Horsepower tons) tons) tons) 

4 104 4.1 8.6 4.5 

5 150 9.1 20.0 10.9 

6 177 11. 7 31. 7 20.0 

7 . 177 12.0 34.0 22.0 

8 177 14.5 39.50 25.0 
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For light and heavy trucks. the characteristics of the vehicle 

groups, which include brake horsepower, laden load, and vehicle 

weights, were determined as the weighted averages uf these character-

istics for the vehicle types in each group. Table D-3 is a tabulation of 

the characteristics of the vehicle categories. 

The equivalent single-axle load of the traffic was determined 

from the gross weight and axle configuration of vehicles types and the 

distribution of gross weight on the axles as shown in Figure D-1. 

Liddle's (31) formula in Eq. D-1 was used to determined the equivalent 

factor for each individual axles on the vehicles. 

EF = (L/X) 4. 5 (D-l) 

where: EF = equivalent factor, 

x = 18 for single axle and 32 for tandem axle, and 

L = load on a single axle or tandem axle of vehicles, in kips. 

The equivalent-axle factor for each vehicles type was determined as the 

sum of the equivalent factors of axles in the vehicles. For example, 

the equivalent-axle factor for vehicle type, 8 was determined as: 

EF(8) 
= (39.5*2240*0.12) 4.5 + (39.5*2240*0.36) 4.5 

18000 32000 

+ (39.5*2240*0.18) 4.5 + (39.5*2240*0.34) 4.5 

18000 32000 

= 0.09 + 0.98 + 0;58 + 0.76 = 2.41 
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Table D-3. Traffic Characteristics Based on Tables 1 and 2 

Unladen 
Load Load 

Whole Vehiclea 
Weighted (in long (in long Composition 

Group Type BHP tons) tons) in % 

Cars 1 1 .3 32 

.Light vehicles 2 1.5 .5 29 

Buses 3 no 8.0 3.0 16 

Ligh t trucks 4,5 106 4.4 4.9 19 

Heavy trucks 6,7,8 177 12.9 22.4 4 

100 

a. As in Figure D-1. b. Brake horsepower. 

where 395 ton (long) is the sum of vehicles and average laden load of 

vehicle type 8 (from Table D-8) and 0.12, 0.36, 0.18, and 0.32 are 

proportion of load distribution on axle (from Table D-1). 

The equivalency factor computed for each vehicle type is in the 

last column of Table D-4 The equivalent axle load for the traffic 

volume (ESAL) was then computed as: 

5 
ESAL = I 

i=l 
C.*EF. 

1 1 

where: ESAL = equivalent single-axle load, 

C. = number of type i vehicles, and 
1 

EF. = equivalent factor of type i vehicles in traffic stream 
1 

(from Table D-4). 

(D-2) 



Table D-4. Equivalency Factors of Axles for Vehicle Types. -- Numbers in parentheses are 
percentage of total weight on axle. 

Axle Number Counted from Front of Vehicle 
Vehicle 
Type 1 2 3 4 5 6 

3 Bus Single (34) Single ( 66) 

-- --

4 2-axle tandem Single (34) Single (66) 

8. 6 ton 0.01 0.21 

5 2-axle truck Single ( 25) . Tandem (75) 

20 tonne 0.12 
I 

1.25 

! 
6 4-axle truck Single (22) I Single ( 44) Single ( 17) Single ( 17) 

31.7 tonne 0.52 11.96 0.17 0.17 

7 5-axle truck Single (14) Single (29) Single ( 19) Tandem (38) 

36 tonne 0.12 3.25 0.48 o·. 82 

8 6-axle truck ~ingle ( 12) Tandem (36) Single ( 18) Tandem (34) 

39.5 ton 0.09 0.98 0.58 0.76 

~ 
0 

0.22 

1.37 

12.82 

4.67 

2.41 

-----

I-' 
co 
N 
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The ESAL for the 395 vehicles with characteristics as in Table D-l 

was computed as: 

5 
ESAL = L C.*EF. 

i=1 1 1 

= 0.22*72) + 1.37*4 + 12.8*3 + 4.67*7 + 2.41*4 

= 102.05 

By proportion, the ESAL for 100 vehicles is: 

ESAL = ;~~*102.05 

= 26 

The value of ESAL per 100 vehicles, which is assumed to be constant 

with traffic volume, is used as the factor for converting the axle load 

of mixed traffic volume into equivalent single-axle load. 

Asphaltic Concrete Thickness Design 

The design of the thickness of the asphaltic-concrete layer is 

based on the AASHTO pavement design procedure (60). The design 

assumes that the roadway is already constructed up to base course level 

with material as per specification for Road and Bridgework of the 

Ministry of Works in Nigeria (39). Thicknesses of the base and 

subbase were based on the typical roadway section used in Nigeria( 40) . 

Table D-5 is a summary of the characteristics of the base, subbase, 

and subgrade. The design of the asphaltic-concrete thickness 

proceeded as follows: 
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Table D-S. Characteristic of Base, Subbase, and Subgrade. -- Source 
Ref. (40). 

Layer Thickness, in inches CBR, % 

Base 6 80 

Subbase 6 30 

Sub grade 20 

1. Determine the traffic volume at decision years 0, 4, 8, 12, and 

16. 

2. Compute the total equivalent single-axle load repetition for a 

next 20 years at each decision year. 

3. Compute the thicknesses. of asphaltic concrete required. 

The traffic volumes at the decision years were determined by 

applying the growth rate and using the compound interest equation: 

ADT(NYEAR) = ADT(O)*(l + (G/100»**NYEAR (D-3) 

where: 

ADT(NYEAR) = traffic volume in decision year NYEAR in vehicles 

per day. 

ADT (0) = base ADT in vehicles per day, and 

G = traffic growth rate in percent per annum. 

The traffic volumes at decision year are summarized in Table D-6. 

The total equivalent single-axle load repetition for a plan period 

of 20 years is compute using the expression: 
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Table D-6. Design One-way Traffic at Decision Years 

Base ADT (both directions) 
Growth 
Rate Year 0 100 200 300 400 500 600 

8% 0 0 50 100 150 200 250 300 

4 0 63 136 204 272 340 408 

8 0 93 185 278 370 463 555 

12 0 126 252 397 503 630 755 

16 0 171 342 513 685 806 1 027 

10% 0 0 50 100 150 200 250 300 

4 0 73 146 219 293 366 439 

8 0 107 214 322 428 536 643 

12 0 157 314 471 628 785 941 

16 0 229 459 689 919 1 148 1 378 

12% 0 0 50 100 150 200 250 300 

4 0 78 155 236 315 393 472 

8 0 124 248 372 495 619 743 

12 0 194 389 534 779 974 1 169 

16 0 306 613 920 1 226 1 533 1 839 
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LEAL = ADT(NYEAR)*ESAL*365(1 + (G/100)**20 :... 1) 
log (1 + (G /100) ) 

(D-4) 

e 

where: LEAL = cumulative equivahmt single-axle loads for a plan period 

of 20 years, 

ESAL = equivalent single-axle load for 1 vehicle in traffic, and 

G = traffic growth rate, in percent per annum. 

The equivalent single-axle load repetitions are tabulated in Table D-7. 

The thickness of the asphaltic-concrete layer to be constructed 

for each of the decision years was determined as a function of several 

factors. The factors included the soil support values of base, subbase, 

and subgrade, the cumulative equivalent single-axle load, and the 

structural properties of the asphaltic concrete. Because the pavement 

was designed for a geographical area other than the AASHO Test Road 

site, regional climatic factors were applied. These were in the form of 

regional correction factors that account for the effect of precipitation on 

the subgrade and temperature on the asphaltic-concrete layer. Because 

the base and subbase layers are already in place with their thicknesses 

designed using a California Bearing Ratio method described by Oulton 

(42), their thicknesses need not be redetermined. 

The correction factors for the asphaltic concrete that is related 

to temperature assumed a regional factor of 1. This value was chosen 

because there is no adverse annual and diurnal temperature changes in 

the tropics and the elevation of the study area was assumed to be about 

3,500 feet above sea level. The guideline by Jimenez (28) for Arizona, 

tabulated in Table D-8, suggested the use of a regional factor of 1.0 to 
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Table D-7. Cumulative Equivalent Single-axle Load (LEAL) for a 20-
year Design Period 

LEAL x 106 for Base ADT in both directions 
Growth 
Rate Year 0 100 200 300 400 500 600 

8% 0 0 0.225 0.450 0.675 0.90 1.13 1.350 

4 0 0.307 0.614 0.921 1.228 1. 535 1.842 

8 0 0.417 0.834 1.252 1.668 2.088 2.505 

12 0 0.568 1.136 1. 704 2.272 2.841 3.408 

16 0 0.778 1. 556 2.318 3.112 3.864 4.636 

10% 0 0 0.285 0.57 0.855 1.14 1. 425 1.711 

4 0 0.417 0.834 1.252 1.668 2.087 2.504 

8 0 0.611 1.222 1.833 2.444 3.056 3.667 

12 0 0.894 1.788 2.683 3.576 4.474 5.366 

16 0 1. 310 2.620 3.929 5.240 6.55 7.859 

12% 0 0 0.362 0.720 1.086 1.448 1. 810 2.172 

4 0 0.569 1.138 1.708 2.276 2.845 2.845 

8 0 0.896 1.792 2.690 3.584 4.582 5.380 

12 0 1. 44 2.822 4.232 5.644 7.052 8.464 

16 0 2.219 4.438 6.657 8.876 11.096 13.315 



Table D-8. Regional Factors for Arizona. -- Adapted from Jimenez 
(28). 

Correction for TemEerature: 

Desert zone, below 3500 ft RF = 0.5 to 1.0 

Intermediate zone, 3500 to 6000 ft RF = 1.0 to 1.5 

Moun tainous zone, above 6000 ft RF = 2.5 to 3.0 

Correction for PreciEitation: 

Average annual precipitation 10 in. RF = 1.3 

Average annual precipitation 20 in. RF = 2.4 

Average annual precipitation 25 in. RF = 3.0 

Conversion of Regional Factor to Correction Factor: 

RF 0.5 1.0 2.0 3.0 

CF 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 
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1. 5 for elevations of 3500 to 6000 feet above sea level. Also, the study 

area has a precipitation of less than ZO inches per year. A regional 

factor of 3 was therefore chosen based on Table D-8. 

The soil support values of the base, subbase, and subgrade 

material were determined by entering the values of their California 

Bearing Ratio in Fig. D- Z. The values of the soil support, the cumu

lative traffic (equivalent single-axle load), and the regional factor are 

then entered into the nomograph in Fig. D-3 to determine the structural 

numbers of the pavement that is needed to protect the pavement layers. 

Figure D-4 shows the structural numbers SN
3

, SN Z' and SN l , which 

are needed to protect the subgrade, subbase, and base, respectively. 

Values for the structural numbers for various base average daily traffic 

volumes and growth rates are tabulated in Table D-9. 

The thicknesses of the asphaltic-concrete layer were then de

termined using the empirical relationships between SN and the pavement 

thickness and the layer coefficients (aI' aZ' a3) as in Eqs. D-5 to D-7. 

SN I = alD l 
(D-5) 

SNZ = alD l + aZD Z 
(D-6) 

SN 3 = alD l + aZD Z + a 3D3 (D-7) 

where a l ,aZ,a3 = structural layer coefficients for surface, base, and 

subbase, respectively, as shown in Table D-8, and 

D
l

,D
Z

,D
3 = thicknesses of asphaltic concrete, base, and sub-

base, respectively. 
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Figure D-4. AASHTO Procedure for Design of Flexible Pave
ment Thickness. -- From Yoder and Witzack (68). 
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Table D-9. Structural Numbel' of Asphaltic Concrete at Decision Year 

Structural Number for Base ADT of 
Growth 
Rate Year 0 100 200 300 400 500 600 

8% 0 (a) 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.6 1.7 1.7 

4 (a) 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.7 1.8 1.8 

8 (a) 1.4 1.5 1.8 1.8 2.0 2.0 

12 (a) 1.5 1.7 1.8 2.0 2.0 2.1 

16 (a) 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.1 2.1 2.2 

10% 0 ( a) 1.2 1.4 1.5 1.7 1.7 1.8 

4 (a) 1.3 1.5 1.7 1.8 2.0 2.0 

8 ( a) 1.5 1.7 1.8 1.9 2.1 2.1 

12 (a) 1.5 1.8 2.0 2.0 2.2 2.2 

16 (a) 1.7 2.0 2.2 2.2 2.3 2.3 

12% 0 (a) 1.2 1.6 1.7 1.7 1.8 1.8 

4 (a) 1.4 1.7 1.8 2.0 2.0 2.0 

8 (a) 1.5 1.8 2.0 2.0 2.2 2.2 

12 ( a) 1.7 2.0 2.2 2.3 2.3 2.4 

16 (a) 1.9 2.2 2.3 2.4 2.5 2.6 

a. Outside range of nomograph. 
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The nomograph in Fig. D-5 and Table D-IO contains the values 

of the layer coefficients proposed by the AASHO Committee on Design 

(59). From Table D-10 the values of a1 is 0.40 and from Figure D-5, 

the values of a Z and a3 were determined as 0.14 and 0.12, respectively. 

By using these values of layer coefficients and the structural number 

determined from Figure D-3, the thicknesses of asphaltic-concrete layer 

for various average daily traffic volumes and growth rates were deter

mined by solving Eq. D-7. These thicknesses are tabulated in Table 

D-ll. 

The following example illustrates the step-by-step computation 

of the thickness of the asphaltic concrete: 

Given: 

Required: 

Compu ta tion: 

Base ADT = 400 

Traffic growth rate = 10% 

CBR of base = 80% 

CBR of subbase = 30% 

CBR of subgrade = 20% 

To determine thickness of asphaltic concrete to be con

structed in year 8 of the 6. O-in. -thick base and 6 in. 

subbase. 

Assume equal split of traffic, 

Volume per lane in year 8 = (l + 0.1)8 200 

= 428 vehicles per day 
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Figure D-5. Suggested AASHO Coefficient Nomograph. -- a. 
Variation in a 2 for subbase and subgrade materials. b. Variation in a

3 for base materials. From Yoder and Witzack ( 68) . 
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Table D-IO. Structural Layer Coefficient Proposed by AASHO Committee 
on Design, a October 12, 1961. -- Source. -- From Yoder 
and Witzack (68). 

Pavement Component 

Surface course 

Road mix (low stability) 

Plant mix (high stability) 

Sand asphalt 

Base course 

Sandy gravel 

Crushed stone 

Cement-treated (no soil-cement) 

Compressive strength @ 7 days 
d 650 psi or more 

400 psi to 650 psi 

400 psi or less 

Bituminous-trea ted 

Coarse-graded 

Sand asphalt 

Lime-treated 

Subbase course 

Sandy gravel 

Sandy or sandy clay 

a. From AASHO Interim Guide. 

Coefficientb 

0.20 

0.44c 

0.40 

0.23d 

0.20 

0.15 

0.34ci 

0.30 

0.15-0.30 

O.llc 

0.05-0.10 

b. It is expected that each state will study these coefficients and 
make such changes as experience indicates necessary. 

c. Established from AASHO Road Test data. 

d. This value has been estimated from AASHO Road Test data, but 
not to the accuracy of those factors marked with an asterisk. . 

e. Compressive strength at 7 days. 
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Table D-ll. Thickness of Asphaltic Concrete Constructed at Decision 
Year 

Thickness for Base ADT of 
Growth 
Rate Year 0 100 200 300 400 500 600 

8% 0 2.0 3.0 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.0 4.0 

4 2.0 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.0 4.5 4.5 

8 2.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 4.5 5.0 5.0 

12 2.0 4.0 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.0 5.0 

16 2.0 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.5 

10% 0 2.0 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.5 

4 2.0 3.0 4.0 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.0 

8 2.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.0 5.0 

12 2.0 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.0 5.5 5.5 

16 2.0 4.0 5.0 5.0 5.5 6.0 6.0 

12% 0 2.0 3.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.5 4.5 

4 2.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.0 5.0 

8 2.0 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.0 5.5 5.5 

12 2.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 5.5 6.0 6.0 

16 2.0 5.0 5.5 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.5 
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Convert to ESAL, 

For 

From earlier, the equivalent single-axle load for 1 vehicle 

is 0.26, Therefore: 

ESAL = 0.26*428 = 111 

111*365 
Total cumulative ESAL = log (l + 0.1) 

e 
«1 + 0.1)20 - 1) 

Soil support base 

Soil support subbase 

Soil support subgrade 

SN1 

SN.., 
'-

SN3 

a 1 

a2 

a3 

rainfall of 30 in., 

Regional factor 

Use relationships, 

SN2 = a1D1 

1.9 = 0.4D 1 

Dl = 4.75 in. 

- 5 in. 

6 = 2.435 x 10 

= 9.9 

= 8.1 

= 7.3 

= 1.9 

= 2.4 

= 2.7 

= 0.4 

= 0.14 

= 0.11 

= 3 

from Fig. (D-2) 

from Fig. (D-2) 

from Fig. (D-2) 

from Fig. (D-3) 

from Fig. (D-3) 

from Fig. (D-3) 

from table (D-I0) 

from Io'ig. D-5 

from Fig. D-5 

From Table D-8 

Eq. D-7 



For cumulative traffic of 2.435 x 106 , and RF - 3, 

Required SN over subbase = 2.52 

= 2.52 

Design SN1 = 2.4 

Actual SN 1 = 0.4*5 + 6*0.14 

= 2.84 

Hence subbase is safe. 

For subgrade, the required 

Design SN = 2.7 

Actual SN = 0.4*5 + 6*0.14 + 6*0.41 

= 3.50 

Hence sub grade is safe. 
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from Fig. D-3 

Eq. D-6 

from Fig. D-3 

Conclusion: The asphaltic-concrete thickness to be constructed in 

decision year 8 is 5 in. 



APPENDIX E 

DOCUMENTATION OF PROGRAM PVMNT 

Program Code: 

Use: 

Writer: 

Organization: 

Date: 

Updates, Version: 

Source Language: 

A v ail ab ili ty: 

Program Identification 

PVMNT 

For simulating total transport cost of upgrading 

strategies 

Barnabas N. Bonkat 

Funding for development of program PVMNT was 

provided by the Department of Civil Engineering, 

and Engineering Mechanics, University of 

Arizona, Tucson 8572l. 

First documentation April 1984 

None, Version No. : 0 

FORTRAN 77 

Flow chart and listing provided in Appendix F 

from which card deck can be produced or typed 

into any CRT terminal. 

Introduction 

Program PVMNT is a computer program for use in simulating 

alternative roadway upgrading strategies and computing the total 

transportation cost with the objective of reducing total transportation 

cost. The roadway upgrading considered was the improvement of the 

roadway surface from gravel to surface treated and asphaltic concrete 
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with no changes in vertical and horizontal alignments. The alternative 

upgrading strategies are determined from the decision tree in Fig. E-l, 

The program computes the construction, maintenance, and user costs, 

and upgrading costs resulting from the roadway upgrading strategies. 

Program PVMNT assumes that there is no inflation and unit rates and 

costs remain constant within the plan period. Also, costs associated 

with the secondary effects of roadway development such as changes in 

land value, pollution, and the cost of land are not e.stimated. 

The construction cost is estimated by determining the physical 

quantities associated with earthwork, pavement~ drainage, site prepara

tion, culverts, and bridges. Unit rates are then applied to give the 

cost of construction. These are then totaled to give the total con

struction cost. The upgrading cost is similarly computed using physical 

quantities and unit cost. 

Three roadway surface types are considered: gravel, surface 

treated, and asphaltic concrete. For a gravel road, maintenance in:

cludes grading, resurfacing with gravel, and nontraffic-caused main

tenance, which consists of drainage clearance, vegetation control, and 

drainage structure maintenance. For a surface-treated road, the main

tenance considered is patching of cracked surface, resurfacing with 

chip seal, and nontraffic maintenance. For an asphaltic-concrete road, 

the roadway is assumed to be designed so that no cracking develops 

within the designed life of the pavement. Maintenance action consists 

of nontraffic maintenance only. 

The vehicle operating cost is computed in the form of cost of 

consumption of fuel, lubricants, spare parts, and tires. Other costs 
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-·-·- Gravel 

--- Surface treated 

Asphaltic Concrete 
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Year - :·_· ~ _:c ---C> 

Figure E-1. Decision Tree for Up grading a Gravel Roadway Surface 
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are depreciation, vehkle maintenance labor, cost due to interest 

charge, cost of passenger and crew travel time, and cost due to vehicle 

standing charges. 

The flow chart of PVMNT is given in Fig. E-2. Table E-l 

shows the subroutines and their functions. 
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COUNT STRATEGIES 
DO 52 I = l,IMAX 

COUNT YEARS 
DO 52 NYEAR = 0, IPLAN 

Figure o E-2 o Flow Chart of Main Program PVMNT for 
Estimating Total Transport Cost of Upgradin.g Strategies 
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ELSE 

ADT(NYEAR) = (1 + GROWTH/100) 
**NYEAR* AADT ( IA1) · 

NYEAR.EQ.NSTRT(1,1) 
.OR. 

YEAR.EQ.NSTRI(I,2 

IF(NYEAR.EQ.O) 

COMPUTE MAINTENANCE 
COST = TMAiN(I,NYEAR) 

Figure E-2. Flow Chart of Main Program PVMNT--Continued 
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NO 

COMPUTE USER COST 
TUSER(I,NYEAR) 

COMPUTE TOTAL TRANSPORTATION 
COST AND DISCOUNTED VALUES 

NO 

Figure E-2. Flow Chart of Main Program PVMNT--Continued 
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Table E-l. Subroutines in Program PVMNT and Uses 

Subroutine 
Name 

PINFO 

STRAT 

CONSTR 

MAIN 

UNPAVE 

SURF 

PAVE 

UPGRD 

USER 

TOTAL 

PRINT 

Use 

Reads and writes input data 

Generates roadway upgrading strategies 

Computes construction cost 

Directs program to estimate maintenance of roadway. 

Estimates maintenance cost of unpaved road 

Computes maintenance cost of surface-treated road 

Computes maintenance cost of asphaltic-concrete roadway 

Estimates cost of upgrading from one surface type to 
another 

Computes user 'cost 

Computes total transport cost of strategies and the 
present worth of costs 

Prints results 
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Operating Modes of PVMNT 

Program PVMNT has the following operating modes. Any com-

bination with one from each of the groups is possible. 

Operation Modes: 

Category 

1. Terrain 

2. Traffic 

a. Base year ADT 

b. Growth 

3. Environmental 

4. Maintenance policy to 
resurface a surface
treated roadway 

Variable 
Name 

TER 

IAI 

IGI 

FLOOD 

JJ 

Possible 
Values 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

1 
2 
3 

o 
1 

1 

2 

Description 

Flat 
Undulating 
Rolling 
Steep hill 
Moun tainous 

100 vehicles per day 
200 vehicles per day 
300 vehicles per day 
400 vehicles per day 
500 vehicles per day 
600 vehicles per day 

8 percent per annum 
10 percent per annum 
12 percent per annum 

Flood 
No flood 

Based on cumulative 
equivalent axle load 
and maximum age as 
specified by the 
Transport and Road 
Research Laboratory 
(47) 
Based on the formation 
of roughness as pre
dicted by model devel
oped from Kenya study 
(47) 



Category 

5. Road type 

Variable 
Name 

NR 

Possible 
Values 

1 
2 

Program Capabilities 
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Description 

Old road 
New road, hence com
put initial construc
tion cost. 

The program is dimensioned to accommodate a maximum of 30 

upgrading strategies and a 3D-year plan period. Should the need arise 

to reduce the intervals between decisions or to increase the plan period 

thereby increasing the number of upgrading strategies, the program 

should be redimensioned. 

Input Documentation 

The following is the computer printout for input documentation 

of program PVMNT. 



JESC~l~TluN OF INPUT 

CuL FORI'tAT 
CARD T'fPE 1 

---..-------1-5 15 
o-10 I5 
11-15 15 
lo-zu 15 
21-Z) 15 
zo-30 15 

CA"-0 TYPE z 
----------1-l I3 
lt-5 12 
o-7 12 
c:;-~ 12 

CARD Tl' P E l 

----------1-oo "420 

CARD TYP&: " -----------1-80 4A'O 

CARD TYPE 5 

----------1-:) 15 
o-10 !5 
u-zo FlO.Z 

CAKD TYPE b 

----------1-50 5Al0 

CAKD TUE 7-U 

1-10 Flo.z 
ll-20 FlO,, 
z.~.-10 Flo.z 
31-40 F 10 • Z 
~tl-50 FJ.Oel 
TnE VALUES UF 'N' FOit 

DATA 

VARUdLE 

NK 
TER 
IGl 
lAl 
fLuOO 
JJ 

II< UN 
MuNTH 
lDilY 
I y ~A~ 

PUR 1 

PUR 

I PLAN 
lNT 
XI NT 

VT(N) 

IUN) 

VP(N) 
TIRC lN) 
OCU(N) 
CC(N) 

EA'rt VEHJ.~LE 

OESCRlOUTlON OF VAM!A~LE 

KOAO TYPE 
TERRAIN TYPE 
TRAFFIC GRU•TH l'tOOE 
TRAFFIC ~uLUI'tE l'tOOE 
HJOO l'tODE 
~AlNTENANCt PuLICY l'tODE 

RUN NUI't8ER 
/'tON Tl'i 
DAY 
YEAR 

~URPOSE Of A~ALYSI~ 

1'4Ar1E OF USEK 

PLAN PEKIOD I~ YEAK~ 
lNTtKVAL oeTwcEN OtCiS!uNS 
INTEREST RATE IN PERCENT 

VEHICLE TYPE) ~·l FOR CA~S 
•2 FUR ~J.GrlT V~rt.i.CL~~ 

•l FOR :HJSt:S 
•4 FOI< Llbrlf f~UCI<.) 
•5 FGK Tl(-.~~oi<.S 

KM TRAVE~SE !N A YeAR 
v.:H!\:Lc PKJ.Ct 

CuST OF T l.KtS 
JCCUPAhCY OF vEHiCLE 
AVERAGE NUMBER OF CREW 

TYPE N AS IN CAkO TYPE b 
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CARD TYPE H-lb 

1-10 FlOoZ VC(l) ~uMPOSLTION Of ~tHICLc TYPE N IN PtRCENT 
11-ZO FlOoZ P(N) 8RAKt HORSt POWER Of VtHlCLE TYPe N 
Zl-30 FlO.Z Vw(N) VeHICLE wEIGnT IN TONS 
31-~0 FlOoZ LL(N) LUAD OF VEH!CLE TYPE N IN TON~ 
THE VALUE OF 1 N 1 FOR EACH vEHICLE IYPE IS AS IN CAku TYPE b 

CARD TYPE 17-Zl 

l-o5 l3F~.z TC (N,I(YEAiU COMPOSITION OF VEHICLE TYPE 
~ JF AGt KYtAK I~ PERCENT 
KYEAR•01l121•••••••1lZ 
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VtHlCLtS WITH VALUtS KANGlNG FkOM ~tw TO lZt~S 

CARD TOt a 

1-50 

1-30 

1-5 
o-10 
.Ll.-oO 

3Fl.O.Z 

I5 
15 
5F1o.z 

CARD TYPE ~~ 

1-10 
11-20 
21-30 
~l-4t0 
ltl-50 
:)1-biJ 

FlJ.Z 
F10oZ 
FlO.Z 
Flv.z 
FlO.Z 
Fto.z 

AAOT (.I.-') 

GROwTH(lG) 

~ASt TRAFFIC VOLUME TYPE 
IA•l FO~ 100 VEH. PER DAY 

•Z FOR ZOO VEH~. PER uAY 
•J FOR 300 ~EHS. PER OAY 
·~ FOR ~OJ VEHS. PER DAY 
•5 FOK 'vO VEHS. rE~ DAY 
•o FOK oOO vEH~. PER ~AY 

T~AFFIC GRO~TH ~ATE TYP~ 
IG•l FOK ~ PERCE~T PER ANNUM 

•Z FOK 10 PERCENT PEK ANNUM 
•3 FOR 12 Pt~CENT PEK ANNUM 

IA dASE YEAR AAOT TYPE 
IG T~AfFIC ~ROwTn RATE TYPE 

TH!CK!lG,!A,KYEAKl THICKNESS OF OVEkLAY TO 

LGTt1 
Rw 
SwO 
cv 
RS 
F 

dE CONSTRu~TE~ l.N YE•K KYtAK 
~OR aASE Yt•K AAOT TYPE 
!A ANO TRA~FIC GKOwTH fYPE I~ 

LtNbTH Or HlGH•AY 1~ ~M 
w!DTH OF HlbHWAY 
wiDTH OF SHOUL~ER 
AVERA~E CURVATUKE IN vEGRtES 
RISE AND FAlL IN DEGREES 
FAlL IN OEGR EES 



CARD TYPE 45 

F 10 .z 
11-zv 
Zl-30 
31-ltO 
H-50 

flOoZ 
FlOol 
FlO .z 
FlOoZ 
FlO .z 

CUD TYPE ltb 

CdRZ 
CBR3 
CBR 

DZ 
03 

l-bO lZF~.O UC (N) 

CARO TYPE H 

1-;o 5FlO.Z HoJC(N) 

CARD TYPE 4a 

5 F l 0 • Z UC C S ( N I 

1-50 bAlO TERUo-.(111) 

CAitO TYPE 50 

1-ZO zuo FLOil (NI 

CARO TYPE 51 

1-ZO zuo RTYP(N) 

~Al~FORNlA ~EA~lNG ~AT{O OF 
CALIFO~NIA iEARlN~ RATIO OF 

CALIFOKNIA 8EAR1111' RATIO FO~ 
TriiCKhESS OF aAS~ IN INS. 
lriiC~NESS Of SU~ BASE IN iNS. 

ttASE 
)U., USE 
suaGkAOE 

U~IT COST Of CONSTkUCTION QUA~TlTlES 
N•l ~OR EARTriwOR~ 

•Z FOK SITE CLEARANCE 
•3 FOR PIPE CULVERTS 
•It fOR ~OX CULVERTS 
•5 ~OR BRIDGES 
•b fOR HAULAGE OF PAVE~ENT MATERIALS 
•1 FOR CRUSriED STONE cASE 
•& FOR GRAVEL Sud BASE 
•9 FOR SURFACE ORESSIN~ 
•10 FUK PRl~lNG 
•1.1. FOR ASPHAlTIC CONCKETE 
•1Z fDK SUKfACE JKcSS~u TO A~PrlALTIC CON~K~Tt 

MA~NTENANCE UNIT COST 
N•l G~AOl~G 1'1AINTE~ANCf PEK K~ 

•Z SuKfAClNG wiTH ~KAvEL 
•3 PATCHING CRACKS PER SQ.M. 
•It KESEALING SUKFACE fi(EATEO Pci( S~. M. 
•5 FIXED MAlNTENAN'E PtR KMo 

USEK CUST UNIT COSTS 
N•l COST Of GASOLINE 

•2 COST Of OIESEL PER liTER 
•3 COST Of ~U~ uiL PEi( 4 ~ITEK 
•4 CJST Of CRE• TiME 
•5 CJSf JF PASStN~tK TIHE 

THRUN TYPE 
N•1 FiJK FLAT 

•2 FllK UNOU~ATJ.NG 

•J F:JK RuLLING 
•4 FOR ~TEEP niLL 
•5 FJR MOUNTAINOUS 

FLOOO )USCEPTABILITY 
N•l FLOOD 

•Z NO FLOOD 

ROAO TYPE 
N•l NEW ~tOAD 

•Z OLO ROAD 
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Use: 

Called from: 

Input: 

Category 

Operating modes 

Run information 

Economic 

Geometric design 

Vehicle type 
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Subroutine INFO 

Subroutine INFO reads and prints data input in
formation 

PVMNT 

All cost inputs should be in the same monetary 
system 

Variable 
Name 

TER 
IGI 
IAI 

FLOOD 
JJ 

IRUN 
MONTH 

IDAY 
IYEAR 
PURl 
PUR 

IPLAN 
INT 

XINT 
LGTH 

RW 
SWD 
CV 
RS 
F 

RF 

VT(l) 
VT(2) 
VT(3) 
VT(4) 
VT(S) 

Description 

Terrain type 
Traffic growth 
Base average daily traffic 
En vironmen tal 
Maintenance policy for surface-treated 

roadway 

Run number 
Month 
Day 
Year 
Name of user 
Purpose of analysis 

Plan period, in years 
Interval between decision 

points, in years 

Interest rate, in percent 
Length of roadway, in meters 
Roadway width, in meters 
Width of shoulders, in meters 
Average curvature in degrees per meter 
A verage rise, in meters 
Average fall, in percent 
Average rise and fall, in percent 

Vehicle type, cars 
Vehicle type, light vehicles 
Vehicle type, buses 
Vehicle type, light trucks 
Vehicle type, trucks 



Vehicle annual 
kilometera g e 

Vehicle price 

Tire costs 

Number of 
Passengers 

Number of Crew 

Traffic composition 

Horsepower 

K(l) 
K (2) 
K (3) 
K(4) 
K(5) 

VP(l) 
VP(2) 
VP(3) 
VP(4) 
VP(5) 

TIRC(l) 
TIRC(2) 
TIRC(3) 
TIRC(4) 
TIRC(5) 

OCU(l) 
OCU(2) 

OCU(3) 
OCU(4) 

oCU(5) 

CC(l) 
CC(2) 
CC(3) 
CC(4) 
CC(5) 

VC(l) 
VC(2) 
VC(3) 
VC(4) 
VC(5) 

P(l) 
P(2) 
P(3) 
P(4) 
P(5) 

Annual kilometerage, cars 
Annual kilometerage, light vehicles 
Annual kilometerage, buses 
Annual Idlometerage, light trucks 
Annual kilometerage, trucks 

Vehicle price, cars 
Vehicle price, light vehicles 
Vehicle price, buses 
Vehicle price, light trucks 
Vehicle price, ~rucks 

Cost of tires, cars 
Cost of tires, light vehicles 
Cost of tires, buses 
Cost of tires, light trucks 
Cost of tires, trucks 
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Average number of passengers, cars 
A verage number of passengers, light 

vehicles 
Average number of passengers, buses 
A verage number of passengers, light 

trucks 
A verage number of passengers, trucks 

Average number of crew, cars 
Average number of crew, light vehicles 
Average number of crew, buses 
Average number of crew, light trucks 
A verage number of crew, trucks 

Percentage in traffic, cars 
Percentage in traffic, light vehicles 
Percentage in traffic, buses 
Percentage in traffic, light trucks 
Percentage in traffic, trucks 

Horsepower, cars 
Horsepower, light vehicles 
Horsepower, buses 
Horsepower, light trucks 
Horsepower, trucks 
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Vehicle weight VW(l) Weight, in long tons, cars 
VW(2) Weight, in long tons, light vehicles 
VW(3) Weight, in long tons, buses 
VW(4) Weight, in long tons, light trucks 
VW(5) Weight, in long tons, trucks 

Laden Load of LL(l) Laden load, in long tons, cars 
vehicles LL(2) Laden load, in long tons, light 

vehicles 
LL(3) Laden load, in long tons, buses 
LL(4) Laden load, in long tons, light 

trucks 
LL(5) Laden load, in long tons, trucks 

Age spectrum of TC (1, MYEAR) Percentage MYEAR old, MYEAR=O, 12 
vehicles cars 

TC(2,MYEAR) Percentage MYEAR old, MYEAR=0,12 
light vehicles 

TC(3,MYEAR) Percentage MYEAR old, MYEAR=0,12 
buses 

TC (4,1,lYEAR) Percentage MYEAR old, MYEAR=0,12 
ligh t trucks 

TC (5 ,MYEAR) Percentage MYEAR old, MYEAR=0,12 
trucks 

Base ADT AADT(l) 100 vehicles per day 
AADT(2) 200 vehicles per day 
AADT(3) 300 vehicles per day 
AADT(4) 400 vehicles per day 
AADT(5) 500 vehicles per day 
AADT(6) 600 vehicles per day 

Traffic growth GROWTH(l) Traffic growth, (3 percent 
GROWTH(2) Traffic growth, 10 percent 
GROWTH(3) Traffic growth, 12 percent 

Pavement thickness 

Asphaltic concrete 
THICK (IG, IA, MYEAR) 

gravel CBR2 
CBR3 
CBR4 

Thickness of asphaltic concrete con
structed in year MYEAR(=0,4,8,12,16) 
with traffic volume parameter of 
IA(IA=l to 6) and growth rate IG 
(IG=l to 3) 

California Bearing Ratio, base 
California Bearing Ratio, subbase 
California Bearing Ratio, subgrade 



Unit cost of 
construction 

Maintenance 
activities 

Vehicle user costs 

Types of terrain 

Road type 

Output: 

Category 
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D 2 Thickness, in inches, base 
D3 Thickness, in inches, subbase 

UC(l) 
UC(2) 
UC(3) 
UC(4) 
UC(5) 
UC(6) 
UC(7) 
UC(S) 
UC(9) 

UC(lO) 

UC(ll) 

MU(l) 
MU(2) 
MU(3) 
MU(4) 
MU(5) 

UCCS(l) 
UCCS(2) 
UCCS(3) 
UCCS(4) 
UCCS (5) 

TERAIN(I) 
TERAIN(2) 
TERAIN(3) 
TERAIN(4) 
TERAIN(5) 

RTYP(l) 
RTYP(2) 

Unit cost of earthwork/m 3 

Unit cost of site clearance/ha 
Unit cost of pipe culvertsim 
Unit cost of box culverts/m 
Unit cost of bridges/m 
Unit cost of haulage/km-m3 

Unit cost of base/m 3 

Unit cost of subbase/m3 

Unit cost of surface dressing/m z 

Unit cost of gravel to asphaltic 
concrete/m3 

Unit cost of surface dressed to 
asphaltic concrete/m 3 

Unit cost of grading/km-k 
Unit cost of graveling/m3 

Unit cost of surface patching/m z 

Unit cost of deep patching/mz 

Unit cost of fixed maintenance/km 

Cost per liter gasoline 
Cost per liter diesel 
Cost per liter lubricant 
Cost per day, crew 
Cost per day, passenger time 

Flat terrain 
Undulating terrain 
Rolling terrain 
Steep hill terrain 
Mountainous 

Old road 
New road 

As listed above under input plus the following: 

Variable 
Name Description 

Gross vehicle weight GVW(l) Gross vehicle weight, in long tons, 
cars 

GVW(2) Gross vehicle weight, in long tons, 
light vehicles 



Power-weight ratio 

Algorithm: 

GVW(3) 

GVW(4) 

GVW(5) 

PW(l) 
PW(2) 
PW(3) 
PW(4) 
PW(5) 

Gross vehicle weight, in long tons, 
buses 

Gross vehicle weight, in long tons, 
ligh t trucks 

Gross vehicle weight, in long tOllS, 

Power-to-weight ratio, cars 
Power-to-weight ratio, light vehicles 
Power-to-weight ratio, buses 
Power-to-weight ratio, light trucks 
Power-to-weight ratio, trucks 
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Subroutine INFO reads and prints the input data using algo-

rithm in Fig. E- 3. 



E 

READ PLft~ PERIOD 
DECISION INTERVAL 
AND INTEREST RATE 

Figure E- 3. Flow Chart of Subroutine INFO 
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' ·, 

PRINT VEHICLE 
INPUT INFORMATION 

READ VEHICLE COMPOSITION, 
POWER, WEIGHT, AND LOAD 

COMPUTE GROSS WEIGHT, 
POWER/WI, 
GVW=LL+VW 
P~.J=P /GVW 

YES 

NO 

Figure E-3. Flow Chart of Subroutine INFO--Continued 
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6 

READ BASE TRAFFIC, 
TRAFFIC GROWTH, lu\TD 

OVERLAY THICKNESS 

PRINT BASE TRAFFIC, 
GROWTH, AND OVERLAY 

THICKNESS 

READ CBR AND DEPTH 
OF BASE, SUBBASE, 

AND CBR OF SUBGRADE 

PRINT CBR AND 
THICKNESS OF BASE, 
SUBBASE, AND CBR OF 

SUB GRADE 

READ UNIT COST OF 
CONSTRUCTION AND 

UPGRADING QUANTITIES 

PRINT UNIT COST OF 
CONSTRUCTION AND 

UPGRADING QUANTITIES 

Figure E-3. Flow Chart of Subroutine INFO--Continued 
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. 
Figure E-3. · Flow Chart of Subroutine INFO--Continued 



Use: 

Called from: 

Input~ 

Output: 

Algorithm: 

Variable 
Name 

IPLAN 

INT 

Variable 
Name 

STRT (1,1) 
STRT (I, 2) 

STRT(I,3) 
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Subroutine STRAT 

Subroutine STRAT determines the number of 
upgrading strategies, the number of year the 
roadway is gravel, surface treated and asphaltic 
concrete, and the year within the plan period 
when the roadway is upgrade for each of the 
strategies. 
Program PVMNT 

Description 

Plan period in years 

Interval between decisions in years. IPLAN 
is a multiple of INT and an integer. 

Description 

Number of years roadway is gravel 
Number of years roadway is surface treated 

for strategy I 
Number of years roadway is asphaltic concrete 

for Strategy I 

NSTRT(I,l) Year to upgrade roadway from gravel to 
surface treated 

NSTRT (1,2» Year to upgrade roadway from surface treated 
to asphaltic concrete 

The number of strategies is determined using the expression: 

IMAX = O.5«IPLAN/INT) + 2) «IPLAN/INT) + 1) (E-l) 

where IPLAN ,INT are variables defined under INPUT for subroutine 

STRAT. 
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The number of years of the plan period in which the roadway is 

gravel (STRT(I,l» and surface treated (STRT(I,2» are generated 

using the algorithm in Fig. E-4. From the values of STRT(I,l) and 

STRT(I,2), the year to upgrade from gravel to surface treated 

(NSTRT(I, 1» and from surface treated to asphaltic concrete 

(NSTRT(I,2) were computed using Eqs. E-2 and E-3, respectively. 

NSTRT(I,l) = STRT(I,l) 

NSTRT(I,2) = NSTRT(I,l) + STRT(I,2) 

Fig. E-4 depicts the flow chart of subroutine STRAT. 

(E-2) 

(E-3) 



NO 

NO 

COMPUTE NUMBER OF 
STRATEGIES 

NN=O.S(IPLAN/INT+2) 
*((IPLAN/INT)+l) 

NK=NK+l 
NB=NB+l 

Figure E-4. Flow Chart of Subroutine STRAT 
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COMPUTE YEAR TO 
UPGRADE GRAVEL ROAD 

TO S.D. AND A.C. 

WRITE YEAR OF 
UPGRADING AND PERIOD 
ROAD IS GRAVEL, S.D. 

AND A.C. 

Figure E-4. Flow Chart of Subroutine STRAT--Continued 
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10 

t-!0 

Figure E-4. Flow Chart of Subroutine STRAT--Continued 
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Subroutine CONSTR 

Use: Subroutine CONSTR computes the cost of con
struction up to base course level. It does not 
compute the cost of surfacing. 

Called from: Program PVMNT 

Input: All costs are in the same monetary system. 

Variable 
Name Description 

NR 

FLOOD 

TER 

UC(l) 
UC(2) 
UC(3) 
UC(4) 
UC(5) 
UC(6) 
UC(7) 
UC(8) 
UC(9) 

RW 

LGTH 

SWD 

D2 

D3 

XA(TER) 

TI(TER) 

TKV(TER) 

PV(TER) 

Road type 

Environmen tal parameter 

Terrain type 

Unit cost per m3 , earthwork 
Unit cost per ha, site clearance 
Unit cost per m, pipe culverts 
Unit cost per m, box culverts 
Unit cost per m, bridges 
Unit cost per m, side drains 
Unit cost per m3 , base 
Unit cost pwe m3 , subbase 
Unit cost per m3 , haulage -

Width of roadway, in meters 

Length of roadway, in kilometers 

Width of shoulders, in meters 

Thickness of base, in inches 

Thickness of subbase, in inches 

Coefficient of site preparation equation 

Terrain index 

Coefficients of box culvert equation 

Coefficients of box culvert equation 



Output: 

Algorithm: 

ANC(TER) 

ANB(TER) 

Variable 
Name 

CONST(l) 
CONST(2) 
CONST(3) 
CONST(4) 
CONST(S) 
CONST(6) 
CONST(7) 
CONST(8) 

XCOST 
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Coefficients of box culvert equation 

Coefficients of box culvert equation 

All costs are in the same monetary system as 
input 

Description 

Construction quantities, in m3
• earthwork 

Construction quantities, in ha, site clearance 
Construction quantities, in m, ring culverts 
Construction quantities, in m, box culverts 
Construction q uan ti ties, in m, bridges 
Construction quantities, in m3 , haulage 
Construction quantities, in m3 , base 
Construction quantities, in m3 • subbase 

Total construction cost 

Subroutine CONSTR computes the initial construction cost when 

NR is 1, that i, s when the road analyzed is a new road. For an 

existing road, the initial construction cost is not computed. 

In computing the cost of initial construction of the road, the 

quantities of construction components such as earthwork, site clearance, 

ring and box culverts, and bridges are estimated using relationships 

developed by Markow and Aw (33). Note that all the variables used in 

the relationships used have been defined under Input and Output of 

this subroutine. 

For earthwork, 

CONST(l) = X(l + (2.22CO)) RWAI (l + exp(B(ARG - D» LGTH 
(E-4) 



where: Al = (0. 2TI(TER) 0.57 1, 

B = 1. 06TI(TER) 0.06, 

C = 747. 37TI(TER) 0.23, 

D = 1.27(TI(TER»O.22 -1, 

co = 1 for flood-susceptible areas, and 

co = ° for flood-nonsusceptible areas 

For site clearance, 

CONST(2) = ACG*(LGTH) 

where: ACG = XAl(TER)*RW**PV(TER). 

For pipe culverts, 

CONST(3) = TCL*TKV(TER)*RW**PV(TER)*LGTH 

where TCL = 1.43TI(TER)O.16, 

For culverts, 

CONST(4) = ANC(TER)*LGTH*XA 

where: XA = TKV(TER)+RW**PV(TER). 

For bridges, 

CONST(5) = ANB(TER)*XA 

where XA is as defined in Eq. E-14. 
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(E-5) 

(E-6) 

(E-7) 

(E-8) 

(E-9) 

(E-I0) 

(E-ll) 

(E-12) 

(E-13) 

(E-14) 

(E-15) 

The quantities for base and subbase are computed using the 
relationships: 

Base, 

CONST(7) = (RW + 2*SWD)*LGTH*Dl*2.S4*1000/lOO .( E-16) 
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Subbase; 

CONST (8) = (RW + 2*SWD) *LGTH*D3*2. 54*100011000 (E-17) 

Haulage, 

The quantity for haulage, HAUL, is input by user. 

CONST(6) = HAUL (E-18) 

Total construction cost, 

Total construction cost is then computed by using the equation 

8 
XCONST = L CONST(IN)*UC(IN) (E-19) 

IN=l 

where: IN = construction quantity type. 

Fig. E-5 shows the flow chart for subroutine CONSTR. 



COMPUTE Al,B,C,D 
Al=(0.2*TI(TER)**0.57)-1 

B=l.06*TI(TER)**0.060 
D=1.27*TI(TER)**0.22-1 
C=747.37*TI(TER)**0.23 

COMPUTE EARTHWORK 
CONST(l)=C*(l+(2.22*CO)) 

*RW**Al*(l+EXP(B*(ARG 
-D)))*LGTH 

COMPUTE SITE PREPARATION 
QUANTITIES 

CONST(2)=XAl(TER)*RW 
**XA2(TER)*LGTH 

NO 

Figure E-5. Flow Chart for Subroutine CONSTR 
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12 

ESTIMATE TOTAL LENGTH 
OF PIPE CULVERTS 

CONST(3)=1.43*TI(TER)**0.16 
*TKV(TER)RW**PV(TER)*LGTH 

ESTIMATE TOTAL LENGTH 
OF BOX CULVERTS 

CONST(4)=ANC(TER)*LGTH 
*TKV(TER)*RW**PV(TER) 

ESTIMATE TOTAL OF BRIDGES 
CONST(5)=ANB(TER)*TKV(TER) 

*RW**PV(TER) 

ESTIMATE QUANTITIES OF 
PAVEMENT(BASE, SUBBASE) 

CONST(7)=(RW+2*SWD)*LGTH*D2 
*2.54/100*1000 

CONST(8)=(RW+2*SWD)*LGTH*D3 
*2.54/100*1000 

COMPUTE TOTAL CONSTRUCTION 
COST 

8 
XCOST= ~ CONST(IS)*UC(IS) 

IS=1 

PRINT PHYSICAL 
QUANTITIES FOR 

CONSTRUCTION 

Figure E-5. Flow Chart for Subroutine CONSTR--Continued 
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Subroutine UPGRD 

Use: Subroutine UPGRD computes the cost of upgrad
ing a roadway from gravel to surface treated or 
asphaltic concrete and from surface treated to 
asphaltic concrete 

Called from: Program PVMNT 

Input: All costs should be in the same monetary system, 
e. g., U. S. dollars, pound sterling, or Nigerian 
naira. 

Variable 
Number Description 

NYEAR Year within the plan period 

I Strategy 

IPLAN Plan period, in years 

NSTRT(I,l) Year to upgrade from gravel to surface
treated roadway 

NSTRT (1,1) Year to upgrade from surface-treated to 
asphaltic-concrete roadway 

LGTH Length of road, in km 

RW Width of road, in m· 

THICK(IGI,IA1, NYEAR) 

IG1 
IG1 = 1 
IG2 = 2 
IG3 = 3 

IA1 
IA1 = 1 
IA2 = 2 
IA3 = 3 

Overlay thickness, in inches, in year NYEAR 
computed 
for base traffic of IA1 and traffic growth of 
IG1 

Parameter for traffic growth 
For traffic growth of 8% per annum 
For traffic growth of 10% per annum 
For traffic growth of 12% per annum 

Parameter for base ADT 
For traffic growth of 8% per annum 
For traffic growth of 10% per annum 
For traffic growth of 12% per annum 



Output: 

UC(9) 
UC(lO) 

UC (ll) 
UC( 12) 

Variable 
Number 

UPG (NYEAR,l) 

UPG(NYEAR,2) 

UPG(NYEAR,3) 
UPG(NYEAR,4) 

Unit cost of surface dressing per m 2 

Unit cost of surface dressing prior to 
asphaltic-concrete overlay 

Unit cost of asphaltic concrete per m3 
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Unit cost of preparing surface-treated road 
and placing asphaltic-concrete overlay per 
m3 

. Description 

Quantities for surface treating a gravel road
way 

Quantities for surfacing prior to asphaltic
concrete overlay in year NYEAR 

Quantities of asphaltic concrete, in m3 

Quantities of preparation of existing surface
treated road prior to asphaltic-concrete 
overlay in m2 

TUPGC(I, NYEAR) Cost of roadway upgrading in year NYEAR of 
strategy 1. 

Algorithm: 

Please note from Fig. E-2 that UPGRn can be entered only 

when NYEAR equals NSTRT (I,1) or NSTRT(I,2). Subroutine UPGRD 

first computes the physical quantities for upgrading from the dimension 

of the road (length, width) and the thickness of the overlay using the 

following conditions: 

1. When NYEAR = NSTRT(I,l) and NSTRT(I,2) '* NSTRT(I,l), 

quantities for upgrading gravel to surface-treated road are computed. 

2. When NYEAR = NSTRT(I,2) and NSTRT(I,l) '* NSTRT(I,2), 

quantities for upgrading from surface treated to asphaltic concrete are 

computed. 
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The cost of upgrading is then computed by applying the unit 

costs and totaling the costs using the expression: 

4 
TUPGC(I,NYEAR) = L UCCS*UPG(NYEAR,IS) (E-20) 

IS=l 

where TUPGC(I,NYEAR), UC(IS+8), UPG(NYEAR,IS) are as defined in 

Input and Output of subroutine UPGRD, and 

IS = 1,4 for quantities of roadway upgrading activities, with 

IS = 1 Surface treating a gravel roadway 

IS = 2 Surfacing gravel prior to asphaltic-concrete 

overlay 

IS = 3 Asphaltic-concrete overlay 

IS = 4 Preparation of existing surface-treated road 

prior to asphaltic concrete. 

The flow chart of subroutine UPGRD is shown in Fig. E-6. 



COMPUTE QUANTITITES OF 
UPGRADING FROM GRAVEL 

TO A.C. 

COMPUTE QUANTITIES 
FOR UPGRADING 

TO S.D. 

COMPUTE QUANTITIES 
FOR UPGRADING 
S.D. TO A.C. 

APPLY UNIT COST TO 
COMPUTE TOTAL 

UPGRADING COST 

Figure E-6. Flow Chart of Subroutine UPGRD 
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Use: 
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Subroutine MAIN 

Subroutine MAIN directs the program to compute 
the maintenance cost of gravel, surface-treated, 
or asphaltic-concrete roadway as appropriate. 

Called from: Program PVMNT 

Input: 

Variable 
Number 

NYEAR 

I 

NSTRT(I,I) 

NSTRT(I, ~) 

MAINT ( 1, NYEAR) 

MAINT (2, NYEAR) 

MAINT (3, NYEAR) 

MAINT (4, NYEAR) 
MAINT (5, NYEAR) 

UNPAVE 

SURF 

PAVE 

MUC(I) 
MUC (2) 
MUC(3) 

MUC(4) 

MUC(5) 

Description 

Year within the plan. period 

Strategy 

Year to upgrade roadway from gravel to a 
surface-treated road 

Year to upgrade roadway from gravel to an 
asphaltic-concrete road 

Quantity of grading maintenance in year 
NYEAR in lane":' km 

Quantity of graveling resurfacing in year 
NYEAR in m 3 

Quantities of resurfacing surface-treated road 
in year NYEAR in m3 

Quantities of patching cracked surface in m2 

Quantities of fixed maintenance in km 

Subroutine 

Subroutine 

Subroutine 

Unit cost of grading per lane-km 
Unit cost of gravel resurfacing per m3 

Unit cost of resurfacing surface-treated 
roadway per m2 

Unit cost of patching cracks on surface
treated roadway per m2 

Unit cost of fixed maintenance per km 



Output: 

Variable 
Numbar Description 
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IMAIN (I, NYEAR) Total maintenance cost in year NYEAR of 
strategy I 

Algorithm: 

Subroutine MAIN, which is schematically represented in Fig. 

E-7, first sets maintenance quantity arrays to zero. It then calls the 

appropriate subroutines to compute the maintenance quantities. For 

NYEAR less than NSTRT(I, 1), subroutine MAIN calls the subroutine 

UNPAVE. For NYEAR between NSTRT (1,1) and NSTRT (I, 2), subrou-

tine MAIN calls subroutine SURF, and for NYEAR greater than or equal 

to NSTRT(I,2), it calls subroutine PAVE. Finally, the unit maintenance 

cost is applied on the appropriate quantities and totaled to give the 

total maintenance cost. 



COMPUTE COST OF 
MAINTAINING 
GRAVEL ROAD 

COMPUTE COST OF 
MAINTAINING 
A.C. ROAD 

'---~C> 
L--------1 

COMPUTE COST OF 
MAINTAINING 

S.T. ROAD 

Figure E-.7. Flow Chart of Subroutine MAIN 
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NO 

TM=TM+MAINT(MN ,NYEAR) 
*MUC(MN) 

Figure E-7. Flow Chart of Subroutine MAIN--:Continued 
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Use: 
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Subroutine UNPAVE 

Subroutine UNPA VE computes the quantities of 
maintenance of unpaved road. 

Called from: Subroutine MAIN 

Input: 

Output: 

Variabie 
Number 

LGTH 

RW 

I 

NYEAR 

Description 

Length of roadway, in km 

Width of roadway, in m 

Strategy 

Year within plan period 

ADT(NYEAR) Average daily traffic in year NYEAR 

G 

SV 

PI 

ROUGH 

GL 

Variable 
Number 

Absolute value of grade 

Percentage of base material passing O.074-mm 
sieve size 

Plasticity index of base material 

Maximum allowable roughness, in mm/km 

Gravel loss, in mm 

Description 

MAINT(l,NYEAR) Quantity of grading maintenance in year 
NYEAR 

MAINT(2,NYEAR) Quantity of gravel resurfacing, in m3 , in 
year NYEAR 

MAINT (5, NYEAR) Fixed maintenance q uan tities, in km 



NFREQ(I,NYEAR) Frequency of grading in year NYEAR of 
strategy I 
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GRA VEL (I, NYEAR) Regraveling in year NYEAR of strategy I, yes 
or no 

Algorithm: 

The frequency of grading is determined each year using the 

empirical relationship between roughness and cumulative traffic 

developed from a Kenya study (27): 

R = 3250 + 84T - 1.62T2 + 0.0167T3 (E-21) 

where: R = roughness of roadway surface, in mm/km, and 

T = cumulative traffic since last upgrading or resurfacing. 

Eq. E-21 is solved by iteration to determine the cumulative traffic T at 

which roughness R equals ROUGH. The frequency of grading is then 

determined as the quotient of total annual traffic and cumulative traffic 

T and rounded to the nearest whole number. The minimum frequency 

of grading is set at 2 so that there is at least one grading before and 

one after the rainy season. The frequency of grading computed is then 

used together with the length of the roadway to compute the grading 

quantities MAINT(l,NYEAR). 

The gravel loss is computed for each year using the relation-

ship developed by Visser and Hudson (62) from the Brazil study: 

GL = ID(l.71 + 0.382G + 0.078SV - O.l97PI 

+ O.Ol040ADT(NYEAR) + 404.96/R) (E-22) 



where: ID = total number of gradings since regraveling or 

construction, 

R = roughness of road surface, in mm/km, and 
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. the variables G, SV, PI, ADT (NYEAR) are as defined under input of 

subroutine UNPAVE. 

If the gravel loss for a year is less than the maximum allowable 

gravel loss, no regraveling is ordered. The gravel loss is added to the 

gravel loss of the following year and the character GRAVEL (I, NYEAR) 

is set at NO. The process is repeated until the total gravel loss is 

equal to or greater than the maximum allowable gravel loss. Then, the. 

quantity of regraveling MAINT(2,NYEAR) is computed and the charac

ters GRAVEL(I,NYEAR) and the gravel loss GL are set at yes, YS, and 

zero, respectively. Lastly, the quantity of fixed maintenance is com

puted. 

The flow chart of subroutine UNPA VE is shown in Fig. E-8. 



..:.. 
NDAY*NDAY+l NO 

~=ADT(NYEAR)*365/)T*l000 
NFREQ(I,NYEAR)=IFIX(X+O.S) 

COMPUTE GRAVEL LOSS 
GL=f(ADT(NYEAR),SV,R,PI, 

NFREQ(I,NYEAR)) 

Figure E-8. Flow Chart of Subroutine UNPAVE 
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YES 

GRAVEL(I,NYEAR)='YS' 
ID=O 
GL=O 

COMPUTE FIXED 
MAINTENANCE QUANTITIES 

( ___ EN_D _) 

NO 

GRAVEL(I,NYEAR)=NO' 

Figure E-8. Flow Chart of Subroutine UNPAVE--Continued 
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Use: 
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Subroutine SURF 

Subroutine SURF computes the physical quantities 
of maintenance for a surface-treated roadway. 

Called from: Subroutine MAIN 

Input: 

Variable 
Number 

LGTH 

RW 

I 

NYEAR 

ADT(NYEAR) 

JJ 

ROUGHl 

RL 

TEF 

Output: 

Variable 
Number 

MAIN (3, NYEAR) 
MAIN ( 4, NYEAR) 
MAIN(5,NYEAR) 

Description 

Length of roadway, in km. 

Width of roadway, in m 

Strategy 

Year within the plan period 

Average daily traffic in year NYEAR 

Parameter for resurfacing 

Roughness of surface-treated road to warrant 
resurfacing, in mm/km 

Initial roughness, in mm/km 

axle load for one vehicle in traffic in equiv
alent single-axle load 

Description 

Quantities of resurfacing maintenance, in m2 

Quantities of patching, in m2 

Quantities of fixed maintenance, in km 

RESURF (I, NYEAR) Character for resurfacing or not 
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Algorithm: 

Subroutine SURF uses two criteria, both after Robinson et al. 

(47), for determining when to resurface the road surface: 

1. Based on maximum tolerable roughness ROUGH1 value of 4000 

mm/km. 

2. Based on maximum cumulative equivalent standard axle load 

(ESAL) and maximum agE:! aft.:;:;.' (;ulJ.8i:i:'uction 0:1:' i"e6u:.dacLng. 

Subroutine SURF first computed the structural number of the 

pavement. If the first criterion is used, the roughness as well as the 

cracked and patched areas are computed at the end of each year using 

empirical equations developed from the Kenya study (24): 

SNC ~ 2.75 R = RL + 3200TT (E-23) 

2.75 < SNC :;; 3.25 R = RL + 483TT (E-24) 

3.25 < SNC ~ 4 R = RL + 156TT (E-25) 

SNC > 4 R = RL + 119TT (E-26) 

SNC :;; 2.75 CPP = 262TT + 1190TT 2 (E-27) 

2.75 < SNC ~ 3.25 CPP = -645 + 1000TT 

+ 792/exp(TT + 0.32)2 (E-28) 

3.25 < SNC :;; 4 CPP = 215TT - 92(1 

- exp(-2.25TT» (E-29) 

SNC > 4 CPP = 0 (E-30) 

where: SNC = corrected structural number of pavement, 

TT = cumulative equivalent axle load since last surfacing, and 
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cpp = cracked and patched area, in m 2 per lane per kilometer. 

Resurfacing is ordered when the roughness computed at the end of a 

year is equal to or greater than ROUGHl. If the second criterion is 

used, it is assumed that the roadway will need resurfacing when the 

cumulative traffic TT equals the values in Table E-2 or when the age of 

the roadway surface is 5 yeal·s old, whichever comes first. 

As the years and strategies are simulated, when the resurfacing 

criterion is met, the resurfacing quantity MAINT(3,l':l'YEAR) is com-

puted, the character RESURF (I, NYEAR), and the cumulative traffic, 

TT, are set at YS and zero, respectively. If the resurfacing criteria 

is not met, RESURF(I,NYEAR) is set at NO. 
\ 

The cumulative area of cracking and patching is computed at 

the end of each year. From this, the area patched within a year is 

determined as the difference between the cumulative value for that year 

and of the previous year. It is assumed that all cracked areas are 

patched and the patching maintenance quantities MAINT(4,NYEAR) com-

puted by applying the roadway length to the quantities per kilometer 

computed. The fixed maintenance quantity MAINT (5, NYEAR) is also 

computed as a function of length of road. 

The flow chart of s ubrou tine SURF is in Fig. E- 9. 
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Table E-2. Traffic Loading Necessary to Produce Failure. -- After 
Robinson et al. (47). 

Structural Number 

2.5 
3.0 
3.5 
4.0 
4.5 

ESAL, millions 

0.6 
1.0 
1.5 
2.0 
2.5 



Dl=THICKNESS 
OF OVERLAY 

COMPUTE STRUCTURAL 
NUMBER 

3 
SNC~=~ aiDi+f(CBR) 

COMPUTE CUMULATIVE ESAL 
TT=ADT(NYEAR)*TFF*365/10**6 

Dl=O 

YES 

Figure E-9. Flow Chart of Subroutine SURF 
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0> 

COMPUTE ROUGHNESS 
R=RL+3200TT 

o> 

>0 

>0 

COMPUTE ROUGHNESS 
R=RL+l561'T 

Figure E-9. Flow Chart of Subroutine SURF--Continued 
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TT=ADT(NYEAR))365/1000 

NYEAR=l 

ESAL=0.25 
CPP(NYEAR)=260*TT 

=1190*TT**2 

TT=TT+ADT(NYEAR) 
+365/10**6 

IYEAR=IYEAR+l 

SNC. LE. 3 .. AND. 
SN.GT.2.75 

THEN 

ESAL=0.6 
CPP(NYEAR)=F(TT) 

Figure E-9. Flow Chart of Subroutine SURF--Continued 
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ESAL= 2.0 
CPP(NYEAR)= 0 

COMPUTE RESURFACING 
QUANTITIES 

MAINT(3,NYEAR)=LGTH 
*RW*lOOO 

RESURF(I,NYEAR)='YS' 
IT=O IYEAR=O 

ESAL=0.85 
CPP(NYEAR)=625+1000TT 

+795/10**(2TT+0.37)**2 

ESAL=l.40 
CPP(NYEAR)=215TT-92(1-

TT/10**2.25) 

COMPUTE PATCHING QUANTITIES 
MAINT(S,NYEAR)=CPP(NYEAR)

CPP(NYEAR-l)*LEGTH 

COMPUTE FIXED MAINTENANCE 
QUANTITIES 

MAINT(6,NYEAR)=LGTH 

Figure E-9. Flow Chart of Subroutine SURF--Continued 
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Use: 
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Subroutine PAVE 

Subroutine PAVE computes the maintenance 
quantities for a roadway paved with asphaltic 
concrete. 

Called from: Subroutine MAIN 

Input: 

Output: 

Variable 
Number 

NYEAR 

LGTH 

Variable 
Number 

Description 

Year within plan period 

Length of roadway, in km 

Description 

MAINT(6,NYEAR) Quantities of fixed maintenance, in km 

Algorithm: 

The asphaltic concrete was designed using the AASHTO 

procedure for a plan period of 20 years. The surface is assumed to 

perform as designed. Only the fixed maintenance cost is computed. 

The flow chart of subroutine PAVE is shown in Fig. E-IO. 



COMPt~ QUANTITIES FOR 
FIXED MAI~r£~~~CE 
MAINT(6,~~~R)=LGTH 

Fig. E-10. Flow Chart of Subroutine PAVE 
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Use: 

Called from: 

Input: 

Variable 
Number 

NYEAR 

I 

XINT 

IGI 

IA1 

NSTRT(I,l) 

NSTRT (I, 2) 

CBR 
CBR2 
CBR3 

Subroutine USER 

Subroutine USER is used to compute the user 
cost. 

Program PVMNT 
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All costs are in the same monetary system such as 
U. S dollars, pound sterling, or Nigerian naira. 

Description 

Year 

Strategy 

Interest rate, in percent per annum 

Parameter for traffic growth as defined in 
subroutine UPGRD 

Parameter for base year, average daily traffic 
as defined in subroutine UPGRD 

Year to upgrade from gravel to surface-treated 
road 

Year to upgrade from surface-treated to 
asphaltic-concrete road 

CBR of subgrade 
CBR of base 
CBR of subbase 

ADT(NYEAR) Average daily traffic in year NYEAR 

RS 

F 

CV 

PW(l) 

PW(2) 

Average rise of road, in m/km 

Average fall of road, in m/km 

Average horizontal curvature, in o/km 

Power-to-weight ratio, in horsepower 
ton, cars 

Power-to-weigh t ratio, in horsepower 
ton, light vehicles 

per long 

per long 



PW(3) 

PW(4) 

PW(S) 

GVW(l) 
GVW(2) 

GVW(3) 
GVW(4) 
GVW(S) 

VP(l) 
VP(2) 
VP(3) 
VP(4) 
VP(S) 

K(l) 
K(2) 
K(3) 
K(4) 
K(5) 

VC(l) 
VC(2) 
VC(3) 
VC(4) 
VC(S) 

TC(l,IN) 
TC (2 ,IN) 
TC(3,IN) 
TC(4,IN) 
TC(S,IN) 

UCCS(l) 
UCCS(2) 
UCCS(3) 
UCCS( 4) 
UCCS(S) 

OC(l) 
OC(2) 
OC(3) 
OC(4) 
OC(5) 
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Power-to-weigh t ratio, in horsepower per long 
ton, buses 

Power-to-weight ratio, in horsepower per long 
ton, light trucks 

Power-to-weigh t ratio, in horsepower per long 
ton, heavy trucks 

Gross vehicle weight, in long tons, cars 
Gross vehicle weight, in long tons, light 

vehicles 
Gross vehicle weight, in long tons, buses 
Gross vehicle weight, in long tons, light trucks 
Gross vehicle weight, in long tons, heavy 

trucks 

Purchase price of new cars 
Purchase price of new light vehicles 
Purchase price of new buses 
Purchase price of new light trucks 
Purchase price of new trucks 

Kilometerage, cars 
Kilometerage, light vehicles 
Kilometerage, buses 
Kilometerage, light trucks 
Kilometerage, trucks 

Composition of traffic (%) , cars 
Composition of traffic (%) , light vehicles 
Composition of traffic (%) , buses 
Composi tion of traffic (%) , light trucks 
Composition of traffic (%) , trucks 

Age spectrum (%) , cars 
Age spectrum (%) , light vehicles 
Age spectrum (%), buses 
Age spectrum (%) , light trucks 
Age spectrum (!Ii), trucks 

Unit cost user, gasoline per liter 
Unit cost user, diesel per liter 
Unit cost user, lubricant per liter 
Unit cost user, crew cost per day 
Unit cost user, passenger time per day 

Number of crew, cars 
Number of crew, light vehicles 
Number of crew, buses 
Number of crew, light trucks 
Number of crew, heavy trucks 



TIRC(l) 
TIRC(2) 
TIRC(3) 
TIRC (4) 
TIRC(S) 

OCR(l) 

OCR(2) 

OCR(3) 

OCR(4) 

OCR(S) 

OCRl(l) 

OCRl (2) 

OCR1(3) 

OCRl(4) 

OCRl(S) 

SC(l) 

SC(2) 

SC(3) 

SC(4) 

SC(S) 

M(l) 

M(2) 

DLM 
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Tire cost, cars 
Tire cost, light vehicles 
Tire cost, buses 
Tire cost, light trucks 
Tire cost, trucks 

Oil consumption, in liters per vehicle-km, paved 
roads, cars 

Oil consumption. in liters per vehicle-km, paved 
roads, light vehicles 

Oil consumption, in liters per vehicle-km, paved 
roads, buses 

Oil consumption, in liters per vehicle-km, paved 
roads, light trucks 

Oil consumption, in liters per vehicle-km, paved 
roads, trucks 

Oil consumption, in liters per vehide-km, 
unpaved roads, cars 

Oil consumption, in liters per vehicle-km, 
unpaved roads, light vehicles 

Oil consumption, in liters per vehicle-km, 
unpaved roads, buses 

Oil consumption, in liters per vehicle-km, 
unpaved roads, light trucks 

Oil consumption, in liters per 
vehicle-kmunpaved roads, trucks 

Standing charge factor, as percent of user 
cost, cars 

Standing charge factor, as percent of user 
cost, light vehicles 

Standing charge factor, as percent of user 
cost, buses 

Standing charge factor, as percent of user 
cost, light trucks 

Standing charge factor, as percent of user 
cost, trucks 

Moisture content of base, as percent of dry 
weight, dry season 

Moisture content of base, as percent of dry 
weight, wet season 

Length of loose material, in mm 



Output: 

Variable 
Number 

V(1) 
V(2) 
V(3) 
V(4) 
V(5) 

UC(l,NYEAR) 

UG(2,NYEAR) 

UG(3,NYEAR) 
UG(4,NYEAR) 
UG(5,NYEAR) 
UG(6,NYEAR) 
UG(7,NYEAR) 
UG(8,NYEAR) 
UG(9,NYEAR) 
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Gosts in the same monetary system as in input. 

Description 

Average speed, in km/h, cars 
Average speed, in km/h, light vehicles 
Average speed, in km/h, buses 
Average speed, in km/h, light trucks 
Average speed, in km/h, heavy trucks 

Quantity, in L, consumed in year NYEAR, 
gasoline 

Quantity, in L, consumed in year NYEAR, 
diesel 

Quantity, in L, consumed in year NYEAR, oil 
Total crew time, in days. 
Total passenger time, in days 
Total cost of parts consumed 
Total cost of maintenance labor 
Total time cost 
Total cost of depreciation 

TUSER(I,NYEAR) Total user cost in year NYEAR of 
strategy I 

Algorithm: 

Subroutine USER calculates user cost with relationships derived 

from experimental vehicle performance study and road user survey in 

Kenya (19) and the Caribbean (20) by the TRRL. Also used were road 

ole ferioro.fJo17 
dete~ relationships also derived from the Kenya study. Road-

way user cost is based on vehicle operating cost and the cost of travel 

time. The components of vehicle operating cost are consumption of 

fuel, oil, tires, and parts as' well as vehicle maintenance labor, crew 

time cost, depreciation, cost of interest charges, and standing charges. 

Travel time cost is the cost of passenger time. The step-by-step 

process is as follows: 
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1. Compute the average roughness, rut depth, and depth of loose 

material for unpaved road and roughness only for paved road. 

2. Compute average operating speed for each vehicle group. 

3. Compute the resources consumed per unit length of roadway for 

each vehicle group. 

4. Apply unit costs on resources consumed to· obtain cost per unit 

length. 

5. Apply vehicle composition, traffic composition, and length of 

roadway to obtain total road user cost. 

The user cost components such as fuel and oil consumption that 

depend on surface type are computed first. Because vehicle speed also 

depends on roadway surface type, components such as crew and 

passenger time costs that are functions of vehicle speed are determined 

next. Components such as spare parts consumed, maintenance labor, 

and time consumption that are related to the distress on the road such 

as roughness are next determined. Other components such as vehicle 

depreciation, interest charges, and standing cost are computed last. 

The. traffic is assumed to be equally split directionally and the roadway 

type-dependent user cost components such as fuel, oil, crew, and 

passenger time are computed for both directions and totaled. Also, 

because vehicle speed on an unpaved roadway is affected by seasonal 

changes of moisture content in the base, fuel consumption, crew time, 

and passenger time costs are computed for both seasons (dry and wet) 

and then totaled. The following is the detailed description of the 
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relationships used in computing the vehicle operating cost and the cost 

of travel time. 

1. VehiclE: speed: Vehicle speed is required to estimate fuel 

consumption, crew travel time, and passenger travel time. The 

relationships for vehicles groups below from the Kenya (19) and 

Caribbean (20) studies are used. 

Paved roadway, 

V(N) = a + b*RS + c*F + d*CV + e*R + f*PW(N) (E-31) 

Values for the coefficients for each vehicle group are: 

Input 
Vari- Coeffi- Light Light 
able dent Cars Vehicles Buses Trucks Trucks 

Constant a 67.6 62.6 66.6 51. 9 51.9 

RS b -.078 -.085 -.085 -.22 -.22 

F c -.067 -.067 -.067 -.122 -.122 

CV d -.024 -.022 -.022 -.017 .017 

R e -.0087 -.00066 -.00066 .00106 .0106 

PW f 0 0 0 .559 .559 

Where RS, F, V (N), and CV are as listed under Input and Output for 

subroutine USER and N = 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 for cars, light vehicles, 

buses, light trucks, and trucks, respectively. 

The value of R, which is average roughness, is computed using 

the relationship in Eq. E-21 



where: 

- E-36: 
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R = IT f(T)dT/T 
o 

(E-32) 

T = cumulative traffic since last resurfacing, and 

f(T)s = functions in Eqs. E-23 to E-26. 

The above relationships are simplified to Eqs. E-33 through 

SNC ;;:; 2.75 R = RL + l600T 

2.75 < SNC ~ 3.25 R = RL + 241.5T 

3.25 < SNC ~ 4 R = RL + 7ST 

SNC> 4 R = RL + 59.5T 

Unpaved roads, 

V(N) = a + b*RS + c*F + d*CV + e*R + f*M + g*RD 

( E-33) 

(E-34) 

(E-35) 

(E-36) 

(E-37) 

Values for the coefficients a, b, c, d, e, f, and g for input variables 

are: 
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Input 
Vari- Coeffi- Light Light 
able cient Cars Vehicles Buses Trucks Trucks 

Constant a 84.19 81. 23 62.59 69.26 69.26 

RS b -.2005 -.3101 -.4917 -.4334 -.4334 

F c -.06988 -.05925 .01022 .00405 .00445 

CV d -.1181 -.09660 -.04628 -.06098 -.06098 

R e -.00089 -.00095 -.00036 -.0060 -.00060 
-

M f -.1348 -.2930 -.1633 -.2211 -.2211 

RD g -.1858 .1966 -.0905 -.2654 -.2654 

where N = 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 for cars, light vehicles, buses, light 

trucks and trucks respectively, .and RS, F, CV, and M are variables 

described under Input of subroutine USER. The value of R, which is 

average roughness, is computed using the relationship 

= 3250 + 42T - 0.54T2 + 0.004T3 (E-38) 

where: f(T) = relationship between cumulative traffic T and roughness 

in Eq. E-21. 

The mean rut depth RD is computed using the relationship: 

RD = fTf(T) dT IT 
o 

= 11.0 + 0.1157T - 0.0012Tz + ~.000018T3 (E-39) 
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where f(T) = relationship between cumulation traffic T and rut depth 

given by: 

RD = 11 + O.23T - O.23T - O.0036T2 + o.oooonT3 (E-40) 

2. Fuel consumption: After computing the average speed of the 

different groups of vehicles, their fuel consumption, FL(N) in L/1000 

km, is computed. The relationships used were derived from the Kenya 

study. 

For paved roads: 

FL(N) = (a + b/V(N) + C*V(N)2 + d*RS - e*F - f*(GVW(N»! 

+ g*PW»h (E-41) 

where V(N), RS, F, GVW(n), and PW(N) are as defined earlier. The 

values for coefficients for input variables for categories of vehicles 

are: 

Input 
Vari- Coeffi- Light Light 
able cient Cars Vehicles Buses Trucks Trucks 

Constant a 53.36 74.70 -48.57 105.43 -48.57 

1/V(N) b 498.67 1150.51 902.53 902.53 902.53 

yeN) 2 c .0058 .0l31 .0143 .0143 .0143 

RS d 1.594 2.906 0 4.362 4.362 

F e -.8539 -1.277 -1. 834 -1.834 -1.834 

(PW) ! f 0 0 69.2 0 0 

PW g 0 0 0 -2.396 -2.396 

Multiple h 1.08 1. 08 1 1.l3 1.13 



For unpaved roads, 

FL(N) = (a + b/V(N) + C*V(N) 2 + d*RS + e*F + f*R 

+ g*DLM + f(GVW(N»t)*h 
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(E-42) 

where FL(N), V(N), RS, F, R, DLM, and GVW(N) are as defined ear-

lier under Input and Output of subroutine USER. The values of N=I, 

2, 3, 4, and 4 are for cars, light vehicles, buses, light trucks, and 

heavy trucks, respectively. Values for coefficients for input variables 

for categories of vehicles are: 

Input 
Vari- Coeffi-
able cient 

Constant a 

(jV(N) b 

V(N)2 'c 

RS d 

F e 

R f 

DLM g 

PW h 

(GVW) ~ 
Multiple k 

Cars 

46.9 

614.04 

.0079 

1.723 

-1. 0657 

.00113 

.8218 

o 
o 
1. 08 

Light 
Vehicles 

72.76 

844.29 

.0139 

2.828 

-1. 306 

.00llO 

1. 756 

o 
o 
1. 08 

Buses 

-32.01 

795.89 

.015 

4.176 

-2.216 

.00145 

1.969 

-2.619 

69.2 

1.13 

Light 
Trucks 

121. 99 

795.89 

.015 

4.176 

-2.216 

.00145 

1.969 

-2.619 

o 
1.13 

Trucks 

-32.01 

795.90 

.015 

4.176 

-2.216 

.00145 

1.965 

-2.619 

69.2 

1.13 

The total fuel consumption contributed by each category of 

vehicles is computed by applying the traffic composition, average daily 

traffic, and road length. Because cars and light vehicles use gasoline 

and the other vehicles use diesel, separate totals are computed for each. 

fuel type. 
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For gasoline, 

2 
UC(l, NYEAR) = ADT (NYEAR) *LGTH* (365/1000) L (FL (N) *VC (N) 

N=1 
(E-43) 

For diesel, 

5 
UC(l,NYEAR) = ADT(NYEAR)*LGTH*(365flOOO) L (FL(N)*VC(N) 

N=3 
(E-44) 

where UC(l,NYEAR), UC(2,NYEAR), ADT«NYEAR), LGTH, FL(N), 

and VC(N) are as defined earlier under Input and Output of subroutine 

USER, and N= 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, for cars, light vehicles, buses, light 

trucks, and trucks, respectivel y. 

3. Oil consumption: The oil consumption is computed using oil 

consumption rates in Table E-3 derived from the Kenya study (24). 

Table E-3. Oil Consumption Rates in Liters per 1000 km. -- From (24) 

Vehicle Group Paved Roadway Unpaved Roadway 

Cars 1.2 2.4 

Light vehicles 1.8 3.6 

Buses 4.0 8.0 

Light trucks 4.0 8.0 

Heavy trucks 4.0 8.0 



Oil consumption is then computed as follows: 

For paved roadways, 

5 
UCC (3) = ADT (NYEAR) *LGTH*(365/1000) I OGR(N) *vc (N) 

N=l 

For unpaved roadways, 

5 
UCC(3) = ADT (NYEAR) *LGTH* (365/1000) I OCRl(N) *vc (N) 

N=l 
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(E-45 ) 

(E-46) 

where UCC(3) is quantities of oil consumption in liters and OCR(N) and 

OCRl(N) are oil consumption on paved and unpaved roadways, respec-

tively. The variables ADT(NYEAR), LGTH, and VC(N) are as defined 

earlier under Input and Output of subroutine USER. 

4. Parts consumed: The parts consumed by each vehicle group 

are computed as a fraction of an equivalent new vehicle by using equa-

tions derived from the TRRL Caribbean study (20). The equations 

related the cost of parts consumed to the average road roughness R 

and vehicle age in terms of kilometers driven. By applying the traffic 

composition, age composition, and total annual vehicle kilometers on the 

roadway, as in Eq. E-47, the contribution of each vehicle group and 

age are computed. 

For cars of age IN years in use after first registration, 

PC(N,IN) = (a + b*R + c*C + d*(RF*C) + e*R**2)K(N) 

*IN*VP (N) *TC (N, IN) *10** (-11) (E-47) 
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where: PC(N,IN) = contribution of parts consumed for vehicle type N 

of age IN years in use. 

Other variable are defined in Input of subroutine USER. 

Input 
Vari- Coeffi- Light Light 
able cient Cars Vehicles Buses Trucks Trucks 

Constant a -5.5 -3.451 -6.538 -6.538 -6.538 

R b .00262 .00254 .00316 .00316 .00316 

C c 0 -.0142 0 0 0 

(RF*C) d 0 .000205 0 0 0 

R**2 e 0 0 21.0/10
7 

21.0/10
7 

21.0/10
7 

The computed cost for parts consumed are then totaled to give 

the total cost of parts consumed for the year as follows: 

UCC(6,NYEAR) = ADT(NYEAR)*LGTH*365 

5 12 
* L L PC(N,IN)*VC(N) ( E-48) 

N=l IN=l 

where: N = vehicle group, and 

IN = age of vehicles, in years of use. 

The remaining variables are described in Input for subroutine USER. 

5. Vehicle maintenance labor: The cost of maintenance labor is 

computed as a factqr of the cost of parts consumed. Based on a 

Transport and Road Research Laboratory study (19,20), 45% of the cost 

of parts was used to represent the cost of maintenance labor and 

UCC(7,NYEAR) = 0.45*UCC(6,NYEAR) (E-49) 
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where the variables are described under input and output of subroutine 

USER. 

6. Depreciation: The cost of depreciation is computed by using 

the equations based on relationship derived from the TRRL Kenya study 

(20). The relationship described depreciation as a function of the age 

of the vehicle. By applying the traffic age composition of vehicle 

groups and total annual vehicle kilometers, the cost of depreciation 

contributed for each vehicle group and age is computed from: 

PD(N,IN) = DEP(N,IN)*TC(N,IN)*VC(N)*ADT(NYEAR)*365 

*VP(N) *LGTH/K(N) /100 

where: N = vehicle group, 

IN = vehicle age, and 

(E-50) 

DEP(N,IN) = annual depreciation in percentage of vehicle type N 

of age IN years. 

The variables PD(N), TC(N,IN), VC(N), ADT(NYEAR), LGTH, VP(N), 

and K(N) are described in Input. Values of DEP for groups of vehicles 

are: 

Cars and light vehicles: 

1 year old DEP(N, 1) = 22 

Older than 1 year DEP(N,IN) = 20.46 + 7.80*IN 

Trucks and buses 

All ages DEP = -55.32 + 66.15(IN)t (E-53) 

(E-51) 

(E-52) 
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where: IN = vehicle age, in years, and 

N = vehicle group. 

The total cost due to depreciation in a year NYEAR is computed by 

totaling the contribution of each vehicle group over the age 

distributions of the vehicles within each group. This is given by: 

5 12 
UCC(9,NYEAR) = L L PD(N,IN) (E-54) 

N=l IN=l 

where UCC(9,NYEAR) q,re as defined earlier, 

N = vehicle group, and 

IN = vehicle age, in years. 

7. Cost due to interest rate: The contribution. by each vehicle 

group of cost due to interest rate is computed from Eq. E-55, which is 

based on the method after de Weille (13): 

CINT(N) = XINT* o. 5*VP(N) *ADT (NYEAR) *LGTH*VC(N) *365*K(N) 

(E-55) 

where: CINT(N) = cost of interest for vehicle group N. 

The other variables XINT, VP(N), ADT(NYEAR), LGTH, VC(N), and 

K(N) are as described in Input for subroutine User. 

The total cost due to interest rate is obtained by summing the 

contributions of all vehicle groups: 

5 
UCC(lO,NYEAR) = I CINT(N) 

N=l 
(E-56) 
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where: UCC(10, NYEAR) = total cost due to interest rate in year 

NYEAR, and 

N = vehicle group, 

8. Tire consumption: The quantities of tires consumed by each 

vehicle group are first computed using Eqs. E-57 and E-58 and are 

based on a Kenya study (19): 

For cars and light v.ehicles, 

TCC(N) = (a + b*R)*1/VC(N)110
3 (E-57) 

For buses, light trucks, and trucks, 

TCC(N) = (a + .b*R)*l/VC(N) 1103*PW(N) (E-58) 

where TCC(N) = quantities of tires consumded by vehicle group N 

per km, and 

R = average sourghness of road surface, in mm/km. 

VC(N), PW(N) are as defined in Input of subroutine USER. 

Values for the coefficients in Eqs. E-57 and E-58 are: 

Input 
Vari- Coeffi- Light Light 
able cient Cars Vehicles Buses Trucks Trucks 

Constant a -.0601 -.0601 .0706 .0706 .0706 

R b 76.5110 4 76.5/10 4 13.5110
4 

13.5/10
4 

13.5110
4 
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The cost of tires for each vehicle group and the total annual vehicle 

kilometers are then applied to determine the cost of tires consumed for 

each vehicle group. These costs are then added to give the total cost 

of tires consumed as in Eq. E-59 

5 
UCC(8,NYEAR) = ADT(NYEAR)*LGTH*365* I TCC(N)*TIRC(N) 

N=l 
(E-59) 

where the variables UCC(8,NYEAR), ADT(NYEAR), LGTH, and 

TIRC (N) are as described under Input and Output of subroutine USER 

and N is vehicle group. 

9. Cost of crew time: Cost of crew time is computed by using the 

speed-distance-time relationships. The crew time cost is given by: 

2 5 
UCC(4,NYEAR) = L 

KK=l 
KN=l 

L LGTH/V(N) *OC(N) *ADT 1 (NYEAR) 12*365/8 
N=l 

(E-60) 

where: KK = direction 1 for to 

2 for fro, 

KN = season 1 for dry season 

2 for wet season, 

8 = number of hours per working day, and 

N = vehicle group. 

The other variables UCC(6,NYEAR), LGTH, V(N), ADT(NYEAR), and 

CC(N) are defined in Input and Output of subroutine USER. 

10. Standing cost for vehicles: The standing cost for vehicles is 

computed by increasing the running cost of cars and light vehicles by 
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15% and that of buses and trucks by 25% as suggested by Robinson et 

al. (47). It is computed throughout subroutine USER by applying the 

value by (SC(IN) ,IN=1,5) as appropriate to items 1 to 9: 

Cars SC(l) = 1. 20 

Light vehicles SC(2) = 1.20 

Buses SC(3) = 1.25 

Light trucks SC(4) = 1.25 

Heavy trucks SC(5) = 1.25 

11. Cost of passenger time: For both paved and unpaved 

roadways, the passenger time cost is computed for both directions of 

travel. For unpaved roads the passenger time is also determined for 

each season. 

2 5 
UCC(5,NYEAR) = L L LGTH*V(N)*OCU(N)*ADT(NYEAR)/ 

KN=1 N=1 

2 *VC(N)*365/8 (E-61) 

where: KK = direction, 

KN = season, and 

N = vehicle group. 

12. Total user cost: The total user cost for the year is computed 

by applying unit costs on computed physical quantities summing 

together with other user cost components: 



5 
USER(I, NYEAR) = L uee (IN, NYEAR) *uees (IN) 

IN=l 

where: 

10 
+ L uee (IN, NYEAR) 

IN=6 

IN = user cost elements. 

The other variables are described in input and output. 

The flow chart for subroutine USER is Fig. E-ll. 
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(E-62) 



COHPUTE VELOCITY 
OF VEHICLES 

0> 

COMPUTE A VERGE 
ROUGHNESS 

R=RL+78*TI 

=0 

=0 

>0 
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COMPUTE A \TERAGE I 
ROUGHNESS 

R=R+l600*'IT 

COMPUTE AVERAGE 
ROUGHNESS 

R=R+24l.S*'IT 

COMPUTI A \:t:RAGE 
ROUGHNESS 

R=RL59. S*TI 

SET XA ( 1) AND XA ( 2) 
TO RS AND F I XA(l)=RS XA(2)af 

Fig. E-ll. Flow Chart of Subroutine USER 



G 

COMPUTE FUEL CONSUMPATION 
OF EACH VEHICLE GROUP 
Fl(N)=f(X,R,RS,F,PW) 

TOTAL GASOLINE CONSUMPTION 
RATES 

TOTAL FUEL CONSUMPTIO~ 

COMPUTE TOTAL COST OF 
FL"EL CONStTMPTION 

COMPw~ CREW TIME COST 

COMPt~ PASSE~GER 
COST 

CHANGE DIRECTION BY 
INTERCHANGING RS AND F 
F= XA(l) RS=XA(2) 

COMPUTE VELOCITY OF EACH 
VEHICLE TYPE 

COMPUTE Ft.TEL CONSUMPTION 
RATES 

COMPl~ TOTAL GASOLI~t 
CONSUMPTION 

CCHPUTE TOTAL DIESEL 
CONSUMPTION 

COMPL~E TOTAL COST OF 
FUEL CO~:SUMPTIO~ 

COMPL~E CREW TIME 
COST 

COMPUTE PASSENGER 
TIME COST 

CHANGE DIRECTION BY 
INIERCHft~GING RS ~~ F 
F=XA(l) RS=XA(2) 

Fig. E-ll. Flow Chart of Subroutine USER--Continued 
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COMPUTE LUBE OIL 
CONSUMPTION 

COMPUTE LUBE OIL 
CON StJMP'II ON 

COMPUTE COST OF PARTS 
CONSL~D BY VEHICLE 

TYPE A.® AGE 

COMPUTE COST OF 
VEHICLE DEPRECIATION B 

VEHICLE TYPE AND AGE 

Fig. E-11. t-Flow Chart of Subroutine USER--Continued 
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26 -

Figure E-ll. Flow Chart of Subroutine USER--Continued 



Use: 
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Subroutine TOTAL 

Subroutine TOTAL: 

1, Sums up cost of construction, maintenance, 
upgrading and user costs to give total 
transport cost for each year of plan period. 

2. Determines present worth of construction, 
maintenance, upgrading, and user costs. 

3. Determine total maintenance, user, con
struction, and total transport cost for each 
strategy. 

4. Determine benefits for roadway upgrading. 

Called from: Program PVMNT 

Input: All costs are in the same monetary system. 

Variable 
Name 

TMAIN (I,I\JYEAR) 

TUSER(I,NYEAR) 

TUPGC (I, NY"EAR) 

XINT 

NYEAR 

XCOST 

Description 

Maintenance cost in year NYEAR of 
strategy I. 

User cost in year NYEAR of strategy 1. 

Upgrading cost. in years. 

Interest rate, in percent per annum .• 

Year within plan period. 

Cost of initial construction of road 



Output: 
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All costs are in the same monetary system as 
the Input. 

Variable 
Name 

PTMAIN (N , YEAR) 

PTUSER(N, YEAR) 

PTUPGC(N, YEAR) 

PWTTC (N, YEAR) 

TTMAIN(I) 

TTUSER(I) 

TTCONST(I) 

PWTTCC(I) 

Description 

Present worth of maintenance in year 
NYEAR of strategy 1. 

Presen t worth of user cost in year 
NYEAR of strategy 1. 

Present worth of upgrading cost in year 
NYEAR of strategy I. 

Present worth of total transport cost 

Total maintenance cost for strategy 1. 

Total user cost for strategy 1. 

Total construction cost of strategy 1. 

Total transport cost of strategy 1. 

Algorithm: 

The discounted values of construction, maintenance, and user 

cost are computed by applying the present worth factors on these 

costs. For example, the discounted maintenance cost for year NYEAR 

of strategy I is given by: 

t 

TMAIN (I, NYEAR) = TMAIN (I, NYEAR) /PWF (NYEAR) (E-63) 

where: 

PWF(NYEAR)= (l + XINT/IOO)**NYEAR (E-64) 

and the other variables are as defined in input and output for sub-

routine TOTAL. 
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The total construction, maintenance, and user costs for each 

strategy is computed by determining the discounted values and totaling 

them. For example, the total construction cost for strategy I is given 

TTCONST(I) = XCONST!PWF(O) 

IPLAN 
+ L TUPGC(I,NYEAR)!PWF(NYEAR) 

NYEAR=l 

IPLAN 
= XCONST + L TUPGC(I,NYEAR)! 

NYEAR=l 

PWF(NYEAR) (E-65) 

where the variables are as defined in Input and Output for subroutine 

TOTAL. 

The total transport cost of a strategy I is then computed by 

totaling the discounted total construction less salvage value, 

main tenance, and user cost. This is given by: 

PWTTCC(I) = TTCONST(I) + TTMAIN(I) + TTUSER(I) 

- TUPGC(I,NSTRT(I,2»*NSTRT(I,2)! 

IPLAN / PWF (IPLAN) (E-66) 

The variables are as defined in Input and Output for subroutine 

TOTAL. 

The flow chart for subroutine TOTAL is shown in Fig, E-12. 
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START 

J 
COMPLTTE PRESENT ~·!ORTH OF Mf.INTEN.A ... li{CE, UPGRADING, 

USER, AND TOTAL TRANSPORT COST 

b 
COMPUTE TOTAL MAINTENANCE 

TTMAIN(I)= k: TMAIN(I,NYEAR)/PWF(NYEAR) 
NYE =1 

~ 
COMPUTE TOTAL USER COST 

TTUSER(I)=~=lTUSER(I,NYEAR)/PWF(NYEAR) 

~ 
COMPUTE TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COST 

~ . TTCONST(I)= =lTUPGC(I,NYEAR)/PWF(NYEAR)+XCONST 

~ 
COMPUTE TOTAL TRANSPORT COST OF STRATEGY 
PWTTCC(I)=TTMAIN(l)+TTUSER(I)+TTCONST(I) 

-TUPGC(I,NSTRT(I,2))*NSTRI(I,2)/IPLAN/PWF(IPLAN) 

~ 
COMPUTE COST OF UPGRADING GRAVEL ROADWAY 

COST(l,I)=TTCONST(I)-TT(CONST(l) 
=TUPGC(I)NSTRI(I,2)*NSTRI(I,2)/IPLAN/PSF(IPLAN) 

~ 
( END ) 

Figure E-12. Flow Chart of Subroutine TOTAL 



Use: 

Called from: 

Output: 

Algorithm: 

Subroutine PRINT 

Subroutine PRINT prints the output of 
the program. 

Program PVMNT 

Subroutine PRINT prints the following:. 
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1. Type of terrain through which the road 
passes. 

2. The hydrological condition of area. 

3. Cost of construction up to base course 
level. 

4. Upgrading cost matrix for strategies and 
years. 

5. Grading frequency matrix for strategies 
and years. 

6. Resurfacing matrix for strategies and 
years. 

7. Maintenance cost matrix for strategies and 
years. 

8. User cost matrix for strategies and years. 

9. Present worth of upgrading, maintenance, 
and user cost matrices for strategies and 
years. 

10. Total cost of construction, maintenance 
upgrading and user for strategies. 

The flow chart for E'.lbroutine PRINT is shown 
in Fig. E-13. 



INTEGER, REAL, 
CHARACTER AND COMMON 

STATEMENT 

Figure E-13. Flow Chart of Subroutine PRINT 
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PRINl' HATRIX OF 
RFSTJRFACJN; 

PRUIT USER OOSI' 
MA1RIX 

PRINT PRESENI' IDRTH 
OF USER AND 'IDrAL 
TRANsroRT CDST 

PRINl' 'IDrAL TRANSPORT 
HAINI'ENANCE, 

UPGRADIN;, MID USER 
CDSI'OFSTRATEGIFS 

Fig. E-13. Flow Chart of Subroutine PRINT--Continued 
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APPENDIX F 

LISTING FOR PROGRAM PVMNT 
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PkOG~AM PVMNfllNPuT,uUTPUT,TAP~~·l~PUT,TAPt6•0uTPUTI 
OlMEN)luN P~FIZOI 
INTc~tR TER,FLOuD 
RtAL L~TH,L~THl,K,MUC•LL•~AiNT 
CMAi<A~TcR Rc::SUI<f(j(J,301*2•1.iRAVcL uv,3iJI*' 
COMMON LGTrl,Rw,NtRE~I3u,3Jl,MA1NTIJ0,30I,MU(IlOl,RuU~H, 

l KJU~rll,NSTRTI30,~l,IDUT,TrllCKilO,lv,OI3ul,NYlAk,L8R,C~k~, 
2 C~R3,CO~STI2)),T,TT,XCuNST,AA~TI30l,lO,TEF,TN,SN,~TYP151, 
3 1PT,C~I~~),uCullOI,TtRAlNilOI,JPilul,lYtAK,L~THl,UCCSil0) 
4 ,TI~~IliJI,VTilOJ,KI51,VC(l~),TC(~,OIZOl,~TRTI30,30),F.L00()), 
4 RF,~L,PilQI,V~IlQI,TTMA1NI3UI,TTUStKI301,TTUPGC(301,TlCUN~TI3vl, 
5 GKU-THilOI,P•fTCCI30),UCI20l,l•IGl,IAl,SwO•CV,RS,F,N~, 
b OZ,OJ,GLl,GL~,fLWOO,Tt~,lMAX,lNT,XlNT,l~LANI 
7 LlllOI,PwllOI,IiVWilOJ,AOTI0&30),JJ 

CONNON/dLOK/RtSUkF,GRAVtl 
CUMNuN/dLCK/TUPGCI30,0&301,PTTCI30,30I,PTNAlN130,3vl• 

1 TM•INIJu,30I,TUSt~<I30,30l,PT~PGCI31J,o:30I,rTcl3iJ,3vl, 
2 PTU)ER(3Q,Jui,TCONSTI30,30I,PwTTCI30,301, 
3 CDSTIJOI 

c ------

c------

IPT•5 
IOuT•o 
REAu IN lNFuRNATlONS 
CAlL i•H u 
GtNc~ATl ST~ATEGitS 
CAlL STI(.AT 

c---- lNITIALIZE COST AI<RAYS 
Uu 201 lS•l,LMAX 

zoz 
2 0.1. 

c ------

300 

Ou Zvl lN•l,lPLAN 
TNUNI lS1 1~ 1•0. 
TuSEI<IlS,INI•O. 
PwTTCCilSI•O. 

TTHAINI!Sl•O. 
TT UH M. I IS I •0, 
TTUP~CilSI•O, 

i'wTTCI!S,INI•O, 
TuPGCilS,lNI•O, 
TTCIISdNI•O, 

flfF~tUI!S,If\1•0• 
PTUP1.1CIIS,Ol•.l• 

TUP.>C IIS,OI•·O. 
CO~Tibi•O. 

CO~TlNuE 
CONflNUt 
1N1T1AL1Zt ~RAVtL ANu RESUkF ARRAYS 
L!O JOJ lrl•l,lMAX 

uu 300 lT•!,IPLAN 
.>~AVLL(iH1lTI• 1 -- 1 

~tSURfllH•lT)• 1 -- 1 

COtdlN~t 

C 4 L L ~ 0 ·~ S T R 
00 :n.l !•.L,HUX 
lYb\R•J 
00 72 NfcAk•IJ,lPLAN 
lFI~YtA~.E~.NST~I(l,l).uReNYtAR.tQ.N~TRTI!,Zl) 
CALL UPGI'(Q 
t.L sc 
ENU H 

C------COMPuTE Tf(.Aft.LC FOK EACM YtAR 
lriNYcAI'(,tC.Ol THtN 
AuTINYt41'()•AAUTilAll 
l:L s~ 

THEN 
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AUTI~YcAR)•(l+b~UwTH(lGl)/lOO.l••NYtAK•AAul(!Al) 
END !F 

C------CDMPuTE MAl~TtNANCE COST 
CALL 1'141N 

C------COMPuTE USEK CuST 
~ALL UStR 

!12 CONTINuE 
C------TOTAL CO~T uF TKANSPO~TATl~N 

CALL TOTAL 
so cu ... r~Nuc 

C------PKlNT OUT RESULTS 
CAlL P1UNT 
S T Of> 
END 
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SUBRJuTINE INFu 
UlMiNS!ON P~FIZvl,tFI51,TcF)I101 

INTt~E~ T~~,FLOuO 
RtAL LGTH,L~TH!,K,MUC,LL,MAlNT 

CHAKACTt~ ~c~u~FI3Q,JOI*l•u~AV~LI3u,JOI*2 
CUMM8N l~TH,~~,N~~E~l~U,)U),MAlNi(J~,jU),MUCl!O),~UUbHI 

l ~uU~Hl•N~T~Tl~~,51,lOUT,THlCKl!O,!U,Q:3vi,NYt~K'~~~,CdK2, 
2 C~Wj,CQN)l(L)),T,rT,XCONST,AADTI30I,ID,TEF,TN,~N,RTYPl'l' 
3 !PT,CCilO),u~UilOI,TE~A!Nil~I,VPilOI,~YtAk,~uTHl,U~CSllU) 
~ ,TlKCllJI,VlllOI,KI~I,VCilOI,TCij,Q&201,STKTI30,301,FLOOI'I' 
~ RF,~L,PllOI,V•ClOI,TTMA!NC~OI,TTu~tKC30I,TTUP~CI3vi,TTCONSTI301, 
5 G~OwfHCl~I,PWTICCI30),uCI20I,I,lGl,lAl,~~v,CV,~~,F,Nk, 
b 02,o3,G~l,GL2,FLDOO,TER,1MAX,INT,X1NT,lPLANI 
7 LLClOI,~WilOI,bVwl10I,AOTI0130),JJ 

COMMuN/BLOK/RESURF,GkAVEL 
COMMJN/~LCK/TUP~CllQ,Q&3QI,PTTCI30,301,~TMAlNI30,3vl, 

l TMAlN(3Q,30I,TUSEKll0,301,PluPGCI30,013U),TTCll0,3u), 
Z PTU~t~IJ0,30I,TCONSTI30,3UI,P~TTCC30,301, 

3 COSTCJOI 
C------ TO KUN THt PR~bRAM tNTEk THt FuLLOw!HGI 
C Ill VALUE rOR NK•l FOR Ntw RuAu 
C IZI VALUe FOK fYPt TtKRAIN 
C (31 VALuE FOR TRAFFIC GROwTH 
C (~) VALUE fOK dASE YEAk AOT 
C 151 VALUt Tu SHUW FLOOD SUSCtPT!BILlTY 
C JJ VALUt OF l FOR LIFt OF SURFAC~ DRLSSc~ ROAD ~AStO ON CUMULATiVE TKAF. 
C TRAFFIC AND MA~!MUM ALLO.ASLE AGE wHILE JJ•2 FOR LIFt UEPtNOlNG 
C------ON MAXIMUM ~uU~HNESS TOLtRATED• 

~EAullPT,9~91NR,TE~,IGl,lA!,FLOOO,~J 

999 fJRMATibi~I 
R~AJ(!PT,lOOI l~UN,MONTH•l~AY,!YtAR 
W~IT~tiOuT,!031 l~UN,MONTH,lVAY,lYtAR 

lul FO~HATtlHl,lQX, 1 RUN 1 ,I4,50X, 1 0ATt 1 •l2, 1 / 1 ,IZ, 1 /''ll,//1 
100 FuRMATIIl,~lZI 

C---- NAM~ OF uSEK 
RtAOIIPT,lOZIPURl 
WR1TtllOU1,!101PUKl 

110 fORMAT(,X,A5Q,//I 
102 FORHATIA~OI 

C-------~~ITE PU~P05E OF A~ALYSl~ 
REAU llPT,l021PUR 
•RlTEllJUT,!lOIPUR 
KtAu( IPT,lJ~IIPLAN•lNT,XlMT 

C-------RtAu AND WK!Tt ~EN~TH OF PLANNING HORIZON ANO INTtRVALS SET~t~N 
C utCLSl~NS 

W~lTEIIOUT,lOlllPLAN,INT,XINT 
101 FOKMAT(//,TZO•'tCuNOMlC ANALYSIS UATA 1 ,/,Tl0,2Zl 1 - 1 1,//,luX, 

l 'PLAN PE~I00 1 ,T,Q, 1 • 1 ,2X,I3,~X, 1 YEA~S 1 ,/,l0X, 
2 1 UE~IS1Q~ iMT~RVAL 1 ,T40,•••,zx,I3, 1 YtAR~ 1 ,/,lOX, 

3 1 1NTERE)T ~ATt 1 ,T40, 1 • 1 ,2X,t5,l,lX, 1 PERCtNT 1 ,/I 

109 FuK~ATlZ!,,FlO.ZI 

C-------REAO ANU •~IT~ VtHICLt lNPUT l~FJRMATION 
Wkllt(l0UT,l071 

107 FORMATI//,20X, 1 VEHlCLt lNPUT 1Nfu~MATlON 1 ,/,20X, 

2 2bl 1 - 1 ),/) 

~~AJI1PT,l9~1 IVTIISI,IS•l,~l 

199 FO~MATIJA!OI 
wRlTtllUuT,lJol 

lOd FUkMAT(/,lvX, 1 VcH1Clt lYPt•,zx, 1 KM/Y~. •,zx,•Vtn.P~l~t•,zx, 

2 1 T1~t CJST•,zx, 1 PAS~tN~cRS',2x, 1 ~Rt~ N0. 1 

3 ,,,1UX,l2t'-' J,zx,6t'-'1,2x,~t•-•J,zx,it •-•J,zx,qc•-•11 
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lll 
112 
113 

.. ·, 

DO J.ll IV•lt~ 
ReADiiPT,ll21KilVI,VPilVI,TikCIJ.VI,uCui1VIt~CilV) 
w ~I H I I OlJ 1, 113 I IV, V T I IV I, t< I B I , V PI l IJ I, T J.io.C I I vI' ui.. u I IV I , C C ( H I 
CONTINuE 
FOKMATl5Fl0.2) 
FuRMATI5X,Il,JX,AJ.vtJX,F7.0,~X,Fb.0,4x,Fo.0,4X,FboC,~X,Fo.O) 
~RITd lOUT ,U~I 

lllt FuRIUTI//,J.OX,Ivt:HlCLt COr1PlJS1TION 1 ,/,10X,l01 1 - 1 ),//, 

1 ZJX,ICurtPu~J.T1Ut_. 1 ,))'., 1 PUwC:.< 1 t6At 1 Vt.rlo~T. 1 ,3X, 1 L.uAD 1 14X, 

Z 'G~JSS wT. 1 ,2X,IPu~ERI•T•'•3X,/) 
DU l~O IK•l,5 
ReAJilPT,l17) VCil~),PilK),~W(lK),L.L(IKI 

GV.(J.~)•VW(J.~I+LLIIK) 

Pw(!~)•P(l~)/G~•Il~) 
W ld TE I lOUT, l't 2 ) V T I l K ) , VC I It<.), P ( J.l( I, V •H 1 t< ) 1 LL. ( I K) , GV"' I 1 K I 1 PIll I I~ I 

HO CllNT INUE 
1~2 FURMATIJ.QX,Al0,7F10.21 
117 FOKMAT!bf10.2) 

C-------READ A~O w~ITC: VeHICLE) AGE SPECTkuM 
w ;u r t 1 1 au r, u. 9 1 

lJ.9 FOKI'1AT(//,J.JX, 1 Vtrl1CLE AGt SPECTKUM 1 ,/,J.OX,2J( 1-'I, 
2 II I J.' 1., I Nt w I , 51., 1 1 I, J X, I 2 I , 5 X' I 3 I I !. X' I 't I , !l X' I 5 I I 4 XI I 0 I , 4 X' I 7 I, 
3 4t X, I 8 I ''t X' I 9 I '4 X' I 10 I , 4 X' I 11 I , it X, I 12 I, I) 

uo 1U 11"1•1,5 
KEAJI1PT,120)1TCI1H,MYEAkl,hYtAk•0,121 
w R 1 TE I luuT, 121 ) VT (I HI, IT C I l 1'1, M I' EAR I, 11 'fE AR• o, .1.2) 

122 CJNTJ.NuE 
120 FOKMAT(J.3F5.2) 
121 FOkMATI)X,A1J,5Fb.21&F~.21 

C-------REAu TKAFFIC VULUME AND GRO~TH RATES 
KEADIJ.Pf,l23)1AAUTIISI,IS•l,7),TtF 
READIIPTil24t)(~ROwTHIJ.Y),!Y•l,3) 

123 FORMATIJ.2F).0) 
C-------REAO AND ~RITE GEIJMETKIC OE~IbN UATA 

WK1TtlliJUT,129) 
129 FORHATIJ.H1,20X,IRUAUWAY I~F~RMATlONS 1 ,/lOX,ZOI 1 - 1 )· 

1 11/ 1QX,•OVEKLAY TI11Cr<.Nt~S 1 ,/,lOX,17l'-l),/l 

J.Zit FJRHAT!3FJ.0.2) 
IIIIH Td !OUT, 131) 

131 FQRtiATI20X,1TtUFflC 1 ,3QX,I'ffAR 1,/,10X, 1 dASE AuP,zX, 1 GKOWTI1 1 1:)X, 
1 1 o 1 ,~X,Ittl,liX,ttl',91., 1 12 1 ,9x, 1 J.b 1 1 

DO l.!d IW•.I.,21 
kcAJilPT,1lollAIIG,(TH1CK(lG,lA,MYtAKI,MYEA~•O,l~LAN,!NTI 
~P< l T c I l uu T, J. l7 I A AD T ( 1A I, GROw Trl I l G)' ( TH J.l,; K ( 1 G, lA, M Yl: A R 

1 ),MYEAR•Q,l~LAN-INT,INTI 

.1.28 CiJNTlNUc 
~rdTt!!OUTd~31 

193 FORMAT(//,T1Q, 1 GEOMETK1C O~~IG~ uATA•,/,.I.OX, 
2 2J.I'- 1 1tll 

105 

LOb 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 

RtAJI!PT,J.J,ll~TH,L~THllk~,S•u•~V,R~,~,.<F,KA 

FL.lK1'HTIJ.OF5.11 
WKlTEIIIJUT110oiL.GTI1,LGTHl,KW,S~O,CV,I(S,F,t<F,kA 
FORHATITlO,IAL.I.~NM~NT LEN~TH 1 ,TitQ, 1 • 1 ,F,.2,2X, 1 Krti,/,10X, 
1 Lc~~TH 0~ ~uAU•AY WJ.TH.I.~ C~.<~ATURc 1 ,T~u, 1 • 1 1F5.l,2~, 1 K.I.LUMtTtR~ 
I,/,101., 1CAKK!AGt•AY •lOTH 1 ,Tit0, 1 • 1 ,F5.2,2X, 1 Mt:T~R 1 ,/,10~, 

I 5 HJ u L 0 c K 'If! 0 T H I , T "0, I • I , F ' • l I ~X, • 1'1 T I( .;i I , I , l 0 X, 
1 AVc:t<A\)~; CUkVATI.IRc 1 ,T~0, 1 • 1 11":1ol,2Xt 1 Jti>ICc:c~ Pi:k M. 1 ,/,J.OX, 
1 K1St 1 ,T~0, 1 • 1 ,F~.z,zx,•METtKS PER KlLUMt:TtR 1 ,/,J.OX, 
1 FALl 1 ,T't0, 1 • 1 ,F~.~,zX, 1 M~llk ~~K K1LJMtTEK 1 ,/t!OX, 
1 RISt ANO FALL 1 ,T'tQ, 1 • 1 ,f5.~,z~, 1 MlTt~S PER KllOMETc:RI,/, 
lJx, 1 AVc~<A~t: i.UKVATURE OF CL.t<vcs 1 tT~J, 1 • 1 ,F7.2"~~.., IMtHKS 1 '" 1 
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12b FORHAT12!5,bFlO.Zl 
127 FORMAf()4,7FlOo'l 

C-------RtAu ANU -~lTE PAV~MENT LAYtRS ~.d.Ko VALUlS. ANU Trll~~NE~S OF LAYEKS 
RtAJ(lPT,l30lCd~~.C8~3,CBk,U2,u3 
•K!Tc!lOUT,!32lCB~2,u2,Cb~j,03,CdR 

130 FURMAT!5F!uo2l 
132 t-U~r1AilllOX,'t'AVEMENl LAYtl< PI<UPERTlcj 1 JiduX,Z:d 1

-
1 l,//, 

l ZOX,'CdR lJt LAYtR',3A,'THlCKI'lE~5 1 ,/IiUA, 1 SASE 1 ,lOX,F5.2,7X,F!:Io2, 
2 /,lQX,•SUd dA)E',oX,F5.z,7x,F5.2,/,lOX, 1 ~Ud~RADt 1 ,oX,F5ol,7X,•-• 
3 , /) 

C------ RtAO UNiT COST ur CONSTRUCTlON,MAlNTtNANCE, AND U~c~ CuST olHtN 
C PRI~T TrlEM 

c----------------------------------------------------------------------c 

1 
b 
7 
~ 

5 
7 
8 

133 
13it 

1 
z 
z 
2 
3 
4t 

' 3 

' b 
1 
a 
5 
7 
d 

135 
·uo 

l 
1 
z 
3 
3 

" 131 
138 

1 
z 
3 

RtAOIIPT,l2311UCilSI,IS•l,l21 
IF (l'tKoE.JoliTrltN 
~KlTEllOUJ,lliUCIISI,IS•9,l~l 

tL SE 
wRITtllOUT,l24tiiUCIISI,lS•l,lll 
t ''iO IF 
REAJ(lPT,l35l!HUC!l)l,lS•l,ol 
WRiTEI1uuT,l3oliMUCilSI,IS•l,ol 
RtAuliPT,l~7liUCCSI1Sl,IS•l,)l 
~Klftl!uuT,l36liUCCSI1Sl,IS•l,;l 

FuRMAl(//,10x,•uPGI<ADlNG UNlT CIJ~T,,/,lOX,l9l'-'l,//,lOX, 
1 CL.:iT OF SUit~ACt DltESSlNG 1 ,T:IJ, 1 • 1 ,t=:~.z,zx,•NA1KA PEit S'-1 11 1 ,/ 

lOX, 1 CJST FO~ P~EPARAlluN; GRAVeL TO AoC. 1 ,T50, 1 • 1 ,F5.2,zx,• 
NAlKA,P~I< ~~.H.•,t,lOX, 1 CO~l uF AS~HAL T!C CONCRETE 1 ,T;~0, 1 • 1 ,zx, 
F5.2,2X, 1 114AlKA PtR S>J.M Uf 30MM. 1 ,/,1Jx, 
1 CuSf uF lAC~ COAT FOk SoOo TO AoCo 1 ,T50, 1 • 1 ,f5.,,zx,•NAI~A PtR 
)~ ...... ,,,, 
FORMAT!~F;.z,F5o0,7F5.2l 
FORMAT( //,zox, 1 CONSTkUCTION UN!T CO!)TS 1 ,/20X,231 1 - 1 l1/llOX 
, 1 t4KTHwOR~$ 1 ,T50, 1 • 1 ,F5o212X, 1 NAIRA PtR CUo/1 1 /lOA, 
'SITE CLtARANCt 1 ,T)v, 1 • 1 ,Fb.2,zX, 1 NAlRA PER rlECTAKt 1 ,/,lUX 
,•PIPE CULV£KfS •,T50, 1 •'•t~.z,zx,•NAlRA PER MtTER 1 ,/lOA, 
1 80X CULVEKT~ 1 ,T50, 1 • 1 ,F8.2,2X, 1 NA!KA PtR METtK',/luX 
•'~KluGES 1 ,T50,•••,F8.2,ZX,'NAlkA PER McTER 1 ,/lOX, 
'HAULAGe OF PAVEMENT MATERlAL•,T~v,•••,F,.z,zx,•NAikA PER METER' 
,t,lOX, 1 C~0SHcO ~TUNc SASt •,T~u,F5.~,zx,•NA!KA PtK C~.H.•, 
/lOX, 1 G~AvcL $Uo ~A)E •,T50,r).2, 1 NALRA PtR CUoHo 1 1/ lOA, 
11120X, 1 UPGRAulNG UNIT CuSl',/,O::OX,l~( 1 -'l,//,lOX, 
1 \.(;Sf uF SuRFACt DRESSING •,T5Q, 1 • 1 ,F5.z,zx, 1 NAlRA PER $1.1 11 1 ,/ 

lOXt'COST ~JK PRtPARATLON; GRAVt:L fO AoCo 1 .T50, 1 • 1 ,t=!>.z,zx, 1 NAIR 
A,Pc~ SJ.M. 1 ,/,lQX, 1 CUST u~ ASPHALTIC CO~~RtTt •,T;0, 1 • 1 ,2A,F5o2 
,~x,•NAlRA ~t~ CUoM 1 ,/,lOX, 
1 ~0~r u~ TACK COAT rO~ Souo Tu AoCo 1 ,T)0, 1 • 1 ,F5o2,zx, 
1 .-4Ali\A PtR SQoMo 1 ,//ll 
FuitMAT(oflu.Zl 
FJRMAT(lrH.lUX, 1 UNll C:JST Uf MAlNHNANCi:: ACTIVITlt~ 1 ,/!JXd~( 1 - 1 

),//lOX, 1 GRAJ!NG•,T:~0, 1 • 1 ttb.~,zx, 1 NAli<A P£R KtP,/l~X, 
1 SuRfA~lNG wiTH GRAVEL 1 ,T50, 1 • 1 ,F5.2,2X, 1 NAIRA PER CU.MtltR''/ 
!OX,•PATCHIN~ 1 ,T50, 1 • 1 ,F5o212X1 1 NA1KA PEK CUoHcT£R',/ 
110X, 1 S.JKFA~1NG 1 , f:)0, 1 • 1 ,fco.i:,2X, 1 NAli<A PtR SO.M. 1 , 

/,lQX,'JtU' PtdCH11"4u uF A.c.•,T5u,•••,.::x,F::~.l,2Xt'NA!~A PER 112'' 
,,lox,•t-!XtO cosr•,r;u,•••,rb.z,zx,•NA!RA Pc~ KM',/Il 
FORMAT15Flvo2) 
FORI'UT(I,Tl.;,•UNlT CJ::d OF U~tR 1 ,/,.Q.<d71 1 - 1 l,//TlOt 
1 CCST JF GA~JLl~E ••,zx,F~.~~zx, 1 KJdJ PER L1Tt:R•,/TlO, 
1 CO~T Of O!tSEL ••,zx,F:~.z,z.<, 1 Kudu Ptk LlltR 1 ,/luX, 
'COSl JF LUd UlL • 1 ,ZX,F5.~,zx,•N~l~A P~~ Lllt1< 1 ,/!0X, 
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~ 'C~Ew CQST ••,zx,F;.z,zx,•N~1~4 Pt~ OAY 1 ,/lOX, 
5 'PASSENGER TIMe COST ••,zx,F5.2,2x, 1 NA1kA Pt~ OAY 1 ,/) 

READ ( 1 P T, 91 I ( H R A 1 N I I TE ~ ) , 1 TE R •l, 5 I 
k t. AD ( 1 P T d 1 ) (fL. u &J I 1 T I , 1 T •1, 4:: J 
REAu(lPT,~l)(RTYPIITI,IT•1,21 

ql FU~MAi(~A1J,A12i 

C------ CHA~~~ UNll CJST F~OM KObU TO NA1RA 
ou 3ul lT•1,z 

uC ~ S(!Tl•U~CSIITI/lOu. 

c 
c 

301 CONI !NUt: 

bO 

CONV~kT T~AFFiC CDMPUSITION TO UtC!MAL.~ 
00 oO 1'1'•1,5 

VCIIYl•~CilYI/100 

DO bO ld•ld-2 
TCilY,!SI•T~(lY,lBI/lOOo 

CONT l o'iUE 
RETURN 
END 
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SUBKuUT la~t STIUT 
CQHMON L~TH,R•tNFK~Jl30,30ltMA1Nl(JUtJUltMUCl!U),kUUbH, 

! ROUGrl!tN~TRTI30,5),~0UTtTH1CKI!O,!O,Ol30l,NY~A~tCdKtCSR2, 
2 CbKJt~ON$TI25),T,TT,X~u~~T,A~UTI30l,lu,TEt,TN,$N,~TYPl~), 
j lPf,~~(lQ),u~U(!O),TtRAlNllOl,~P(1Ll,iYtAR,LbTHi1UlCSl!Ul 

it 
t, 
5 
b 
7 

c------

,T!~~llO),~Tl1ui,KI~l,VCI10),J~I''0'201tSTKllj0,30ltFL0UI;), 
R F, .;L, P l 10 l, VaIl 0 l, TT 1'1 A 1 N \ 3~ l, T T UHr< d 0 l ,T T Ut'llC l 30 l 1 1 T C IJN:) T I 3 u l 1 

GKO~TrlllOl,Pwlf~~l30),U~12~lt1tLGltlAl•~•u,CV,KS,F,~R, 
02,i.l3•GL!tGL2ttluUO,TtR, lo'IAlltlNT,XlNT,lPLAI'h 
LLilOl,~wl!OI,G~~llOI,AuTiva30l,JJ 

COH~JT~ THE ~AXlMUH POSSlSL~ NUh8~~ ~F UP~~AOlNG ~l~ATtGI~~ 
lhAX•,5•1IPLAN/INT+2l•llPLA~/1NT+ll 

(-----------------------------------------------------------------------
' INITlALlZ~ THE AKRAYS 

c----------------------------------------------------------------------c 

1.: 

UJ 20U lN•ltlHAX 
~h: TlH-4•11•0. 
N.:iTKTlUu21•0 
N~TRTilNtll•v 
)fi\TilN,Ll•Oo 

200 CONTINUE 

c-----------------------------------------------------------------------

c 
c 

c 

3 

5 

N"l•l+lPLAN/INT 
NK•1 
1•1 
1 .. 1)•00 
UO 2 l'l~•ltNN 

OJ 3 L•.l.,NI<. 
:)TKTlltll•lPLAN-N~*lNT 

l•l+.L 
CuNTINUt: 

N"•NK +1 
Nd•NB+l 

COtiTINU~ 

GENERATe S1RTllt2l 
i .. •l 
I(N•! 
CONTlNUt 
UO ') J•lt.<.N 

STr<TlN,2l•lt<.N-Jl•INT 
Na f~ + l 
lFIN.Gc.lHAXl GO Tu b 

CONTlNUi:; 
KN•t(r·hl. 
_;o r J ., 
CUNT li~Ut: 

c-----------------------------------------------------------------------
GcticRATc THe YtA~S AT wrllCH ~URFACt !) CnANbcO FROH b~AVtl TO 

C SUR~ACE vR~~~Eu ~STRTl!•ll• A~U fROI'I ~U~rA~t uRES)tO TO 
C ASP~ALTlC CJNC~ETE NSTRTII,Zl. LIST SrkAfEGlES lF LiST•1 

c-----------------------------------------------------------------------c 
WKlr::.(IQUTtl2l 
.-~Ut:llUUTti\.ll 
Ou 6 M•ltlMAJ( 

)l~TIMtj)•rLuATIIPLANJ-lSTRflMtli+STRTlM,211 
~STRTIHtll•STRT(M,l.l 
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·~ S T R T P1 , l l • N .i T ~ 1 ( 1'1 d l + S T R T ( 1'1 , i I 
NSTRT(M,Jl• ~SlkT!M,21+(20-)TRTtM,li-ST~T(M,211 
~~~T~C!~uT,911'1,NSTNT(I'I,li,NSTKTti'I,21,~T~T(M,ll, 

l STRT(I'I,21,STRTCI'I,JI 
8 CONT lo'iU~ 

lZ fORMATC//,20X, 1 ~0ADwAY UP~RAu!~b STKAT~~l~S•,/,ZOX, 1 , ____________________________ ,,, i 

10 fORI'IArtl5X,•YEAR TJ U;'IGRAOI: fKLJM''H''Nll.ut- YEAR;) ltOADiiAY lS 1 ,/ 

1 ,;x,•ST~ATt.~Y 1 ,4X, 1 GkA'Jtl 1 ,3X, 1 SoiJoT0 1 ,/,l7X, 1 HJ ~.u.•,JX, 1 A.~.• 
2 ,e;x, 1 (iiUVEl 1 ,5X, 1 SURF.UR.•,;x,•A.C 1 1) 

9 fORMATC~X,l3,oX,12,dX,121BX,t~.l,~X,F~.l,oX,F~.ll 

C-------TYPc.i llF TtltRAlN TO BE CONSlOtKtO lN KUAO CUNSTkUCllON 
Rt:TU~N 
END 
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SUuRuUT!Nt CONSTR 
Oi~tNSIJN TltZ~l,XAit,5l,XA2t2~l,T~~~2;),~~~25l,ANCI25l,ANcl~5l 

INTEGfR TER,FLOOD,TlM 
ReAL LGTH,LGTH!IK,MJC,LL,MAl~T 
CHAKACTcR ~ESUKF(30,3vl•2,~~AVtL(JU,Jvl•~ 

EQUl~AlcNCc IARG,KFl 
COMM~N LGTH,R~,NFREQt30,3vl,MAlNTIJ0,301,nvC(!~l,KJUGrl, 

1 ~OU~rll,NSTKTC30,5l,lOUJ,THlCKt!O,lU,OI30l,NYEAK,Cok'CdK2, 
2 C8RJ,CONSTtz;l,T,TT,XCONST,AA0Tt30l,iO,Ttf,TN,SN,~lYPt5l, 
3 {PT,LCt!Ul,UCU(lQI,TERAlNt!Ol,~PtlOl,lYcAR,L~Trll,U~CStlOl 
~ ,TIK~IlOl,vTClvi,<C5l,~~~lOl,TCC~,Q&ZQl,STKTC30,3vl,FLOut5l, 
~ RF,~L,PClOl,V~ClOl,TTMAlNI3Cl,TTUSERt30l,TTUPGCI30I,TTCONSTt3J), 
5 G~O-THClOl,P•TTCCt30),U~t20),{,1Gl,IAl,S•O,C~,K)JF,NR, 
b OZ,03,GL1,~L2,FLOQO,T~~,IMAX,INT,X1NT,IPLAN, 

7 LLC!Ol,P•Clui,GVW(lOl,ADT(OilO),~J 

CJMMON/~LU~/KtSURF,G~AVEL 
COMMJN/dLCK/TUPGCC3Q,0:30l,PTTCC3u,30l,PTMA!NCJ0,30l, 

1 TMAINC30,30l,TUSE~I30,30l,PTUP~CC30,0&30l,TTCI3u,30l, 
2 PrUSeKI30,30),TCONSTI30,30l,PJTTCC30,30l, 
::t CJSTI30l 

OATA ITIIT1~1,TI~•l,51/l.,3.,5.,7.,~./ 
DATA (AA!Cl1MI,TIM•l,5l/3•1•27l~,z•l.279!/ 
OATA (AA21T1Ml,JlM•l,5113•l.0672,2•lol507/ 
OATA tT~vtliMI,TlM•l,5lll.~l,2•3.2~,l•1.97/ 

uAT4 IPvlllMI,Tl~•l,5lll.l,z•.d~,z•.90/ 
DATA tAN~ITlMI,TlM•l,5ll2•2.,1.5l,z•L.21/ 

uATA (ANCI Tl~l,TIM•l,;l/2•.zj,.)~,~·.95/ 
DATA rlAuL/Jo/ 

C------ lNlTlAllLE ARRAY~ 

DO fJ07 IT•l•25 
CDNSTCITl•ll. 

807 CONTINUE 
XC ON:i T •O • 
lftNR.EO.llTHEN 
Rt:TU~N 

hSt 

c----------------------------------------------------------------------c NUW LuMPUTE TNE wUANTlTlES 0~ CuNSTRUCllON USlN~ THE eQUATiON~ 
~ OcVELDPcO oY MAK~OV AhO AWo 
c 
C eSTIMATe QUANTITIES FuR tARTH•uKK 

c---------------------------------------------------------------------

c 

A 1• ( • 2• ( Tl t T ;,;!() H • ':; 7) l -1. 
d•l.Jo•TltTtRt••.ooo 
C·7~7.37•TliTtKI*••23 
u•l.27*fl1TtKI*••22-1. 
lf(rLuOu.tOoll THEN 
CLJ•l 
ElSE 
CO•O 
tNu lF 

801 CUNSTill•C•tl.+(2.2Z•COI )4(K•**All•tl.+tXPtc•tAKG-ul ll•LGTH 

c----------------------------------------------------------------------N0w tST!MATE THt CUANillltS ~ u ~ ~!TE PRt~ARATlUN 

c----------------------------------------------------------------------
ACG•XA!tTE~>·k~••xAZ<TERl 

CuN5TtZl••c~·L~TH 
c 
(-----------------------------------------------------------------------
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C E~Tl~ATE QUANTlTltS OF ORA!NAGt 
c----------------------------------------------------------------------c 

c 

TCL•!.~3•1IIT£RI••O.lb 
ORL•TCL•I~viTERl•Rw••PVCTERl 
CONSTC3l•O~L•L~TH 

c--------------------------------------------------------------------c ESTiMATE PHYSICAL QuANTlTlE~ OF ~OA CuLVt~TS AND ~klO~tS 

c-------------------------------------------------------------------c 
T~C•ANCCT~~I•L~TH 
XA•T~VCTEKl•R~••PVCTE~l 
CuNSTC~I•AN~(T~Kl*LGTH•XA 

C------ QUANTITY FOR BRlO~ES 
CJNST(;)•ANdCTERl•XA 

c 
c---------------------------------------------------------------------c CDM~uTt PHYSICAL QUANTITIES FOR PAVt MtNT 

(-------------------------------------------------------------------( 
CWN)TC71•CKw+2*SwDl*L~TH*D2*2•;~/100*lUOO. 
CONSTI81•(R~+2*SWDI•D3*L~TH•2.~~/lUO.•!OOO. 

C------ QUANTITY FOR HAULAGe OF ~ATEk!Al FOR ~AS~ AND ~ub bA~r 
C~NjTCbi•HAUL*ICO~STC71+CONST(dl I 

c 
c--------------------------------------------------------------------c CO~?uTc Cu~T OF ~JNSTRUCTlUN ~y AP~LYlNG THE UNiT CU)T 
C OF OUANflllES TO KtSPECTIVE ~UA~TITIES AND TOTAL 

c--------------------------------------------------------------------c 
805 

1 
2 
2 
3 
~ 

5 
b 
7 

802 
c------

WRITtllJUT,dU51 CCON)f(lSI,iS•!,el 
FuRMAl(/,T2u, 1 CQN)lRuClluN CUANllTlE~•,t,TZ0,23( •-•),//, 
!OX, 1 EARTHWOR~•,T;o,•••,zx,t~.z,/, 

!OX, 1 SITE CL~ARANCt 1 ,T50,•••,zx,F7.~,/ 
lOX, 1 ~l~G CULVtRTS 1 ,T50,•••,zx,F7.z,/, 
lOX, 1 duX CULVE~TS•,T5~, 1 •'•lX,F7.z,/, 
1UX•'~R!OGES 1 ,T50, 1 • 1 ,zx,F7.2,/, 

l~X, 1 MAULAGt Of PAVEMENT MATEKIAL'•T;o,•••,zx,F7.Z,/, 
lox,·~•~E•,T;o,•••,zx,Fs.z,,, 

lOX,•SUd BASE 1 ,T5J,•••,zX,Fb.Z,/) 
00 d02 LS•l•d 

X~JNST•XCUNST~CUNSTI!SI*UCI!Sl 
CONTi~UE 

APPLY 20% fUR ADMlNIST~ATlDN AND OVERHEAD 
X~uNST•XCONST•l.Z 
~tTU~H 

END If 
c~J 
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c 

SU~ROUTlNt UP~k~ 
Ol~~N)IO~ UPGI0130,301 
REAL LGTH,L~THl'~'MuC,LL,~AlNT 
C1AKACTtK K~SURriJQ,301*2,GKAV~L(jQ,J01*2 
CuMMUN L~TH,Rw,~fREQ(J0,3ui,MAiNTI30,3vl,HUCilOI,ROUGH, 

1 ROuGHl,~STKTI30,51,1uUT,THlCKI10,lV,JI301,~YtAK,C6~,CSKZ, 
2 CSRj,CQNSTI,)l,T,TT,XCO~~r,AADTI301,1D,Ttf,TN,SN,wTYPI'l' 
3 IPT,~~(lOl,OCU(lOl,TE~AlN(!O),~PilUl,lYtAR,LbTHl,UCCSilOI 
4 ,flR~ClOI,vfllOl,(I51,VCilOl,TCC5,0IZOl,)TRTI30,301,FLOOI5l, 
~ KF,~L,P!lOI,V•IlOI,TTMAlhi30I,TTUSt~I30I,TTUPGCC301,TTCUNSTI301, 
5 GKOwTnllOI,PwTTCC!301,UCIZOI,l,!Gl,lAl•S•u,CV,~S,f,NR, 

b O,,Q3,GLl•GLZ,FLOuQ,TER,I~AX,INT,xlNT,lrLAN, 

7 LLilOI,P.IlOI,GVwllOI,ADTCUI30I,~J 
COMMUN/SLOK/R~~URF,GRAVEL 

CuMMUN/dLCK/TuPGCI30,ua30I,~TTC!J0,3ui,PTMAl~I)U,30), 

1 THAlNC30,30I,TUSE~I30,301,PTUPuCIJO,vi30),TTCCJ0,3vl, 
2 PTUic~(jQ,30l,TCONSTC30•30),PwTTC!30,301, 
3 COSfljQ) 

c-----------------------------------------------------------------c TnlS ~UoKuvTlNt CuMPuTE) THE UPuRAulNG ~OST FKOM GKAVEL 
C TO SURFACE uRESStO 0~ ASPHALT!' CONCRtlE.THIS SUBROUTiNE 
C IS CALLeD wHeN 11 NSTRTCl,ll.EQ.O.OKoN)TkTI4,Zl.EQ.O,, 
C Zl NYtAKoEw.NSTRTil,Zl 31 NYEAR.EQ.NSTRT!l,ll , _______________________________________________________________ _ 

c 
C------ lN!TlAllZE AR~AYS 

Ou 8J 1M•l•lMAX 
U?~INYEAR,!M)•O. 

80 CONTINuE 
IFINY~AR.tO.NST~T(I,Zl.ANO.NYtAR.E~.!PLANlTrltN 
ELS~ 1FIN¥cAM.EQ.NSTRTil,li.A~u.NY~AKotQ.N~TkTil,zll THEN 

uPGINf~AK,ZI•LGTrl*R~•lOOO. 
U~GINYtAR,3l•LGTH*R~*THlCKIIG1,1Al,~YEAMl*2•'2•lO~O.I3. 

tlSt IFINYtAR.EQ.NSTRTI!,Z).ANO.NYtAR.NE.NST~TI!,lll TH~N 

UPbi~YEAK,3)•LGTH•kW*1HlCK!l~l,IAl,NY~ARI•2·5~•lOOO.I3. 

UP~(NY[AKI~I·L~TH•~w*lvOO. 
ELSE · LFINY~A~.EQ.NSTRT(!,lleANv.~YtA~.NE.NSTRTCl,Zll Trl~N 

u~~INYtAK•ll•LGTH•R~*lOuO. 
ELSE 
t~O IF 
UPG~•O. 

OU 2 1M•l,~ 

UPGJ•UYGO+UP~INYtA~,lMl*UC(b+lMI 
2 CONTl~UE 

C------ ADD ZO' FOM AOMl~lSTMATlGN ANO OVERHEAD 
TU~vCII,NYtAKl•UPGD*l.l 
RETuRN 
E~D 
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SUS~OUTI•~t MAIN 
REAL l~TH,L~THl•~,MUC,LL,MAlNT 
CHARACTeK ~ESu~FIJQ,JOl*Z,GRAVtLI3u,3ul•2 
COMMuN L~Tn,~•,NFREQI30,30),MAiNTI30,JU),MuCilu),ROUGH, 

1 ROUGHl,N~TRTI30,~l,IOUT,THlC~IlO,l0,0:30),NYEAK,CBK,CBR2, 
Z CBR3,CQNSTCl5l,T,TT,XCONST,AADTI30I,lDiTEF,T~,~N,RTYPI~l, 
3 IPT,CCilOl,u:UllOI,TERAlNilOI,V~Ilvl•lYcAR•LGTHl,U~CSilOl 
~ ,Tl~CilO),VTilO),~I~I,VCilO),TCI,,vllO),ST~TIJO,JO),FLODI5), 
~ RF,GL,PilO),vWilO),TTMAlNI30),TTUS~RI30),TTU~GCI30),TTCONS1130), 
5 GRO~TnllOl,PWTTCCIJul,UCIZOl,L,lGl,lAl,SwO,CV•KS•F•Nk, 
b oz,oJ,Gll•uLZ,FLOuO,Tt~•lMAX,lNT,XlNT,IPLAN, 
1 LLilOl,P•Ilul,bVwllOl,AJTivz3u),JJ 

COI'tl'tJN/dLOK/RtSUKF,GkAVtL 
COMI'tuN/3LCK/TUPGCC30,0I30l,PTTCl30,30),PTHA1NI30,3u), 

l TMA1NilO.JO),TUSt~l30,30),1'luP13CC~O,v:3oJ.TTCI30,30), 
2 PTUSt~I3Q,3Q),TCONSTI30,3ul,PwTTCI30,JOl, 
3 COSTI30l 

C-------!NITIAllZE l'tAlNT ~OSf AKRA~ 
IFINYEA~.tQ.OlKETuRN 
DO 2 lS•l,ZU 

-l'tAlNTI!),NYEARl•Oo 
2 CONTINUE 

C-------Cul'tPUTc THE STRUCTURAL NUMbtK OF PAY£~ KUAu 
C FuR ~URFACt uKtSStO ~OAO OVtKLAY Thl~~Nc~S IS ltKO 

lFI~YEA~oLT.NSTKTil,2l l TrlEN 
Ol•O. 
cl SE 
Ol•THIC~IIGl,IAl,NSTRTil,Zll 
END IF 
AAl•.l 
AA2•129ol~*CdK2-.l977*CoR2**2+.u00~5•CtiKZ**3l/lO*•~ 
AA3•.0l+.Ob'*LDGlOICSK3l 
SNl•J.jl*LO~lOICBRI-.S,•ILOGlOICSRll••z-1.~3 
SN•AAl•Dl+AA2*uZ+AA3*03+SN1 
lFINYtAKoLE.N~T~l(l,lll TMtN 

CALL UNPAVE 
EL~c iFINYEARoltoNSTRTil,ZloANU.NYEAKo~l.N)TRTil,ll) THEN 

.:ALL 5URF 
ELSt 1FINYtA~oGT.NST~Til,2)) THEN 

CALL. PAVt: 
t:L SE 
E;, D 1 F 

C-------CUM~UrE AN~ TuTAL MAiNTtNANCE COST. 
TM•:). 
DL.I l 1'1 1~ • 1, 6 

TM•TM+MAlNTIMN,NYEARI•MUCIMN) 
Cu i''4TlNUE 
TMAl~l I,N'tEARl•TM 
RE:TUKN 
E~ D 
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c 

SUBROUTlNc uNPAVE 
~cAL LGTH,L~T~l,~,MUC,LLIMAlNT 

C~AKACTER ~ESU~FC30,30l•Z,GKAVELC30,30J•Z 
CuMMON LGTH,Rw,NFREQC30,30J,MAINT(~0,30J,MUCC10J,ROUGM, 

1 ~JvGH1,HSTRTC3Q,5),IOUT,THlCKC!O,lO,u&30),NYEAKICiKIC~~l, 

Z Ca~3,~0NSTC25),T,TT,XCONST•AAOTC30J,lO,TEF,TN,SN,RTYP(~), 
3 IPT,CCClOJ,O~U(lOJ,TERAlNrlO),yp(lU),lYtAR,LGTHl,UCCSC10) 
4 ,TIRCClOJ,VTC10J,K(5J,VC(10),TCC5,0IZOJ,STRTC30,30),FL00(5), 
4 ~F,Gl,PllOJ,V•C10),TTMAINC30),TTUSER(30),TTUPGCl30),TTCONSTC30), 
5 GROWTHC10),PwTTCCC30l,UC(20),I,lG1,1Al,~•O,CV,R),F,NR, 
b oz,o3,GLl,GLZ,FLOJO,Tf~,lMAX,lNT,XlNT,IPLAH, 
7 LL(lO),PwllOJ,GV•(lQ),A0T(0130),JJ 

COMMUN/SLO~/R~SURF,GRAVEL 
COMMUHiaLCKITUPGCC30,0&30),PTTCC30,30),pT"AIHC30,30), 

l T~AINC30,30),TUSERC3C,30J,PTUPGCC3u,ua30),TTCC30,3U), 
Z PTUSERC30,30J,TCONST(J0,30),pWfTCC30,30), 
3 COSTC30J 

DATA SV,Pl,uMAXIZ0.,1Q.,75.1 
ROUGH•1~000o 
ROUGH1•~000. 
G•CF+RSJIZ. 
~··600. 
~OAY•l 

130 T•NOAY•AOTCNYtA~)I1000o 
~·3Z50.+84.•T-l.bZ•T••z+.Ul6*T**3 
IFCR.GE.KOUGH) ~0 TO 140 
IFCNOAY.GE.3o512J GO TO 135 
~OAY•NOAY+l 

GO TO 130 
140 X•AOTC~YEAR)*3651CT•lOOOJ 

NFREQCI,~YEARJ•IFIXCX+o5) 

GO TO 150 
135 NFRc~(l,HYEARJ•Z 

150 CONTINUE 
IFlNYcARoEQol)GL•O. 
I0•3651~FREQ(l,NYEAK)•NFREQ(I,NYEARtl100o 

IFCNYEAR.EOoloOR.~L.E~.O.)THEN 
GLZ•lu•l1.71+.3SZ•G+o07o*SV-.l97•PI+.Olu40•AOTCNYEARJJ 
GLl•IO*Cl.7l+o3az•G+.078•SV-.1~7•Pl+e01040•ADTCNYEAR)+~04.~b 

1 IRA) 
ELSE 
GLZ•GL~+ID•c1.71+.38Z•G+.07c•Sv-.197*~1+.010~u•AOTCNYEAR)l 

GLl•bLl+IO*ll.7l+o3~'*G+.078•SV-,197•PL+e0l040•AuT<NY t A~)+404o9o 
IRA) 
E~O IF 
GL•CGLl•LGTnl+GLZ*lLGTH-LGTHl))/lGTH 
IFCGLoGEoOMAX) GO TO 4 
b~AVeL(l,NYEAR)• 1 N0 1 

GJ TO 5 
4 CONTINUE 

i~AVEL(l,~YEARl• 1 YS' 
MAlNT(Z,NYtA~)•LGTH•GL*CR~+z.•SWO)*lOOOellOu. 
GL•O. 

5 CONTINUE 

c---------------------------------------------------------------------c CO~PuTE THE PHYSICAL QUAhT!TlES fO~ G~AOlNG ANO RE)URFACING , ____________________________________________________________________ _ 

c 

"AlNT(b,NYcAK)•LGTn 
RETU~N 

END 
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c 

SUBkOUTlNt ~U~F 
DlMENSIO~ C~PI30) 
~tAL LGTH,L~THl,K,MUC,LL,MA!~T 
CHARA~Tt~ ~ESuKF(30,~0l•2,GkAVcLI~v,JOl•2 
COM~JN L~TH•~-,NfktQC30,3ul,MA1NTC~u,3ol,MuLClOl,RUuGH, 

1 RUUbHl,NSTkT(~Q,;),1uUT,TH!CKI1U,1Q,ul3vl•NYtAK, C b~,C~K2, 
2 CB~J,~uN~TC2)),J,Tl,ACUNST,AAOTI30),IO,Itt,TN,SN,~TYP(~), 
3 lPTt~~ClOI,JCUC!Ol,TE~AlNCl~),~~~lO),!~tAR,LGTHl,uCC~IlUl 
~ ,Tl~CClOI,VTC!OI,K(5),VCllOI,TCC),uiZOI,~TKTlJ0,30l,FL00()), 
~ RF,~L,PilOI,VwllOI,TTMAlNCJQ),TTuSe~CJOI,TTu~GCC301, TTCDN~Tl3u), 

' G~OWTrlC10I,PWTTCCIJOI,UCC20),l,IGl,!Al,)•O,CV,RS,F,Nk, 

b ~z,uJ,~Ll,GLZ•tLDJO,TER,1M~X,l~T,X!NT,1PLAN, 
7 lLClOI,P•ClO),GVWClO),AOTCOJ30),JJ 

CuMMJN/dLO~/~e~UKr,~~AVEl 

CJM~JN/~LCK/lUPGCC30,Q&JOl,~TT~C30,30),PlMAlNC30,301, 
1 TMA!~ClJ,JQ),JUSERC30,3UI•PlUPGCC30,Q:3u),TTCC3U,30), 

Z ~TUSt~C3Q,30l,TCUN~T(30,3U),P•TTCC30,3U), 

3 COSTC30) 
DATA ~L/2)0Je/ 

(--------------------------------------------------------------------( THe ~uoKOUT!Nt )U~F COMPUTES THE PHYSICAL QUANT!Tlt~ FOR 
C PATCrllN~ ANJ keSURFAClNG. lHt tQUATlO ~ ~ DtVELOPtD FROM 
C THt KtNYAN STUuY lS UStO.F!~ST,lhE STKUCTUkAL NUMBt~ OF 
C THt PAVeMENT IS DET~RMlNeu. THE APPROKA!TE PREOICTlUN 
C E~UAT!u~ !S THeN USED TG OETEK~1NE TH~ AMOU~T CKACKlN~. 

(------------------------------------------------------------------( 
ou ~;o 1~·1,JO 

~~PC!V)•~. 

'80 CJNT!NUc 
C-------CHOJSt C~lTt~!A OF UAMAGE TO wA~RANT ~cSU~~AClNG. If ROUGHN~SS 
C I~ THt CRITtRlA TrltN JJ•Z o!F CUMuLATIVe TKAFFlC ANu AGt IS 
C-------CKlltk!A U~t JJ•l 

IrCJJ-l)Zo,zo,~u 

30 C~NTINUE 

IF INYEA~-CNSTkT(l,l)+i))Zui,zol,ZOO 
200 CuhT!~UE 

TT•TT+3o5.•ADTCNYEARJ•fEF/IOO./lO••o 
Gu ru l22 

201 CG~Tl~UE 

TT•3o~.•AOTINYEAK)I2.•TtFilOO.IlO••o 
222 CJNTlNJc 

C-------CDM~~ft THt ytft~~ORAfLGN Of PA~tMtNT. THlS utPtNuS uN · SN 
C-------uF THe ~A¥EMENT 

lfl~~-2.512301230,231 
231 lFC5N-3.25l~O,YQ,i32 
232 1FCSN-4.>l00,1J0,10l 

c 
c-----------------------------------------------------------------------
c CA~c OF STKUCfUKAL NUM~ER GRtATtk THAN 4. 

c----------------------------------------------------------------------c 
101 CJNTlNUt 

k•KL+l19.•TT 
!fCk.~E.KOU~HliTHtN 

M~L;T(3,~YtAK)•LGTH•~w•lOUC. 
Tr•v. 
tLSt 
E~U lF 
Gu T~ 240 
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c 
c-----------------------------------------------------------------c CASe OF STKUCluKAL ~UM~cR dtl~ctN ~ A~u 3.l~ 

c-----------------------------------------------------------------c 

c 

100 C~PINYEARl•2lj.•TT-92•Ilo-11/tAPi2.Z5l) 
R•Ra.+l>o*TT 
IFIKobE.RUUGHllTMtN 
MAl~Tl3,NYtARl•LGTH*RW*lOOO. 
TT•u. 
t:L. sc: 
END IF 
GO TLJ Z~v 

c--------------------------------------------------------------c ~A~c OF ST~u~TUKAL NUMStR dtTW~tN 2.~ AND 3.2, , _____________________________________________________________ _ 

c 

c 

90 CPPl~Y~AKl•-o~5+lOOO*TT+7~Z.IE4Pl2*(Tl+o321**2l 
R•KL+4to3.•1T 
lF(K.uE.KuU~rlll THtN 
MAI~T(3,NYtARl•LGTH*RW*lOOvo 
TT •O. 
HSE 
t :'i 0 IF 
GU TLJ 240 

c--------------------------------------------------------------c CASt OF STRUCTUKAL NUMd£~ Lt~S lHAh z.; , _____________________________________________________________ _ 

230 C~P(NYEARl•2o2o*TT+ll90.*TT••2 
R•Ra.+3200* JT 
lf(R.~toKUU~Hll THEN 
M~INI(3,NY~A~l•LGTH*RW*lCOO. 
TT•J. 
ELSe 
END lF 

240 CON r J.NU;; 
11-tTT.EIJ.O.lTHEN 
Rt)JRF(!,NY£Akl• 1 YS 1 

ELS~ lFITT.~E.Ool THtN 
K t s J 1\ F ' I ' N y t A k ) • I ,,. 0 I 

ELSE 
I:N D IF 
liD TQ 2~3 

lO Ci.JNT li~Ut: 
!t-I~YEAk.EIJ.INSTKTil,ll+ll l THeN 
lYtAK•l 
Tf•ADTI~YcARl/2o*3b,./J.O••o 
H)c 
I Y t:A ~< • I Y I: A"'+ l 
TT•TT+4JTI~fi:Akl/2.•3b5./lO••o 
ENO lF 
lFlSN.Lc.l.,lTrl~N 

I:SAL•·2~ 
CP~INYtA~l•loZ.*TT+ll~O.•TT••z 
ELS = 1FlSN.Lt.3 •• ANv.~N.~T.2.,l TrltN 
CP~(~Y~ARI•-o~~.+J.OO~*T1+7~~.11~**11~•TT+.J21••2l 
ESAL •. ov 
tL~~ lfi)Nol.t•~•'•ANO.SN.~T.3.Jl Tnt~ 
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ESAL•.e~:;, 
CPPINYEAKl•lL:;,•TT-~2•11.-TT/LO*•~.l;) 
~LS~ lfi~NoLEo4oA~O.SN.GT.3.j) ThEN 
CPPINYEARl•ll;.•TT-9~.4(1.-TT/10••2.251 
E5AL•lo40 
ELS~ lflSNoLTo5oA~O.)NoGTo4ollnEN 
ESAL•2o 
Cj>PINYEAI()•Oo 
ELS~ lfiSN.~T.5lTnEN 
c:$AL•2.:) 
f:L!)c: 
END If 
1FilYtA~.tw.5.0KoTT.GEoESAL) TMEN 
MAlNTl3,NY~AKl•LGTH*Kw*l0vO. 
RlSuRF(l,NYtA~J• 1 Y~' 
TT•J. 
lYcAK•O 
i:LSt 
R~)u~~(l,NYc:A~l• 1 NO' 

EN u l F 
243 CJNT!NUE 

IF IN 'fE A..: • Ul • th T IH I l, 1 ) • 0 ~ • N S TK f( l d l o t Q • 0 l THEN 
TCPI"•CPPIIOtARl 
HSc 
TCP~·~PP(NYEARl-~PPlNYtAR-ll 
Uu H 
lFIT~rP.LT.O.lTCPP•O. 
MAliTI4.NYtAKl•LbTH•TCPP 
MA!~Tib,NY~ARl•L~TH 
RtTuKN 
t: ,; L) 
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)UdiolOUTINE I'AIJc 
Olh~NSIJN CPPIJOI 
~tAL LGTH,LGTH!I~tMUC,LL,MAlNT 
CrlA~ACTc~ RE~UKf(~Q,30I•z,u~AVtll3v,3JI•2 
COMMON LbTM,~W,NF~E043C,30l,~AlNT(jU,ju!,MUC!lOI,RUuGH• 

l ROUGHl,N)TRTI3u,5J,IOuT,1HlCKI!u,lv,v:3vJ,NYEA~,~~~,CbK2• 

z c s R,, c J ;~ s r 'z 5 1 1 r 1 r r, x cONs r, A AUT ' JO 1 1 t J, 1 '"h r N, :i 111, r.: r Y P < :d 1 
3 lPT,CC(lO),QCullul,TERAll'lllOI,VP(lQI,!YEARtLGT~l,uCCSilOl 

" , r H~ '10 1, vr < ~ o 1 '" c; 1, vc '1 u 1, TC < ~. o• ~o 11 s TK r c :so do 1, F L uu <51 1 
4 RFiul,PilOI,VWilOI,TTMAlNIJvl, TTU)tK13QI,TTUPGCI~OIITTCON)fl30), 
~ G~O~TH(lOI~P~TfCCI~ui,UCI20),I,IGl,!Al•)~U,CVI~~~F~N~, 
b uZ,J3,GLl,~L2,FLUuO,TER,IMAAiiNT,~lNT,IPLAN, 
7 Ll(!OIIPW(lJIIG'I•I!OI,ADTtO•lOI,JJ 

COM~ON/~LOK/~cSUkftG~AVEL 
CuMMON/oLCK/TUPGCI3Q,Q;JQI,PTTCI30,3UI,PTMAlN(30,3uJ, 

1 TMAlNI30130I,TUSE<IjQ,30J,PTUP~CIJO,u:JuJ,TTCil013011 
Z PTuiE~(3Q,30I,TCONSTC30,3011P•TTLl30,301, 
3 COSTI3ul 

MAlNT(b,NYtARI•LGTH 
RETUI<N 
END 
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SUdKuufli'IE UStR 
OlM~~SlON Vllul,FLilOl,OC~lllJl,PCilJ,~O),~LI,,JOl,~TI~I,CTI'l' 

1 P0(5,30I,TlMEilOI,TCCI30I,uCRI3ul,~P~IjO),ULCI30,3CI•SCllOI,MI21 

1 ,J(AI!II 
~tAL LGTH,LGTH1,K,MUL•LL,~A1Nl,M 

CnA~AClcK ~c)vRFIJ0,301*2•GRAV:Ll3u,J01*2 
CUMMuN LGTH,Kw,~FREQIJ0,30I,~A1NliJ0,30l,MJ~l10l,~uu~H, 

1 ROu~Hl,~STKTl30,5),10UT,TH1CKilO,l~,OI301,NY~AR,CSR,C~k2, 
2 Cd~3,LuNSTlZ~I,T,Tl,~LuNST,AAUTI30l,lO•ltF,TN,~N,~TYPl51, 
3 IPT,CCllO),uCUilOI,TEkAINilOl,~PllOI,lYlAk,L~IMl,ULCSilOl 
~ ,TI~CilOl,VTllOI,Kl5l,VCI!Ol,TCl~,OI~Ol,~TRTIJ0,30),FLuu('l' 
~ RF,GL,PilOI,VwllOl,TTMAlNIJOl,TTUSEKIJOI,TTUPbCIJOl, TTCUN~Tl3v), 
5 G~OMTHilQl,P~TTCCI~Ql,UCIZOl,I•lG1,1A1•~~0,CV,RS,F,NR, 
b 02,03,~Ll•GLZ,FLOLU,TtR,lMAA,1NT,XiNJ,lPLAN, 

7 LLilOl,~•I10l,~VWilul,AuT(OIJQl,JJ 
COMMJN/dLC~/TUPGCl~Q,Q13Ql,PTTCI30,30l,~TMAlN130,JOl, 

1 TMA1NI30,~0l,TUSt~I~0,30l,~TuP~CI3U,0130l,TTCI30,3wl• 

Z PTU)cRI~J,JOl,TCON~TIJ0,30l,PwTTCl30,30l, 
3 CDSTI30l 

C------ REAu 1N INITIAL KDUGHNtSS AFTEK SUkFACE URcSSIN~ ANO THt 
C MDlSTuRc CONfE~T U~ THE GKAVtL ROAO•AY Mill ANO Mill Fu~ 

C------ U~Y AND •ET )EASuNS Rt)PECT1VELY 
DATA IMI!Yl,IY•l•Zl/,,1)/ 
OAU I< L/2500./ 
uATA IO~RilZl•ll•1•5lll.Z,l.d,~.,~.,4./ 

DATA IU~klllZl,IL•l,5l/2o4,~.b,3*o•O/ 

C------ ~tAJ l~ VALUE~ FOR STANulN~ ~M~~~~ ~ACTOkS 

L>Alo~ I)ClllldZ•.1•5l11.2,1t*l·2~/ 
C-------lNITIAL!lc A~kAYS 

IFINYEAii..EO.OlRETURN 
ou 53' lf•l·5 

vI IF l•O. 
FLIIFl•O. 

535 CONTINUE 
OlJ 53o IT•1,l0 

UCCIIT,NYEARl•O. 
53t:l C:JNT1NUt: 

C------ COMPUTe UtPTH UF LOOSE MATtklAL 
iJLM•l• 

C-------k OAu•Ar iS PAvtu U~ U~PAVED. 
- lF (~rE~r<-NSfKT(!,lll2 uO ,zou,zOl 

~01 CO,.TlNUc 
lfiNYc:Ar<.LT.~~Tii.TI.L,zll THEN 

C------ CJM~ U Ti THe Avt~Abc KOu~hNE~S AND CRACKiNG J F PAVeD SUR~ACE 

C----- ~iK~T CuM~UTt THt STRUCf~~AL NUMdEK uF PAVcMtNT 
D!•O. 
tLSi 
U1•TH!~~(lGi,lAl•NSTii.T(1,2ll 
END if 
4A 1• • J. 

AA2•1~~.l~•CB~l-.!~77•CuR2*•i+.OOv~5•CS~2••3l/10••~ 
A~3•.01+.0o::l*LUG101CdR3l 

S iU • 3. H • L u b 1 0 IC b 1< l - • b 5 * I UJ <..I. 0 I C B R l l ... 2- 1 • It 3 
SN•AAl•Ol+AA2+D,+AA3•D~+~Nl 

!r( 5N-2.5J)JQ,53Q,53l 
53J. IF I SN-3.25J::~'1o,;~o,53Z 
532 IFISN-~.OloOO,ovO,oOL 

c--------------------------------------------------------------c CAS!: w~ ~T~U..:TUkAL 1WI"'iH:1< ~ki:ATt::.K TnAN lt.u , _____________________________________________________________ _ 

c 
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601 R•KL•~~.5+TT 
GO TU loO 

c 
c---------------------------------------------------------------------c CASE uF STKJCTURAL ~UMd~R Lt~) THAN u~ ~wUAL TU 2.~ 

c--------------------------------------------------------------------
530 R•RL+looo•rr 

GU TO leO 
c 
c---------------------------------------------------------------------c CASE OF STRUCTu~Al NUHdcK Lt~S THA~ 3.2, BUT GREAltK THAN 2.~. , ________________________________________________________________ _ 

c 
590 R•RL+2~!•5•TT 

GO Tu 3o0 
c , _____________________________________________________________________ _ 

C CASt OF ~TRUCTURAL NUHd~R GktATtK THAN 3.ij ~UT Lt~~ THAN ~.u 

c---------------------------------------------------------------------c 
bOO R•RL•7o.•TT 
360 ClJ~Tll'lUt 

C-------I~FJ~M U~tk IF KOU~HNtS~ IS GK~ATE~ THAN ~500 MMIKM 
IriRouE.~~O~.l THEN 
WK!TLiiJUT,30l)l,NYtAR 

301 rURMATI5~,2!3, 1 RDuGHNE5S IS E~CtEO!NG THE MAXIMUM uF ~;OO.H/KM'l 
K•4tvOO. 
EL.SE 
ENO !F 

C-------Stl ROJGriNESS FJR ASPrlALTIC CON~KtTE ROADWAY AT z;OO,M~/KM 
IF INYc:iAI\oGT .NHRTI 1,2 I HHEN 
1<•2~00. 

f:L sE 
END IF 

c 
c-------------------------------------------------------------------c COMPUTE TH~ ~cLOC!TltS rGK TME O!FFcR~NT VeHICLE TYPt~ 
C Vll),V(l),---,Vl51 FuR CAKS, LlGriT GuOOS, dUStS, L!~HT TRUC~S, 
C ANO TWU~KS Kc)PE~TlVELYo , ___________________________________________________________________ _ 

C------ CDNSlOt:K hAFflC UlRtCTJ.UI~ 
UJ 300 LK•l•2 
XA(l.J•F 
~A(2l•R) 

vlll•o7.o-.07d•KS-.Oo7•~-.o~~·cv-.oooo7•R 

~121•o2.o-.Jo'*KS-.uo7•F-.022•~v-.uJooo•R 
Vl31•o2.o-.oo,•RS-.Oo7•F-.022•~v-.~Juoo•K 

Vl4ri•5J..~-.l22•K~-.l22*~-.017•Cw-.~WO l uo•K••'~9•P~I41 
V()l•j!.9-,,22*K)-,!2~*F-,0!7*CV-, OJ0luc•K+,;5Y*PW(;) 

C------ CJM~ufE FU~L ~GNSUMPTION Fllll ••• FLI5l FOK CARS,L!GHT VEHICL~S 
C------ ~USES, Ll~rlT rRUC~S ANU TKUCK~ RESPECll~tlY 

fll!l•l53.3o+4r~b.b7/~lll+o005o*Vl11*•2+1,~9~*RS-.b5~9 
•F l*l.O~*SC411 
FLI~l•(7~,1v+ll)0,5l/~l21+.Cl3!*V('I*•2+2.90b*~)-l.277•FI 
•!.Oo+SCI2) 
FLI3l•l-,b,,7+c~.2*30~TIP~I3ll+902.~3/V(3)+,014rJ•VI3)+*2 

L +~.Jo~•RS-i.~~~•F-2.3~o•lul*!.!3*S~I~I 
FLI~l•I!O,,~J•~Ol,,3/¥(,l+,Ol4rJ•VI,l**~+,,3b2•KS-l.b3,•F 

2 -2,J~o•~·l~ll+!.l3•SCI4tl 

fL(5)•(-4tb,,7+c~.2•Su~TI4r~.l+~02.~3/V()I+.Ol,3*VISl**2 
+4t.lo2•KS-looJ~•F-2.J~o•Pwl;ll•l.lJ•S~I~l 
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c 
c--------------------------------------------------------------------c TOTAl FvtL CuNSUMPTlO~ ~y TYPt ur FUtl• 'A~S ANO LlGHT VEnlCl~S 

C U~t ~AS anlL~ TH~ .REST U~E LltStL. 

c----------------------------------------------------------------------cc 
c 

7&0 

c 

FUK ~ASOLl Nb 
Z·L~TH•ADTCNYEA~I/Z•Jb;./1000. 

FLC•Oo 
DO 7dv U•l,z 

Fl~•FLC+FLClli•VCilli*Z•SCCll) 
CONTlr.UE 
FCC!,ll<l•FLC 

C fuR ult)EL 
c 

c 

fLCl•Oe 
Du 7 H J. T• 3,; 

FLC2•fLC2+FLilTI•VCClTI•SCIITI 
781 CONTINUE: 

FCCZ,Lr<l•flCl•Z 

c-----------------------------------------------------------------c COM~uTE Tnt CREW COST 

c-----------------------------------------------------------------c 
CRT•O 
DO dOO 1H•1,5 

TlMtllNI•L~TH/VCINl 

CKT•CKT+TiMtllNl*A~TCNYtAK)IZ.•~CilNI•VCilNI•lo~•SCilN) 
800 CDNTINUt 

C------ CQNV~RT HOURS TO ~AYS ASSUMING AN tl~HT H~Uk WORKlN~ ~AY 
CTCLKI•CRT/do 

C------ CvM~UT~ PA~$cNGER TIME 
PTC•u. 
DO dOL 111•1,) 

T lMEC lHI•UiTI'tUClHI 
~TC•~T~+TlMEilHI•UCUllHI*AUTlNYtA~)I2.•VCilHI•3o5o 

801 CONT lt'WE 
PT<LKI•~H/o. 

C------ CHAN~E ulRECTlON AND REVERSE RISE AND FALL 
RS•X41ll 

I. 
c 

F • .( A' 2) 
300 CJNT HhJ~ 

Z•LGin•4DTINYEAR1•3o;.llOOOo 

c--------------------------------------------------------------------c CUM~UTE UlL CON~UMPTlON ruR PAVtU ROAD. 

c----------------------------------------------------------·---------c 
390 CllNTlNUt 

TOC• o. 
DO 7Y2 H•l,:~ 

TuC•TDC+JCRClTI•VCilTI•SCCJ.TI 
792 CONTINUe; 

UCC(J,NfEARl•TOC•L 
bU Tu B't 

ZOO CUt-iTINUt 
C------ CuMPuft Tl'tt AVt:~Ab~ ROU~H~t~S 0F U~PAVt~ ~OAD•AY 

TTN•3o5.•A~TINYEARl/NfRt~Ci,NltARI/iv••3 · 
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~·3250+~2.•TTN-.;~•T1Nff2+.00~•1T~••3 
IFCKobE.l'tOOOol THt:~ 

R•l'tOOO. 
ELSt: 
END IF 

C------ CuMPUTE T~l A¥t~A~E KUT OtPTH Jr ~DA~wA~ 

RO•ll.+.l!)•TT~-.OUl2•TTN••2••0UOOl&•rTN••j 
C------ CUN3luER OKY AND ~cl SEASONS 

DO 3-15 I<K•l,z 
XAI.I.I•RS 
XACZI•F 

c 
c-----------------------------------------------------------------c NtlT COMPUTe THE SPt:EO UF tACH VtHlClt TYP~. 

c-----------------------------------------------------------------c 

c 

VCll•u~ol9-.209)fRS-.Oo977ff-.ll&l•CV-.OOOb9fR-.13~bfM(~KI-.1b5~ 

•~<o 
VC21•dloZ3-.317l•K~-.0~925fF-.J~bb~f~V-.vuuy5fK-o2930fM(~KI-

l ol9oo•~l) 
VCll•o2.,9-.~~17f~S+.OlOZL•F-.J4o2b•CV-.OOv3bfR-.lo33fMCKKI-

l • O~tv:1• .<u 
VC~I•o9.2b-.433~•KS+.OO~~'*f-.Oou96• C V-.00vb0f,(-.22ll•MI~~l

l .zb;~•KJ 
Vl)l•69.2b-.~33~fRS+.OO~~'*t-.Oo09c*C~-.OuvovfR-.L2llfMCKKI-

c----------------------------------------------------------------------c NO• ~JM~ul~ fHl FUtL ~ONSU~PTION dY VtnlCL£ TYPt~. 

c-------------------------------------------------------------------c 

c 

FLC!I•C4b.~0+614.04/VCll+.uC7YfVIll••2+l.723fRS-l.Oo57•f 

+.OO!l3•R+.~Z•o•OLMlfloO&•SCill 
FlC21•172.7o+d~4.29/¥121+oOlJ7fVI21••2+2.826•RS-lo30bfF+.OUllO•R 

2 +l.7;o•DLM1fl.06•SCI21 
FLl31•1-32.0l+bYo2fGVWil)ffo)+795od4/VC3l•.Ol)fVI3l••2+4ol7o•~S 

-2.2lofF+o00145fR+lo~o-1f0L~-2.o~~·P~I~IIflol3*)~(31 
Fll41•Clll.99+7~5.&9/w(~)+.Ol)fVI~I••2+~.17o•~S-2o2lb*F+.OOl~'•K 

4 +lo969*DL.M-lo6l9fPWI~II*lol3*SCI~I 
Fl()l•l-32.vl•o~.Z•GV•C)I•*•'+7't5.o~/VI51+.0l)•VI51••z+~.l7bf~S-
2o2lo•F+oOOi45*R+lo9bltfDLM-2.bl9•P~I'II•l.lJ•SCC51 

c--------------------------------------------------------------------c TOTAL ~UtL CuN~uMPTION dY lYPt Or tUcL. CAKS ANU LlbHf VtrliCL.ES 
C U~E GAS ~Hllt THt Rt~l USf OltStlo 
c----------------------------------------------------------------------cc 

c 

FDK GASOLINi:., 
l•LGfrl•AuTCNYcARI/2f~b~o/l00Uo 

fLC•O. 
00 3CJO ll•l, 2 

fl~•fl,+FLllli•VC(!ll•t 
380 CONTl~ut 

H,(l,I<.KI•HC 

FLC.!•uo 
DO 3tH !1•3,, 

FLCZ•HC~+FLC! T l•~C I 1 T I 
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c 

3 cH CONT lNUE 
d.l~,t<.t<.l•fLC2*Z , ________________________________________________________________ _ 

C CCMPUTE THE CREW COST , ________________________________________________________________ _ 

c 
CltT:aO 
OJ !)Ou IN•!,5 

TlMt(lNI•~bTrl/V(lNI 
CKT•CKl+TIMEClNl*'OTCNYtAKI/Zo*CCClNl*VCCINl*3b~*SCt!Nl 

500 l.uNTlNIJc: 
C------ CONVeRT HOURS TJ OAYS ASSUMING AN tl~HT HUUK WuRKlNG DAY 

CTOi.tU•CitT/o. 
c , ______________________________________________________________ _ 

C CuN?UTt PA~StNGER TIME o Tr~ AVEKAGE Nv~b~K OF PASStNGcRS 
C IN tA~H TYPE OF VtHl~LE ARE OCUClrl),1H•1'' KtSPtCTlVtLYo , ______________________________________________________________ _ 

cc 
PTC•O. 
OlJ 5ul lH•1,!:1 

TlMt(lHI•LGTH/Vt!H) 
?TC•?TC+TlME(lHl•UCU(lHl*ADTINYlAKl/2.•~CClHl*3o5. 

501 ~ONTlNUc 

PT tt<.l\l•PTC/8. 
C-------RtVEK)t THt D!KcCTlON FOR uTHtK U!KECTION 

F•XAUl 
RS•XAt21 

3'15 CONT HWc 
c 
c----------------------------------------------------------------c COMP~TE OIL CONSUMPTluN FUK UNPAVED RuAOwAY. , ______________________________________________________________ _ 

Z·A~T(~YtARI*LGTH/!U00.•3b5. 

TOC•O. 
DO 3'13 lV•.b' 

TUC•TUC+uCKlllVI*VCllVl•SCllVl 
393 CONTiNUE 

U~C(3,NYtA~l•TOC*Z 
39't CONTINUt 

U C C( l , IH EAR I • F C ( l, II + F ~ ( 1, 2 l 
UCCI2, N YtAKl•~C(2,ll+FCC2,2) 
UC~(~,NYEARl•~T(ll+CTI2l 

uCCI s,~tt;ARl•PTt ll+PTI2l 
OJ 'tUu IN•.i.d2 

PC(1,1Nl•t-;.5+.00ZbZ•Rl*lN*t<.(ll*~?(ll*VC(1l*TCC.i.,INl/l O**l1 

•s..; 'u 
PC(Z,l~l•l-3o4,l+o002''t*R-.Ol't2*CV+.U0020'•~F•Cvl 
* ~ · ~*I<. ( 2 ) * V P ( 2 l • V C ( 2 l * T C ( 2, li'O I 10 * • d * S C ( 2 l 
PC(~,INl•C-,.~+.002b2*~l*IN•Kl3l*VP(jl*VCI31*TC(J,lNI/10*•ll 
•sct31 
PCI't,lNl•t-o.,Jb+.OuJ1o•k-.~1/1u••b•K••Zl•lN*t<.l'tl*VP(4) 

4 •VCI~l•TC(~,lNl/!O••ll•~Cl4l 

~Ct5,INl•l-b.~3d+.Ou31o•~-.~.i./lO••o•~••Z)•lN•t<.t;l•VPI5l 
5 •VC(~)•TCt5,I~l/lO*•ll•~CI'l 

'tOJ CUNflNut 
C-------TuTAL CJST Jf PA~T) CuNSUMtO 

TPC•G 
00 'tu' H•!,, 

OJ 'tOZ IN•i'l' 
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TPC•TPC+PCilL,INl 
itOZ CONT lMH:. 

UCCCo,N1tARl•TPC•Z•lOuO. 
c 
c---------------------------------------------------------------c CUMPJTE lHt C~~T ~F LA~O~ wH~~rt 1~ A fKACTi~ri OF lH~ COST 
C OF ~A~T~ CU~SUME0. 

c--------------------------------------------------------------c 

c , ___________________________________________________________ _ 

C COM?uf~ tl~c CON~UMPT!ON C~ST. THE COST OF TIRE~ FuR 
C CAKS, ~!GHT ~ErllCLES, BJ~tS 1llbHT T~UC~S ANu TRuC~~ 
C A~E Il~CIITl,lT•~,5 ~ESPECTlVELY. 

c----------------------------------------------------------c 
TCCI~I•C-.Ob0!+.7o~/lU••~t•~l/lO••J•~Clll 
fCCI21•fCCill/~'-1ll•VCI2l 
TCCI3l•I.07uo+(.lJ'*Rl/10**4l*P~13l/lU•*~*VCI3) 
TCCI'tl•TCCI3l/VCIJI*VCI4l/P~C3l•P•Iitl 

TCCI51•TCCC~l/~CI~l•vC15l/PwC~I•P~I'I 
C------ TuTAL CJ~T Jf TIRES CO~SUMt~ 

TTCC•v. 

c 

00 't05 ~~·l,5 

TTC'-•TTCC+1CCCIRI•TIRCI1Rl*~CI1Kl 
~05 CON T HhJC: 

UCCCd,NYC:AK)•fTCC*Z*lOOO. 

c------------------------------------------------------------------c COMPUTe TH~ COST uf utPKtClATIDN. 

c-------------------------------------------------------------------c 
TPil•O. 
Ou 'tOb lS•l,j 

iFil).tQ.j.DR.!S.c~.~~ Gu ra 4uo 
lJJ ~07 !1•1,12 

HCil.E~.liTrlEN 
-POII~,lll•~2.•TCCl~'lTl*VCll~l•LGTH*AOTCNYtAKl*3o~.IKIISl/100. 
*VPI!SI 
t1.. ~c 
Pui!S,iTl•I20.46+7.8•ITI•TCCI~,lTl•VCIISl•AOliNYtARI•3b5.•L~Trl/ · 

~~!~l*VPIISI/100. 
HO IF 

407 =~NT(NUL 
'tOo CO~TiNu£ 

JU 'tu'1 iT•lllZ 
PJ(lS,ITl•C-;j.3~+6o.l~•ciTl**•33331•TCilS,ITI•vCII~l• 

1 AOTI~YtA~l•3~'·*VPI1Sl*LGTrltKI1Sl/lUO. 
409 C~NTlNu£ 
'tUb CUNTlNUc 

C----~--TOTAL JtPKt~l~TlON CDST fD~ ALL VEHICLe$ 
uO 't 11 L U•l, 5 

1)0 ltlL 1Y•!,.I.2 
TP~•TPO•PullU,lY)*~CilUl 

Hl C~NTlNUt:. 

UCCI~•NYLARI•TPO 

C-------CuMPJTE TH~ COST U~E TJ l~TE~E~T RATE 
fLIT• ·J. 
u·J ; v:. 1 z • 1 , ~ 

TOT•TuT•~PillJ•~lNT/2/luv.•Aul(NYcAKl*LuTH*3o~./KilLI*SCClll 
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505 CONTINUe 
UCCI!O,NYEA~l•TOT 

c-------------------------------------------------------------c NOW TJTAL l~E CuST OF Ult~ COST rOK tA~H YeA~. 

c--------------------------------------------------------------
ruc~·J 
00 503 lw•l,5 

Tu~C•TUCC+UCCII•,NY~A~l•UCCSil•l 
503 CONTlNUt -

ou 'o" hl•u,!O 
TU~'•TUCC+UCCilW,NYlA~l 

501t CONTINUE 
TUSc~II,NYEAKl•TUCC 
RtTURN 
E~O 
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SJBROuTINt TJTAL 
OlMcN~lUN ~WF(lOI 
RtAL L~frl,LGTrll,K,MUC,LL•MA!~T 
CnAKA~TcK ~cSU~FIJ0,3ul+2,~~~~tL(3v,JJI*~ 
co~MUN LGTH•~•·NF~EctJO,JOl,MA!NTI3u,3vl,MU~IlOI,~Gu~n. 

1 .cuu.i•H,I-i:il.CTI JiJ, ~~ ,lOvT, TnlCKI 10, .duvllvht-.YtAK,C~~<, CtH<2• 
2 CdRJ,CJNSTI2jJ,r,rr,x~ONST,AAuTI3ul,!O,TE~,rN,~N,KTYPI~l, 
3 IPT,CCI!O),JCu(lu),TtRAlNilOI,J~IlOI,!YtA~,L~THliU~CSI!JI 
~ ,TlKCilul,WTl101,~(51,V~IlOI,JC(~,oazoi,STRTI30,301,FL~OI51, 
~ RF,~L,PilOI,J.(101,TTMAlNI30I,TTuSt~IJOl,TTUPGCl301,TTCuNSTI301, 
5 GRO~fri(lQl,P~TTC~I30),U~l20),!,!G1,1A1,S~D,CV,KSIF1NR, 
b OZ,OJ•~L1•GLZ,fLOOu,TER,lMA~,lNT,X1NT,lPLAN, 
7 LLI101d•I!JhGV-.110I,AOTI0130),JJ 

COMMuN/~LO~/KtSURf,GRAVtL 
CuMMON/dLCK/TuPGCI30,0&301tPTTCIJJ,30),PTMAl~IJ0,3UI• 

1 TMA1~13v,3vl,TU~t~l3u,JOl,~TUP~C(30,v&3ui,TTCIJ0,3Ull 
2 PTUSE~<IJO,lOl,TCONSTI30,3ui,P~TTCijQ,JU), 
3 COSTI301 . 

TUP•O. 
Tu•O. 
TM•O. 
~u l NYtA.C•O,lPLAN 
lf(~YfA~.EO.OI THtN 
PTU~GCil,NYtA~<l•TUrGC(l,NYtA~l 
TuP•Tv~+PTu~~C(!,~YEAR) 

EL ~t: 
Pillt(NYEAK)•(1.+XI r-.T/lOO. I*•NYEAK 
TfLil,~YtAk)•TU~G~(l,NYtAKI+TMAlN(l,NYtAki+TUStRil,NYtAKl 
PTMUN( l,NYtAKI•TMAlN( l,NytARl/PwHNYEAK) 
PTUSEK(l,NY~AK)•TUSEKil,NYEAK)/P~FI~YtAKI 
PTU~GCil,NYtAKI•TUPGCil,NYlAKl/PwFINYEAkl 
TM•TM+PTMAlNil,NYEARI 
TU•Tu~PTU)E~(l,NYEARI 
Tu~•TUP+PTu~GC(l,NYtARI 
P•TTCII,~YEA~l•TTCtl,NYEA~l/PWFihY~AK) 

E·"'U lF 
CONTINUe 
TT11A!t-tlli•TI1 
TTU.itKIII•Tu 
nuP~c' Il•TIJP 
TTC0NST(!l•TTU~~CI1)+XCON~1 

C------CO~PUTc THt CO~T~ 0~ Hl~HwAY u~~kAOIN~ 
IF (4 .... T.!ITrltN 

C 0 ~ T ( 1 I • T T.: ul-l) T I 1 ) -1 UP G C I I, N ::l T R T ( 1, 2 I I • 
o"'S fKf u,.~ )I !ilLAN/PiiF( lt'LA · ~l 

I:L Sl 
CLISTili•XCO~ST 

~ .'1 0 IF 
PWTfC~I11•1TI1AlNI11+TTUStK\11+CuSTill 
IH fUr(Jij 

t::NL. 
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SU b.tJUT li'H: PlUtH 
lNT~~tR T~R1FLuuO 
ReAL LGIHIL~TNl1K1MU~ILL1MAl~T 
CHA~ACTtK KcSu~F(~Q,~OI•z~~KA~cLIJO,JJI•~ 
CuMMON L~lH1Rw,N~~t~c~o,3oiiMA•NTI30ilvliMu~llUll~uu~H~ 

l R OU~ H J. 1•i :i T R r C ~ 0, :n , l uU T, T rll C i\ I J. v, 1 v 1 0: 3 0 I, NY t A K, C ti K, Co K Z1 

2 CdR31Cu~STI2~11TITTIXCONSIIAAUTI30liiJIItFITN,SN,RTYPI5), 
3 lPT,CCilvl,OCUilOl,Tt~AlNI!Ol,,PilOli1YtAR,~~Tn1,uCCSI1Ul 
" , T 1 ~~ (1 0), v T ( 10), r( '5), vc ( 10), T' (51 u '20) I H R T (.301 30), f L U.J (; ) I 
'r RFIGL,P(lU),~wl10),TTMA1Nlju),TTUSt~l30),TTu~GCl30)1TTCONSTI30)1 
5 GKo~r~clo,,P~TTCCc3ollucczLI•I,IG111Al,~•o,c~~~s~f,N~~ 
b 02,J3,GLll~~z,FLOJO,TEK,IMAX11NTIXJ.NT1l~LANI 
1 lL(iOI,~•IlOl,G~·IlO),A0Tl0&30),JJ 

COMMuN/dLOK/Rc~URF,GRAVEl 
COMMJN/JLCr</TUPGCl3010:30)1PTTCI30130)1PTMAlNI30,301, 

1 TMAl~IJ0,30liTUScKl3~,3~l~PTUPGCI301~'3UliTTCIJ0,3vl, 
2 PT0ScKl30130lllCUNSTI30130l,PWTTCIJ0130l, 
3 COSTilOl 

C-------VAlUcS OF TKAFFl~ VOLUMt,TKAFFIC bROWTH ANu TYPe TtKkAlN 
IFI~~.cOoliTI'iEN 
wRIT ~ CiuuT,ollAAUTilAl),~KOWTHI1Gll1TEF1ltRAlNITEkliRTYPINRll 
f ~ 00 ( f L uiJD l 
ELSE 
•klT c llOUTio2lAAulllAll,GK0wTHClGll•TtFIRTYPINR) 
Erw lF 

o1 FORMAT(I/,20XI'FURlH~R lNfui(/'IATliJN~ UN At..ALYSI~'II'=Ul'.dOl'-')1 
1 ll1l ilK1'oASc YtAK Ai.Jl',T501'• 1 ,2X,fb.2'/' 
2 lOX,'TiUFFI~ bROWTH',T)O,'•'Ilx,F;.zl/1 
1 lOX,•tSAL FJ~ !00 ~tH•'IT;o,zx, 1 •'•fbo21/, 
3 1CX~'~ATURE Of ROAO•,T50,tat,zx,A10,/, 
4 lOXI'rtRRAlN TYPE'Il50, 1 •'•2X,Al0,/l 
; lOX,•f~uOD SUSCtPTABILITY'~T~O,•••,zx,Al0,/1 

bZ FuR~ATI//,,OXI'FUKTHtR lNFIJRMATlONS ON A~ALY)l)''I'ZOX,301 1-'l• 
1 //,lOX,'dASt YtAR A~T•,T50,•••,zx1Foollll 
~ lOX1'f~AFFIC G~OWTrl'IT;0, 1 • 1 1ZX,f~.z~/~ 
1 lOX,'t:i o:. l HlK 100 Vtrl.•,r~o,z.-.,•••,Fo.z,/1 
3 lO~,'NATURt JF RuAD•,T;OI'•'•2~1AlO,//) 

•KITe (10UT.703l 
wRITEIIOuT,705lllJ.l•1•01101 
Ou 70o !N•l,I~AX 

.RITE llJUT,7D71IN,(TUPGLII~,NYEAKl,NYtAK•OilOl 

10b CGNTlNUt 
WR1Tti!OUT,7ucl( III•I•ll,IPLANI 
Ou 10~ IN•J.1lMAX 

•RlTEClJUT,7071lN,(lUP~C(lNINYEARIINY~A~•llllPLA~l 

10'1 CUrHINU E 
wRlfdiJuT,9C0l 
W~ITEI10UT1~01ll lll,I•l,IPLANl 
uC. ~02 lS•.1.1lo''1AX 

wR1f~llUuT,~03llS,(N~~cQ(lSihYEARIINYEAK•l•lPLA~l 

902 CONTINUe 
Wl(lfr:IIJUTd04l 
wi<ITEI lUUT ,-1011 I II ),1•1, lPLANl 
UU '1~' lN•l1lMAX 

~RITr:IIGuTI90bllNI(~l~URfll~INYtAKI,NYtA~•l1I~LA~l 
905 CjNfl~Uc: 

WRlTtl lUUT dJ71 
oltU Tc:l !JUT duJ.I I I dl!•l, lPLAN) 
00 'IOo U•1dMAX 

wRlft(lUUf,CfO~IlTII~RA~r:L(lf,~YtA~),~Y~Ak•l•lPLANl 
908 CONTINUE 
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qoo FO~~ArllHl,lOx,•r~t~vtN~Y uf u~AOlN~ uN~AVtO ~UAD'•I20x,331 1 -'l• 
Ill 
fOR~ATI!OX,•ST~AToNOo 1 12X,20l~) 
FCJIV1ATI// 1 20X,'GKA~u.Lli'IG Of UNPJ.Vc.u R0AIJ 1 ,/,20X,2bl 1

-
1 ll//l 

l 
901 
907 
903 
90it 

• FOR~ATilOX,IJ,dX,l0l41 

1 
90b 
909 

711 

712 

7l't 

715 

717 

718 
701 
702 
703 
705 
707 
70d 
710 
tu 
7lb 

c------c 

c------

722 
c------

fOR~ATI//,ZOX,•RtSUkFAClNG Uf )UR~A~E UKtSStO KUADaAY 1 ,/ZOX, 
38 I'- 1 I, Ill 
f0k~Al(lQX,L2•9X,~vA~l 
FOkMATilOx,rz,qx,ZOA4l 
WR1Tt:IIOuT,7ll.il 
•RITEiluuT,70~l( ll),l•l•lOI 
OJ 711 iM•l,lMAX 

•RITEilOUT,7u71IM,ITMAlNCIM,NYEARI,NYtAR•ll1ul 
CONT111Uc: 
•RlTtllUuT,70ollllltl•lli~OI 
DO 712 •S•l,IMAX 

wR1Tt:IIUuT,70711S,ITMAl~(l~•~Y~ARI,NYEAR•ll,201 

CONTINUE 
Ill~ 1ft( l0UT.7131 
WRITtllOUT,7J5l((ll1l•l•lul 
Du 71~ IT•!,IMAX 

wRlTc.llOUT,7071IT,CTuSE~IlT,NYiAKl•NYlAk•l•101 
CJNT Hnlt 
WRIT~IIOUT,70oll 111,1•11,201 
DU 7lJ l~•l,IMAX 

W~!TtllOUT,7071IV,(TuSERIIV,NYEA~I,NYEAR•~l,20l 

CONTINUe 
11ii< U d I OUT dlo I 
w ,( l TE ' I JuT I 10)) ' (I ) .I •1 I l 0) 
DO 717 IP•l1IMAX 

•RITEIIOUT,70711P,(llCilP,NYEARl,NYEAR•l,101 
CONTlt.UE 
Wkl TU IOuT,70tSI Ill ),I•ll,20l 
DO 7~o lu•l,IMAX 

WK1TciiOUT,707liO,(llCllu,NYt:ARl,NYt:AR•~1,2vl 

CONTII'IUt: 
FORMATIT20,•------CuNSTRUCTION CUST--------•,1) 
FLRMATI/,T1J, 1 CONSTRUCTlUN COST • $ '•to.4l 
FORMATI~Hl,/,TZO,•------U~bRAOINu COST-------- 1 1 
FOkMAT(//,9X, 1 STKAT.NU.YtAk• 1 ,I~,10lol 
fORMAT(Tlv,I2,dX,l!Ed.Zl ~ 

FuRMAT(//,9~, 1 )lRAT.NO.YtAk•'•13,lOl~l 
fORMAl( lrll,TZQ, 1 --------MAlhTt NANCE COST-------- 1 ,/l 
FJKMAT(lrll,TZO, 1 ---------USt~ CO~T------------•,/1 
FOkMAl(lHl,Tlu,•-----TulAL TkA~SPukTATluN COST---- 1 ,/l 
OUTPuT TNt P~t)ENT w~RIH uF CU~T CWMPuNt:~T~ 

W~lHII:JuT,7lill 
uUT?UT TMt PRtSENT •OkTN OF UP~kAulN~ ~OST 
• K 1 Tt. (lOUT, 708 l ( ( l ), I• a, lu l 
OJ 7~~ lL•l,IMAX 

w~ITEilUUT,7071IL•lPTuP~'(lL•NYtA~l,NYEAR•O,lOl 
CUNTlNUt 
•RlTc:llQUTt7ubl( (l),l•l~,I~LANI 
DO 7'2 ~s·~,!MAx 

~~1TillD~T,7071IS,(PTUP~CIIS,NY~A~l•~YtAR•1l,,u) 

CONliN~~ 
OUTPul TMt PRt~cNT Wuklrl uf MAlNTENA~Cl COST 
WkHEl luUT,7lJI 
wRITElluUT,7i.lbll lll•.l•HlJl 
DO 72~ i••l,IMA~ 
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J~ITEilOUT,707llw,IPTMAINilw,NY~A~),NYEA~•l•l0l 
72" CONTlNUt 

WRITc:I!JU1,7J81IIll•l•ll,20) 
DO 72'}) lF•l• lMAX 

-~lTE11UUT,707l1F,IPTMAl~(lf,hYtAKl,NYtA~•ll,2Ul 
n5 CDhT lNUc; 

C-------wKlTt Trlc P~l~cNT wu~TH Or u~ER COST 
WKlTEIIJUT,72ol 
liRITcl1ulJT,706l(lil•l•l,J.ui 
LID 727 U•ldMH 

WR!TtllUuT,707llA,IPTUSt~llA,hYEARl,NYtAK•1,10) 
727 CONTl~UE 

wKITtllOUT,7u~ll 11),l•11,IPLAN) 
ou rza Ld•l,LMAX 

li~lTEIIUuT,707ll~,I~TU~cRilo,NYtAK),NYEAK•11,!PLANl 

7 2 8 C 0 NT l•~ U =: 
C------ wRITt Trlt PKc~ENT ·Q~Trl OF TUTAL TKAN~POkT CO~T 

wl<lTtliuuT,729l 
w w l T t: I I 0 i.JT, 7 u 'd ) ( (l ) , 1 •1, 11.1 l 
00 730 !C•l,IMAX 

li~lTtllUUT,7U7liC,(PwTTCIIC,NYt~~~,NYtAR•l•lUl 
730 CONT!NUt 

wR!TEIIuUT,70d)((1),l•ll,IPLANl 
uu 731 !u•l,!MAX 

~klT£11UUT,707liJ,(~wTTCIID,NYEARI,NYI:AR•ll,lPLAN) 

731 CUNT J.NlJE 
C-------wKITt Trlt PKc5ENT wOKTH GF TOTAL TRAN)~uRT CU~T 
C------- MA1 ~ 1E~AN~c ANU USER COST , FOk EACrl )(KATE~Y. 

~~~~IT!: I li.JUT.lJ~l 

1 
733 
720 

1 
723 
72b 
729 
Bl 

· 1 
2 

734 
790 

771 
2 

3 
112 
773 
7H 

00 733 •c:•l,IMAX 
WI< IT E (!OUT, 73 't l 1 b P WTT C C ( lE l, TT MAIN ( H I, TTUS t R I L t l, TT UP ~C I! t 

) 

CONTINUe 
FDIV1Al(lH1,'tOX, 1Pr<t.S!:.NT WORTH Ot COS1:> 1,/,'tvA,Z.21 1-'l•// 
,l,uX, 1------PKEStNT wGKTH OF U~~KALI!NG CuST----- 11 
FO~MATilHl,ZOX,•-----PRtSEhT wJI<TH OF MAINTENANCE CuST------ 11 
tON~ATI1H1,Z.Ox,•-----~kt~tN1 ~JRirl Of u~~R COST------ 1 1 
FJRMATilHl,~Ox,•-----~KESENT •J~TH Of TuTAL TRANSPuKT COST---- 1 1 
fuRMATilHl,20X, 1-----PKtSci•T •Jklrl uF TOTAL Cu$T Of ~TRATE~lt~-
----1,//,J.uX,•~TKAT.•,zx,•TOTAL CO~T~,~A,'MA1NTE~ANCE 1 ,2X, 
1 US~K CuST 1,zx, 1 UPGKADlNG CO~T 1 ,/l 

ti.JRMATI!OX,l~•5tl2."l 
CUNTlNUt 
~ k I r t < l Q U T, 71! l I ( 1 u l , 1 U • c., d.11 4 I 
tJRMArl//,lJX, ~~~ES~NT WO~TH Of TOIAL ~O~T fOKI 1 ,/,lOX,31( 1 - 1),/ 
/,,x, 1 UPGkAD1NG YtAR •,oilG,// l 
w 1< 1 r L < ! o u 1 , 77 2 1 P w rr c c 11 b 1 , P w n c c ' 11 1 , P " r rc. c 1 1 1 , P., 1 T c c' 1t 1 , P • r r ~ c < 
£1,r'ldTCCill 
WK 1 fl < LJU T, 77 ~I P W T T C C I 21 l, 1-' 11 1 T C C ( 1 !I l , P 111 rT C C ( lu l, P ~ T H C ( o l, PIll TT C C 

IJJ,i-•TTCCill 
w ~ l T c I 1 JuT, 17<. I~ 'IIi T T C ~I 21 l, hd T C ~ I Z 0 l , P w 1 T C C ( l9 l, P w TT CC ( lb l , P • f H. 
Cllli,P,Ifh.:llbl 
FUKMATI5A, 1 ~KAvtL TO S.u.: 1•i0L!O.'tl 
tJR11Al(!JA, 1 ~KA>Jtl TO A.C.: l,lut1Uo4l 
FuR .1. r ' , x, 1 s • J • r a A • c. • : 1 , J. o 1; 1 o." 1 
IU TUK~ 
END 
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